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1EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

i.  Climate displacement - a phenomenon expected to eventually a"ect hundreds of millions of 
people - by its very nature implies that people and communities can no lon!er reside in their 
traditional homes and that they will require new livin! arran!ements to replace their former 
homes and lands. This much is clear. What is less clear, however, is where these people will 
!o, who is responsible for them and what policies should be pursued to !ive climate displaced 
people the best chance to start life over in the most di!nified manner possible. This report exam-
ines several land-based approaches that may hold out a measure of hope for those displaced 
by climate chan!e. These include: national and international land acquisition, voluntary internal 
relocation and creatin! and empowerin! national a!encies and institutional mechanisms.

ii.  In addition to providin! a unique analysis of the interaction between climate adaptation and on!o-
in! development pro!rams, this report proposes a series of possible land solutions to climate 
displacement which are desi!ned to ensure that the full spectrum of human ri!hts of all of those 
a"ected are enjoyed in full. This report is based primarily on the in-country work of Displacement 
Solutions on the issue of climate displacement since it commenced these e"orts in 2007.

iii.  The report concludes that everyone a"ected by climate chan!e is a ri!hts-holder and, corre-
spondin!ly, that !overnments are obli!ed to undertake measures to ensure that their ri!hts are 
enjoyed in full, based on six foundational perspectives: 

1.  Everyone displaced within their State by the e"ects of climate chan!e possesses, under 
international and domestic human ri!hts law, the full spectrum of housin!, land and prop-
erty ri!hts.

2.  Housin!, land and property ri!hts must form core components in the development and 
enforcement of domestic laws and policies desi!ned to resolve climate displacement.

3.  All !overnments currently possess le!al obli!ations under human ri!hts law to respect, 
protect and fulfill the housin!, land and property ri!hts of everyone under their jurisdiction, 
includin! persons, families and communities displaced due to climate chan!e. 

4.  Existin! social realities, developmental processes and adaptation projects within the coun-
tries most a"ected by climate chan!e are lar!ely ad hoc in nature and have not yet been 
combined into comprehensive policies that lead to human ri!hts-based and land-based 
solutions to climate displacement.



2 5.  National and international land acquisition, voluntary internal relocation and the creation 
and empowerment of national a!encies and institutional mechanisms, if carried out in a 
manner that fully respects the housin!, land and property ri!hts of people ne!atively a"ect-
ed by the consequences of climate chan!e can, if combined with additional measures, form 
solid foundations for securin! housin!, land and property ri!hts for everyone displaced due 
to climate chan!e.

6.  Securin! the ri!hts of climate displaced persons will require public expenditure from both 
domestic and international sources. To date, domestic, bi-lateral and multi-lateral fundin! 
for adaptation measures aimed to resolve climate displacement have la!!ed far behind 
expenditures of miti!ation measures desi!ned to reduce the impacts of climate chan!e. 
Funds need to be ur!ently allocated towards adaptation measures in all of the heavily 
a"ected countries with clear earmarks for land-based solutions to climate displacement.

iv.  Ultimately, as with virtually all e"orts to improve human ri!hts prospects throu!hout the world, 
these processes to protect the housin!, land and property and other ri!hts of climate displaced 
persons and communities will likely only eventuate when civil society in all corners of the !lobe 
demand as much. Based on a hi!h-end estimate of 250 million climate displaced persons, we 
estimate that only 0.14% of Earth’s surface area would be required to relocate and re-house the 
estimated climate displaced population in comin! decades; 1/700th of our planet’s land mass 
is surely an amount of land that we can identify, acquire, access and transfer to those in most 
need. Despite the fact that it is increasin!ly clear where climate displacement will occur and 
which people and settlements are most likely to be a"ected, well-or!anised popular movements 
of climate displaced communities and their allies are only in their nascence, and in some locales 
are e"ectively non-existent. 

v.  DS believes that in the absence of lar!e popular movements for climate justice it is unlikely that 
new normative frameworks and weak statements by inter-!overnmental !atherin!s by them-
selves will brin! the chan!es required to ensure that the HLP ri!hts of all climate displaced 
persons and communities will be protected and respected everywhere. When we stand in the 
shoes of those displaced by climate chan!e, close our eyes and ima!ine the reality that confronts 
them, how can any carin! person not join the !rowin! movement for climate justice and create 
options for the displaced where none now exist?

Scott Leckie,
Founder and Director – Displacement Solutions



“As a realist I can perhaps see  
the inevitability of migration. But 

on a personal level, I have no wish 
to live anywhere else – this is my 

home, this is where my ancestors lie, 
and this is the only place where  
I can fully be the person I am  

– a woman of Kiribati.”
 

Linda Uan, Kiribati (2013)  
Image: Jocelyn Carlin 

Location: Kiribati

 



4 I. THE QUEST TO RESOLVE 
CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT

1. INTRODUCTION1

1.  If it hasn’t done so already, in the very near future climate displacement is likely to dwarf current 
levels of displacement caused by natural disasters, conflict and poorly implemented develop-
ment projects, with most estimates pointin! to more than one hundred million people facin! the 
potential loss of their homes, lands and properties in comin! decades, and possibly many more.2 
Beyond the social and economic consequences that this displacement will cause for the very 
lar!e numbers of people concerned in what are already often poor, developin! countries, inter-
national and national laws and policies, and the institutions in place to enforce them are ar!uably 
not yet capable of ensurin! that the ri!hts of climate displaced persons and communities will be 
fully respected and protected. Without appropriate, well-tar!eted and adequately funded action, 
millions upon millions of people – all of whom are ri!hts-holders - run the risk of becomin! both 
homeless and landless, and in the process su"erin! losses of ri!hts, livelihoods and the ordinary 
attributes of a full and di!nified life. The passa!e of time has not, sadly, reduced the estimate 
levels of future climate displacement. As a June 2013 report covered by the BBC worryin!ly 
notes: 

More than 3 billion people live in coastal areas at risk of global warming impacts such 
as rising sea levels – a number expected to rise to 6 billion by 2025. Sea-level rise due 
to climate change has already doubled the risk of extreme flood events in coastal cities, 
and the greater population of Anthropocene cities only puts more lives at risk. For exam-
ple, a study shows that during Hurricane Sandy in 2012, as many as 100,000 extra 
people were at risk of flooding for every foot of water in New York. More than half of the 
population of America’s coastal cities live below the high-tide mark…..What’s the solu-
tion? Some cities are investing in new sea walls, dykes and polders, or high-tide gates 
– like London’s Thames Barrier – to hold back high waters. In poorer places, people 
simply endure the problem until they are forced to abandon their homes.3

1  Displacement Solutions would like to express its sincere !ratitude to the German Ministry of Development Cooperation (BMZ), in particular, Marita Steinke (Head of Human 
Ri!hts Division), for their financial support for this and related projects.

2  Estimates of how many people will be displaced because of climate chan!e have been made since the early 1990s. The first Assessment Report of the IPCC in 1990 estimated 
that by 2050 some 150 million people could be displaced due to climate chan!e (See: Oli Brown “The Numbers Game” in Forced Migration Review, vol. 31, October 2008), 
a fi!ure also echoed by Norman Myers of Oxford University who also predicted that, as a conservative estimate, the number of people set to be displaced by climate chan!e 
would be 150 million, a fi!ure he later expanded to 200 million (Norman Myers, “Environmental Refu!ees in a !lobally warmed world” in BioScience, 43 (11), December 1993 
and “Environmental refu!ees: an emer!ent security issue”, OCSE, 2005. Christian Aid estimates a hi!her fi!ure of some 200-250 million people will face forced displacement. 
Christian Aid, Human tide: The real migration crisis, 2007. Al Gore’s book An Inconvenient Truth speaks of 20 million people bein! displaced in the Beijin! area alone, with an 
additional 60 million who may be forced to move in Kolkatta and in nei!hbourin! Ban!ladesh (Al Gore, An Inconvenient Truth: The Planetary Emergency of Global Warming 
and What We Can Do About It, Rodale Books, 2006).

3  http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20130613-the-risin!-threat-to-our-cities/2 (accessed 14 June 2013).



52.  While many of the estimates made in the 1990s may have been lar!ely theoretical, it is clear that 
these processes are already well underway. Accordin! to another 2013 report: 

The Global Estimates report reveals that 32.4 million people were forced to flee their 
homes in 2012 by disasters such as floods, storms and earthquakes. While Asia and 
west and central Africa bore the brunt, 1.3 million were displaced in rich countries, with 
the USA particularly a!ected….98% of all displacement in 2012 was related to climate- 
and weather-related events, with flood disasters in India and Nigeria accounting for 41% 
of global displacement in 2012. In India, monsoon floods displaced 6.9 million, and in 
Nigeria 6.1 million people were newly displaced. While over the past five years 81% of 
global displacement has occurred in Asia, in 2012 Africa had a record high for the region 
of 8.2 million people newly displaced, over four times more than in any of the previous 
four years.4

3.  Yet another report asserts that an estimated 26 million of the 350 million displaced world-
wide are people displaced by climate chan!e.5 Many other reports !ive similar fi!ures, revealin! 
beyond doubt that climate displacement is here to stay, and that the processes leadin! to climate 
displacement are already occurring. Tens of thousands of Ban!ladeshis have already !iven up 
on low-lyin! coastal areas and are movin! to hi!her !round in the east of the country or stakin! 
out claims in Dhaka’s already crowded slums. Further thousands of Kuna Indians in Panama are 
movin! from their Caribbean island homes to the mainland as their traditional lands slowly no 
lon!er a"ord them the dwellin! possibilities of the past because of inundation. Villa!ers in the 
Solomon Islands have be!un evacuatin! lon!-inhabited settlements for safer areas within the 
boundaries of their customarily held lands, while inhabitants in places such as Newtok villa!e in 
the US state of Alaska have already be!un their trek to nearby Nelson Island to a new settlement 
because of climate e"ects and erosion in their place of habitual residence. The Carteret Islanders 
in Papua New Guinea have slowly be!un their relocation to the lar!er island of Bou!ainville. And 
this is just the be!innin!.

4.  Indeed, these are just some of the examples of climate displacement throu!hout the world. The 
in-country work of Displacement Solutions’ (DS) Climate Chan!e Displacement Initiative has 
directly witnessed the e"ects and reality of climate displacement in a !rowin! number of coun-
tries includin! Ban!ladesh, Fiji, Kiribati, Maldives, Myanmar, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Solo-
mon Islands, Tuvalu and others. DS has witnessed this first-hand on numerous occasions, and 
has led us to en!a!e with various people and or!anisations in e"orts to both raise the profile of 
climate displacement on !lobal and national political a!endas, and to seek concrete and precise 
land-based solutions to the !rowin! spectre of climate displacement throu!hout the world. The 
findin!s of some of our field-level work on these issues are included in a 14 chapter volume 
entitled Land Solutions to Climate Displacement, to be published by Routled!e/Earthscan in 
2014, as well as a ran!e of other publications we have produced detailin! the e"ects of climate 

4  IMDC & NRC, Global Estimates 2012: People displaced by disasters, Geneva, May 2013. In a report one year earlier, the !roups stated that: “Millions of men, women and children 
around the world are displaced from their homes each year by sudden-onset disasters caused by natural hazard events. This study finds that 17 million people were newly 
displaced by sudden-onset disasters worldwide in 2009, and over 42 million people in 2010. 36 million were displaced in 2008 by such disasters….Climate-related disasters 
- primarily floods and storms - continued to be the main sudden-onset tri!!ers responsible for most of the displacement in 2009 and 2010. They caused the displacement of 
over 15 million people in 2009 and over 38 million people in 2010….Lar!e-scale disasters dominated the !lobal fi!ures and the world’s attention. They caused more than 90 
per cent of total displacement reported in 2009 and 2010. (IMDC & NRC, Displacement due to natural hazard-induced disasters: Global estimates for 2009 and 2010, Geneva, 
June 2011, p. 4).

5  Global Humanitarian Forum, 2009, The Anatomy of a Silent Crisis: Human Impact Report Climate Change, Geneva.



6 displacement and the human ri!hts implications of these developments.6 DS was one of the first 
international or!anisations to both identify land acquisition and provision as key elements within 
any e"ective strate!y to resolve climate displacement.7 DS has worked on plans to secure such 
land parcels in both Ban!ladesh and Papua New Guinea, and has sponsored research in Kiribati, 
the Maldives, PNG, the Solomon Islands, Tuvalu and elsewhere to explore the dynamics of these 
measures. In Ban!ladesh we have worked with several local partners, most notably, Youn! Power 
for Social Action (YPSA) in Chitta!on! on various climate displacement projects, includin! a 
2013 project which resulted in the identification of ten specific land parcels in the country that 
could be allocated and/or reserved for relocatin! climate displaced communities. The DS-YPSA 
Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative has detailed plans for expansion from 2014-2018 durin! which time 
we hope to be able to report about lar!e-scale processes involvin! the acquisition of land for 
climate displaced communities throu!hout the country. While in PNG, in 2008, DS hosted stake-
holder ne!otiations desi!ned to assist in findin! land solutions to loomin! atoll displacement. In 
addition, DS put to!ether a detailed plan which – had it been implemented by the !overnment 
at the time – would have resulted in more than 2,700 hectares of land bein! made available on 
the island of Bou!ainville for the possible resettlement of the entire population of the Carteret 
Islands, work we carried out in partnership with local !roups dedicated to assistin! the Carteret 
Islanders in their quest for new land. DS has also worked extensively in both Kiribati and Tuvalu, 
two of the world’s most threatened atoll nations, in attemptin! to craft viable means for protect-
in! the people, culture and homes of their populations, while at the same time explorin! reloca-
tion options that may best serve the overlappin! interests of human ri!hts, cultural preservation 
and economic viability. In Australia – which itself has already be!un to plan for various climate 
chan!e scenarios involvin! displacement and the loss of lands and assets8 – the Director of DS 
teaches several law school courses on climate displacement, aimin! to train some of Austra-
lia’s future lawyers on how to best address climate displacement throu!h human ri!hts-based 
approaches to this challen!e. DS also runs the Coastal Kids Project which places 10-12 year-old 
students in one Australian school in direct contact with other coastal dwellin! children in coun-
tries such as Ban!ladesh and Thailand to exchan!e ideas of what it’s like to be a coastal kid in 
the era of climate chan!e and displacement; a process that often results in remarkably movin! 
experiences for the school kids of the next !eneration.9 Since 2012, DS has been coordinatin! 
a Climate Displacement Law Project that aims to build a normative framework on the ri!hts of 
climate displaced persons and communities, and which has resulted in a universally applica-
ble text called the Peninsula Principles on Climate Change Displacement.10 In addition, DS has 
drafted a model national climate- and HLP ri!hts-sensitive plannin! law intended to inspire new 
domestic le!islation in climate-a"ected countries. In 2013, DS commenced its Where Will They 
Go Project which involves research and photo!raphic explorations of seven places around the 

6  For a comprehensive overview of DS work on climate displacement, see: http://displacementsolutions.or!/ds-initiatives/climate-chan!e-and-displacement-initiative.
7  See: Displacement Solutions, Climate Chan!e Displaced Persons and Housin! , Land and Property Ri!hts: Preliminary Strate!ies for human ri!hts-based Plannin! and 

Pro!rammin! to Resolve Climate-Induced Displacement, 2009. 
8  The !overnment of Australia’s Department of Climate Chan!e, for instance, has estimated that a “hi!h end scenario” of a 1.1m rise in sea levels around Australia by 2100 could 

expose $226 billion of assets to dama!e and destruction, includin! to 274,000 residential homes as well as almost 15,000 commercial or industrial buildin!s and 35,000km 
of road and rail. To hi!hli!ht this, the !overnment has released dramatic maps that model the impact of sea rise on selected coastal communities, allowin! people to view for 
themselves whether their house, street or suburb will survive the projected rise. Source: Cameron Stewart, ‘An!er rises ahead of the sea’ in The Weekend Australian (July 30-31 
2011). While of vital importance in terms of revealin! the extent to which this one country will face the human consequences of climate chan!e and resultant displacement and 
various financial losses, precisely what will or should be done to assist those a"ected, includin! the provision of compensation or other forms of assistance for those a"ected, 
has not yet been discussed let alone decided.

9  For an overview of the project, see the Coastal Kids Project section of the DS website - http://displacementsolutions.or!/ds-initiatives/the-coastal-kids-project.
10  For an overview of this project, see the Climate Displacement Law Project section of the DS website - http://climate.displacementsolutions.or!.



7world where climate displaced people are likely to mi!rate to. Furthermore, DS is currently seek-
in! support for another project it is callin! the Preparing the Ground Project which aims to build 
community-based initiatives in both Kiribati and Tuvalu to act as focal points for citizen concerns 
about loomin! climate displacement, with a focus on possible relocation to two locales in Fiji. 

A COASTAL HOME 
IN SOUTH TARAWA, 

BUT FOR HOW MUCH 
LONGER? 

Image: Jocelyn Carlin 
Location: Kiribati

 



8 BOX 1: 
THE DS CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
DISPLACEMENT INITIATIVE $CCDI%

The Climate Chan!e and Displacement Initiative (CCDI) is an on!oin! initiative insti-
!ated in 2007 desi!ned to find practical and viable housin!, land and property solu-
tions for climate displaced persons. Throu!h human ri!hts-based and innovative 
policy and strate!y development, tar!eted workshops, network buildin!, awareness 
raisin!, publications, ori!inal research and other activities, the Initiative seeks both 
to inform the world of the massive scale of displacement which will a"ect climate 
displaced persons in the years and decades to come, and to advocate for human 
ri!hts-based solutions to this form of displacement, both within the nations a"ected 
and throu!h re!ional and international resettlement initiatives. The Initiative seeks to 
achieve these aims throu!h: Examinin! the precise scale and circumstances confront-
in! present and future forced climate displaced persons within an initial focus on five 
countries: Ban!ladesh, Kiribati, Maldives, Papua New Guinea and Tuvalu; Examinin! 
existin! adaptation measures in each of the focus countries and the extent to which 
these are adequate in addressin! the displacement challen!es ahead; Examinin! 
the extent to which local housin!, land and property remedies for climate displaced 
persons are available, and conversely, the scale of inter-country forced mi!ration likely 
to a"ect nearby safe countries, with a focus on New Zealand and Australia; Devel-
opin! detailed contin!ency plans, resettlement feasibility studies, institution-build-
in! proposals and other steps to ensure the HLP and other ri!hts of forced climate 
displaced persons; and Raisin! the public profile of the issue of climate displacement, 
throu!h the production of unique films, publications, trainin! and other public rela-
tions materials.



95.  Based on these and many other e"orts, DS has !ained vital knowled!e and learned many crucial 
lessons in our more than six years workin! with people and communities in a wide cross-section 
of countries a"ected by climate displacement. We are be!innin! to identify and understand the 
unique qualities of the actual territorial locations (land parcels) where climate displacement will 
likely take place (or has taken place) in most of the countries where we work, how many people 
will be a"ected (or are bein! a"ected) and the !eneral time-frame durin! which this is most 
likely to occur (or is occurrin!). We now know which other people and or!anisations are workin! 
to resolve climate displacement11 and which institutions will be required to provide the assistance 
needed to protect the ri!hts of climate displaced persons and communities. What we have also 
learned, however, is that in all of the countries where we have worked the laws, policies and plans 
required to deal e"ectively in a human ri!hts-based manner with findin! sustainable solutions to 
climate displacement are still lar!ely not in place.12 Explorin! several of the ways and means of 
brid!in! this !ap is the main purpose of the present report. We believe that it is time to insti!ate 
a meanin!ful and comprehensive !lobal debate and discussion on how climate displaced people 
and communities can best be assisted to !rapple with the personal consequences of land and 
asset loss, fli!ht from places of habitual residence and the need to find new homes and lands for 
lost homes and lands. We need to explore in far more depth the precise role of land as a solution 
to climate displacement, and how land resources can be acquired for climate displaced commu-
nities. This point has been !ainin! credence within the international community, as exemplified 
by several recent publications by leadin! international a!encies such as the Asian Development 
Bank.13 And while we are ener!ized by this and other pronouncements, there is still an almost 
excruciatin!ly lon! way to !o before enou!h land is acquired and allocated to the world’s !rowin! 
climate displaced population. 

6.  The issue of climate displacement is a multi-dimensional one, and we reco!nize clearly that innu-
merable approaches can be taken in analyzin! how best to address this social phenomenon.14 
It is a problem that will not !o away on its own, and one that will only increase in both scale 
and severity in comin! years. Based on our experience in countries already a"ected by climate 
displacement and our close partnerships with people and or!anisations in these countries, we 
believe that a community-led, land-based approach to resolvin! climate displacement holds out 
considerable prospects for achievin! the dual aims of protectin! the ri!hts of climate displaced 
people, while simultaneously securin! for them sustainable, viable and practical ways to resolve 
climate displacement. The present report, therefore, briefly examines the reality and dynamics of 

11  In 2014, DS will publish a !lobal overview of all local, national, re!ional and international or!anisations that we are aware of that are en!a!ed in e"orts to draw attention to and 
assist in resolvin! climate displacement. This publication will be available on www.displacementsolutions.or!.

12  See: Anthony Oliver-Smith, Susan L. Cutter, Koko Warner, Cosmin Corendea and Kristina Yuzva, Addressing Loss and Damage in the Context of Social Vulnerability and 
Resilience, UNU-EHS Publication Series: Policy Brief No. 7/Nov 2012, which supports this contention: “Unfortunately, to date, neither the concept of social vulnerability or social 
resilience has yet led to policies or practices that have si!nificantly reduced losses or dama!es related to climatic stressors in much of the world. This is in part because of a 
continuin! scientific and policy emphasis on the biophysical processes, rather than how these processes interact with human society. There is a bias in the pervadin! neoliberal 
economic re!ime that privile!es economic !rowth over sustainable development” (p. 17).

13  A 2012 report by the ADB (Asian Development Bank, Addressing Climate Change and Migration in the Asia and the Pacific, Final Report, 2012, pp. 48-49) ri!htly reco!nizes the 
importance of land ri!hts within countries (and across borders) a"ected by climate chan!e, and thus by inference, the need for secure HLP ri!hts for everyone now in countries 
likely to !enerate climate displacement: “Land-ownin! families choose other copin! strate!ies under hardship; e!. they mi!ht send a family member to a nearby city or town 
or try to diversify their livelihood strate!ies. After disasters, homeowners tend to remain in the area to reclaim their land and secure property as soon as the disaster situation 
has resolved….In destination areas, land tenure issues can lead to competition and conflicts with host communities. It is therefore crucially important that mi!rants are provided 
with adequate housin! , land and property in these areas. Unequal distribution of land can lead to inte!ration issues for new mi!rants and hinder adaptation and disaster risk 
reduction strate!ies.”

14  For instance, our collea!ues at the UNU-EHS have focused recently on the question of rainfall chan!es and how this has a"ected human mobility. See: Intersections No. 10/Jun 
2012 UNU-EHS Publication Series, Rainfall Variability, Food Security and Human Mobility: An Approach for Generating Empirical Evidence, UNU, et al, and Koko Warner, Tamer 
Afifi, Kevin Henry, Tonya Rawe, Christopher Smith, Alez de Sherbinin, Where the Rain Falls: Global Policy Report - Where the Rain Falls: Climate Change, Food and Livelihood 
Security, and Migration: An 8-Country Study to Understand Rainfall, Food Security and Human Mobility, UNU-EHS, November 2012.



10 climate displacement in several of the countries which are most heavily a"ected, or which will be 
in the future, and then focuses on how land-based solutions to these new forms of displacement 
can be found to assist in securin! durable solutions to everyone in need of new homes on new 
land. Amon! other issues considered in the followin! analysis, the report reviews three prima-
ry areas that may hold considerable promise in findin! viable, human ri!hts-based solutions to 
climate displacement, includin! national and international land acquisition, voluntary internal relo-
cation and creatin! and empowerin! national a!encies and institutional mechanisms.

7.  With the exception of our overview of Fiji’s possible role in assistin! in the resolution of climate 
displacement in Kiribati and Tuvalu below, the paper focuses primarily on internal (domestic) land-
based solutions to climate displacement and not the issue of international mi!ration or reset-
tlement.15 While many small island states face extremely worryin! prospects that will almost 
inevitably involve fli!ht from their island homes, it is lar!ely a!reed that in terms of the numbers 
of people and communities a"ected, most climate displacement throu!hout the world will lead 
to measures involvin! internal resilience by people and communities includin! spontaneous/
unor!anised mi!ration, voluntary planned relocation and climate-sensitive plannin! processes 
that !uide threatened communities to safer residential options. This report provides evidence 
that domestic land-based solutions to climate displacement may be more feasible than !enerally 
thou!ht, even thou!h they are clearly of limited utility in some of the more heavily a"ected coun-
tries. Unfortunately, most of the international attention !iven to the question of climate displace-
ment focuses on questions of cross-border mi!ration and the relevance (or not) of treaties such as 
the UN Refu!ee Convention (1951) and the need to fill the le!al protection !ap that exists in this 
re!ard, despite the fact that the overwhelmin! majority of those actually livin! in countries heavily 
a"ected by climate chan!e wish to remain in their own countries as lon! as this is physically possi-
ble and economically viable.16 This, in turn, raises the lar!er issue of how best to approach the 
phenomenon of climate displacement from the perspective of State and international policy. This 
report takes the view that everyone displaced by factors and circumstances beyond their control 
or responsibility must be treated first and foremost as ri!hts-holders, possessin! ri!hts under 
both national and international laws, with these ri!hts !eneratin! correspondin! obli!ations on 
behalf of the relevant !overnments concerned. Usin! HLP ri!hts as the basis for concerted State 
action in support of the ri!hts of a"ected persons and communities has, we believe, immense 
potential and utility if done correctly, adequately resourced and carried out in a timely manner. 

8.  Moreover, as DS has lon! attested, disproportionate attention has been paid by analysts, research-
ers, !overnments and international or!anisations to international mi!ration and resettlement due 
to climate chan!e, often to the detriment of explorin! what are in many instances viable, a"ord-
able and human ri!hts-based and land-based solutions to displacement within the borders of 
many of the countries a"ected.17 Some may ar!ue that solutions to climate displacement will 
not necessarily hin!e on the application of planned, human ri!hts-based approaches within a 

15  This latter theme is a main focus of the newly established Nansen Initiative, a multi-!overnmental process that aims to develop a protection a!enda for international mi!rations 
of people due to natural disasters includin! climate chan!e. See: http://www.nanseninitiative.or!.

16  The furthest the UNFCCC process has come in addressin! these issues, a decision at COP-18 entitled “Approaches to address loss and dama!e associated with climate 
chan!e impacts in developin! countries that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse e"ects of climate chan!e to enhance adaptive capacity” which !oes about as far as any 
international a!reement to date by acknowled!in! ‘the further work to advance the understandin! of an expertise on loss and dama!e, which includes, inter alia, the followin!: 
(a) enhancin! the understandin! of: (vi) how impacts of climate chan!e are a"ectin! patterns of mi!ration, displacement and human mobility’.

17  This view is backed by many, such as Graeme Hu!o when he asserted that “[the] option of resettlement has so heavily dominated the discourse on the impacts of climate 
chan!e that it has been a barrier to a wider consideration of the full ran!e of adaptation options.” See: Graeme Hu!o, ‘Climate Chan!e-Induced Mobility and the Existin! 
Mi!ration Re!ime in Asia and the Pacific’ in McAdam, (ed) Climate Change and Displacement: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, Hart Publishin! , 2010, 24. 



11nation’s borders, but rather come down to a question of how and to what de!ree spontaneous (e!. 
non-or!anised) mi!ration (both internal and external) can be facilitated over time. Such positions 
take the view that rather than treatin! each person, household or community as holders of ri!hts 
and thus subject to specific and tar!eted interventions and procedures desi!ned to procure for 
them new land for lost land and new homes for lost homes and other appropriate remedies, 
the policy approach that would be easiest, most a"ordable and – in their eyes – most likely to 
succeed would simply be to open and/or expand mi!ration pathways and hope for the best; out of 
si!ht, out of mind. Given the complexities, di#culties and multi-layered elements comprisin! any 
human ri!hts-based system of resolvin! climate displacement, in particular when complex land 
issues are included in the equation, such hands-o" views are certainly understandable, particu-
larly for poor, indebted and cash-starved countries, as many of those heavily a"ected by climate 
chan!e and climate displacement sadly are. However, we believe that proponents of international 
mi!ration as a solution to climate displacement often ne!lect to bear in mind some basic lessons 
of an increasin!ly mi!ratory world, many of which are directly relevant to the question of climate 
displacement, and that indicate why international mi!ration may not be as viable an option for one 
population !roup as it may be for another. It is easy to assert that mi!ration is the best solution to 
climate displacement, but lookin! more closely at this question reveals some major drawbacks of 
such an approach. For instance, in the absence of tar!eted measures to assist them, the poorer, 
older, sicker, less educated and employable and more vulnerable sectors of any society, includin! 
climate-a"ected nations, are far less likely or able to mi!rate even when circumstances provide 
them with virtually no viable local options, and it is precisely these population groups that require 
the most direct support and assistance when seeking to resolve climate displacement. Indeed, in 
hundreds of discussions and interviews with people from all income and social !roups in a ran!e 
of climate-a"ected countries over the past six years, DS has found that there is a direct correlation 
between educational and income levels and the distance to which people who are contemplatin! 
possible mi!ration may wish to traverse.18 Those with access to capital and skills of interest to 
countries of possible mi!ration are far more likely to have detailed mi!ration plans in place than 
those with less socio-economic options. This reality is of tremendous importance in determinin! 
how best to formulate solutions to climate displacement, for those with least access to financial 
resources and !enerally those with lower levels of political power or participation, are in fact the 
ones most in need of assistance; assistance which is far more likely to occur within the borders of 
countries than within new host countries of mi!ration. What will occur in countries whose climate 
pro!nosis is poor – in particular countries such as Kiribati, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Tuvalu and 

18  These views are confirmed by a ran!e of researchers. Barnett and Webber, for instance, include the followin! sentiments in a recent article:  “Indeed, the number of people who 
cannot mi!rate in response to climate chan!e (because they are poor, old, ill or face insurmountable barriers to movement) may far exceed the number that do, and there will 
be those who do not wish to move in any case; these people may pose a lar!e, di"use humanitarian problem” (p 40); “There is also evidence that durin! slow-onset chan!es, 
the propensity to relocate is related to a!e (youn!er people tend to leave) and land holdin!s (those with secure access to better land are less prone to leave). Attempts to 
support adaptation to sustain populations livin! in vulnerable areas, therefore, may need to entail adjustments in property ri!hts re!imes so that the distribution of resources 
across populations at risk is more equitable” (p 41); “…the poorest do not mi!rate, or only mi!rate short distances. Most of the people who mi!rate in response to environmental 
chan!es are the lower middle classes, who have enou!h money to move, but not far” (p 41); “National and international assistance serves mi!rants’ needs best when it supports 
mi!rants to maximise their opportunities, for example throu!h secure access to land, micro-credit schemes and pro!rammes to !enerate incomes for both mi!rant and host 
populations” (p 45); “Policies and pro!rammes should therefore be developed to enable people to adapt in ways that do no entail permanent mi!ration. The principle that 
people should have the ‘ri!ht to stay home’ is as important as the principle that they should be free to move if they choose. Adaptation e"orts directed towards the most vulner-
able communities must therefore be a priority if permanent mi!ration is to be avoided” (p 50); “If e"orts to avoid permanent mi!ration exacerbated by climate chan!e fail, then 
most of those people who move will be poor. They are therefore most likely to move within their own country, or to a nei!hbourin! country, rather than over vast distances” (p 
51); “The in!redients required for successful re-establishment of livelihoods vary by location and !roup. In many cases, secure access to land is a critical factor” (p 52); “Indeed, in 
the near future, there is a dan!er that powerful actors will use the excuse of reducin! community exposure to climate chan!e in order to conduct forced mi!rations, for political 
or economic !ain…..In other words, the impacts of resettlement on communities imply that it leads to increased vulnerability to climate chan!e. Therefore, movin! communities 
in anticipation of climate chan!e may precipitate vulnerability more than it avoids it” (p 53); “Compensation for lost houses and assets is important, but that compensation 
should be paid at a level that is equal to the standard of housin! and materials in the host community” (p 53); “Secure entitlements to land and natural resources in places at 
risk seem to miti!ate mi!ration in response to environmental chan!e” (p 54). (Source: Jon Barnett and Michael Webber ‘Mi!ration as Adaptation: Opportunities and Limits’, in 
Supra Note 17, McAdam (ed). 



12 others – is nothin! short of tra!ic. At the same time, climate displacement in all of its forms is 
ultimately capable of resolution in a manner consistent with the di!nity and ri!hts that people 
everywhere deserve, even if inter-country resettlement is the last of a series of possible options. 
Climate displacement can be fixed, but it will not be easy.

9.  This report aims to brin! to!ether a variety of what we see as vital policy threads into a lar!er 
policy framework to better address climate displacement at the domestic level throu!h a ‘land 
solutions approach’, and thereby ensure that successful pro!rammes are implemented in each 
country. It hi!hli!hts the direct inter-relationships between a series of cross-cuttin! issues, and 
explores precisely how they link to questions of climate displacement and simultaneously, how 
they mi!ht be formulated as part of a toolbox of solutions required to secure the full spectrum of 
ri!hts of those displaced due to the e"ects of climate chan!e. The report examines, in particular, 
the manner by which !rassroots and civil society !roups are influencin! !overnment policies on 
the links between housin!, land and property ri!hts and climate displacement, and the extent to 
which the e"orts of such !roups could be expanded and further supported by the international 
community. 

2. THE HOUSING, LAND AND PROPERTY RIGHTS DIMENSIONS 
OF CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT

10.  DS believes that land-based solutions to resolvin! climate displacement, !rounded in pre-existin! 
housin!, land and property (HLP) ri!hts as elaborated under international law, can provide an 
equitable, clear and !lobally applicable means, !rounded in a!reed le!al norms and best practice, 
of developin! viable human ri!hts-based solutions to this !rowin! crisis. Usin! the inherent dignity 
of the human person as the basis for concerted action (as the international human ri!hts re!ime 
stipulates) ri!htly implies that each and every person, family and community who is forced from 
their homes and lands, a!ainst their will because of climate chan!e, must have access to some 
form of remedy - both substantive and procedural - which respects their ri!hts, protects their 
ri!hts and, if necessary, fulfils their ri!hts as reco!nised under international human ri!hts law. 
In e"ect, therefore, everyone whose HLP ri!hts are a"ected by climate chan!e needs to have a 
means of remedyin! these denials throu!h the provision of appropriate and durable HLP solutions 
to their status as climate chan!e displaced persons, and more often than not this will involve the 
acquisition of land and related pro!ressive plannin! measures. It is often ar!ued that the spectre 
of permanent, non-reversible displacement caused by climate chan!e and risin! sea levels is 
a phenomenon that has yet to be clearly defined enou!h for States and their people to enable 
them to take the measures required to secure the lon!-term HLP ri!hts of everyone a"ected 
by climate-induced displacement, but the facts clearly do not bear this out; people are already 
movin! and policies are bein! put into place. 

11.  For !overnments to take these ri!hts seriously will require concerted, planned and tar!et-
ed responses !rounded in !ood faith and practices of due dili!ence that aim to secure these 
ri!hts for everyone, at all times - attemptin! to prevent displacement, durin! displacement and 
if prevention fails, ultimately in helpin! to facilitate the end of displacement throu!h the provision 
of durable human ri!hts-based solutions. In practice, this means that States should, individually 
or collectively, provide climate chan!e miti!ation and adaptation assistance and support so that 
persons can remain in their homes for as lon! as possible or can move within their state or across 
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15BOX 2: 
WHAT ARE HLP RIGHTS?

Housin!, land and property ri!hts - HLP ri!hts - are the collected bundle of exist-
in! ri!hts found within international human ri!hts and humanitarian law, other le!al 
domains and the broad !lobal normative framework of standards on matters that 
have a direct bearin! upon the residential conditions in which people live and the 
ri!hts they possess as dwellers. They are applicable in times of peace and develop-
ment, as well as within the context of conflict, disaster and climate chan!e. HLP ri!hts 
are the le!al basis of ri!hts held by individual ri!ht-holders and, conversely, create 
the le!al obli!ations held by !overnments and third parties to respect, protect and 
fulfil these ri!hts. While HLP ri!hts overlap with one another to a si!nificant de!ree, 
each of the three sets of ri!hts has distinct elements: Housin! ri!hts are essentially 
those ri!hts which !overn the residential attributes of everyday life for everyone who 
is not fully protected by either land ri!hts or property ri!hts. These include the ri!hts 
of slum dwellers, tenants, homeless persons and others who are unable to access the 
full spectrum of housin! ri!hts as reco!nised under international human ri!hts law 
and other le!al re!imes and frameworks, which include ri!hts to security of tenure, 
a"ordable, safe and accessible housin!, access to basic services such as water, drain-
a!e and electricity, equal treatment of men and women, and special ri!hts for partic-
ularly disadvanta!ed !roups such as the elderly, children and disabled persons. Land 
ri!hts are directly relevant to landless persons, families and communities and those 
livin! under customary, traditional or extrale!al forms of land administration. Property 
ri!hts are those ri!hts that are reco!nised, often throu!h the conferral of property 
titles or occupancy ri!hts, as enforceable personal or communal property ri!hts in the 
form of ownership and control. Property ri!hts can and should be extended to tenants 
and others with le!al ri!hts to reside in a certain place, includin! adverse possession 
ri!hts. No sin!le set of HLP ri!hts is more or less important, and all of the ri!hts 
concerned need to be treated as an inte!ral whole, fully inter-dependent and mutually 
reinforcin! with the other HLP norms. 



16 borders in a planned manner over time that does not in any way result in homelessness or land-
lessness. Preventin! climate displacement is far preferable to resolvin! it once it has occurred. 
But when it has occurred, States have the obli!ation under human ri!hts law to provide climate 
displaced persons under their jurisdiction with a practicable level of a!e and !ender-sensitive 
assistance includin!, without limitation, emer!ency services, evacuation and relocation, medical 
assistance, housin!, food, clean water, measures necessary for social and economic inclusion, 
and the facilitation of family reunion. They should provide all necessary le!al, economic, social 
and other forms of protection and assistance to those climate displaced persons displaced within 
their borders and to those likely to be displaced due to climate chan!e. Appropriate laws and 
policies on compensation for material losses and dama!es incurred by climate chan!e displaced 
persons need to be developed. Tar!eted land reform, land acquisition, land allocation and land 
set-aside initiatives should be developed by all !overnments that are serious about protectin! the 
ri!hts of climate displaced people and communities. States should, in particular, a"ord protec-
tion a!ainst displacement due to climate chan!e to those such as indi!enous peoples, minori-
ties and other !roups who are particularly dependent on and attached to their land. Adequately 
resourced and clearly mandated institutional mechanisms at all levels - local, state, national and 
international - need to be in place in all countries, in particular those with coastal areas and other 
portions of territory likely to be ne!atively a"ected by the consequences of a chan!in! climate. 
Above all, people and communities forced to flee their homes and lands due to climate chan!e, 
must be treated as ri!hts-holders, with all of the correspondin! state obli!ations and internation-
al support measures implemented in full to ensure these ri!hts !uarantees.

12.  Human ri!hts laws very clearly identify what is expected of !overnments with respect to HLP 
ri!hts, and what individuals and communities should reasonably expect to be entitled to in all 
circumstances, includin! when threatened by the consequences of climate chan!e. Governments 
are now routinely bein! held accountable for abuses of these ri!hts, with increasin!ly firm judicial 
and other decisions bein! issued a!ainst states that have violated these ri!hts. There remains, of 
course, an alarmin!ly wide !ap between law and practice within the HLP sphere, but there is a 
clear and positive trend towards more le!al clarity, more accountability and less impunity. While 
pro!ress on HLP ri!hts has been particularly notable within the realm of human ri!hts laws, 
increasin!ly, !overnments and international humanitarian a!encies respondin! to natural (and 
manmade) disasters – both acute and those of slower onset – are also workin! from an under-
standin! that these events have a direct, measurable and clear impact upon the HLP rights of 
those a"ected. Considerable lessons have been learned in recent years about what can and must 
be done to preserve and au!ment the HLP ri!hts of disaster-a"ected populations, and how these 
can be protected in often di#cult and turbulent environments. Many of these may assist poli-
cy-makers in chartin! the most e"ective courses forward in addressin! climate displacement. Of 
all the lessons learned, perhaps no other is as important as the obvious point that those a"ected 
by disaster (and by inference climate chan!e) are all, and always were, not helpless victims but 
holders of human ri!hts, in particular ri!hts to the homes, lands and personal property that they 
may have lost or seen dama!ed as a result of the disaster concerned. Thou!h often still treated 
in a manner which falls far short of the standards set under human ri!hts law, it is now under-
stood that post-disaster e"orts need to incorporate the HLP ri!hts protections of people into the 
lar!er recovery and reconstruction frameworks if the disaster response is to succeed and benefit 
those it is ostensibly desi!ned to protect. Institutions such as the International Federation of Red 



17Cross Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)19, UN Habitat20, the UN Hi!h Commissioner for Refu!ees 
(UNHCR)21, the UN’s human ri!hts pro!ramme22 and others have made important moves in 
recent years to ensure that the HLP ri!hts of those a"ected by disasters are woven into the poli-
cies and projects of the a!encies entrusted with e"ective disaster response. These international 
institutions have led the way in ensurin! that issues such as equitable access to relief, the provi-
sion of security of tenure, prohibitions on forced displacement and many other positive steps 
are built directly into recovery and rehabilitation e"orts. Such principles are also increasin!ly 
reco!nised in international standards such as the IASC Operational Guidelines on Human Rights 
and Natural Disasters which clearly assert that “human ri!hts underpin all humanitarian action” 
and that “Humanitarian or!anisations shall not promote, actively participate in, or in any other 
manner contribute to, or endorse policies or activities, which do or can lead to human ri!hts viola-
tions by States. They shall strive to enable the a"ected people to exercise their own ri!hts”. They 
stress that “Persons a"ected by natural disasters should enjoy the same ri!hts and freedoms 
under human ri!hts law as others in their country and not be discriminated a!ainst”. Movin! to 
the reco!nition of similar ri!hts for climate-a"ected persons and communities is the next step in 
the evolution of the HLP movement.

13.  In explorin! the question of the HLP ri!hts of climate chan!e displaced persons, it is import-
ant to note that the 1992 UN Framework Convention on Climate Chan!e (UNFCCC) mentions 

19  In 2011, at the request of IFRC Displacement Solutions developed an HLP Ri!hts Checklist that it felt would be useful for the Movement to have to help it avoid situations 
in which it may be actin! contrary to its Charter or where it is not maximizin! its influence in the most positive manner possible within the HLP sector. The HLP Checklist 
contains fifteen points: 1. OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES - Do no HLP harm; Ensure secure tenure for everyone; Be flexible and pro-poor in orientation; and Base HLP responses 
on community-led initiatives; 2. HLP-RELATED PRACTICES TO AVOID AND RESIST - Land !rabbin!; Re!ressive plannin! measures; Involuntary permanent resettlement/
relocation; and Restrictions on freedom of movement and other ri!hts; 3. UNDERSTAND THE HLP RIGHTS OF DISASTER AFFECTED PERSONS - People a"ected by disaster 
have human ri!hts, includin! housin! , land and property ri!hts. These need to be understood and taken seriously throu!hout the recovery process; 4. IDENTIFY LOCAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL HLP ACTORS - Many institutions and individuals have responsibilities within the HLP sector. These HLP actors need to be identified and consulted at the 
earliest possible time; 5. UNDERSTAND THE HLP LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK - Housin! , land and property law and policy are often complex and unique. HLP law 
and policy in a"ected countries need to be property understood and contextualized in order to ensure optimal shelter responses; 6. CLARIFY HLP OWNERSHIP AND TENURE 
RIGHTS - Existin! HLP ownership and tenure ri!hts should be quickly and accurately clarified, ensurin! that owners, tenants and informal sector dwellers are treated equitably; 
7. DETERMINE THE TYPE AND LIKELY SCALE OF ANY HLP OR OWNERSHIP DISPUTES - HLP Disputes arise in many post-disaster settin!s. Both the type and likely scale of 
such disputes needs to be determined; 8. FOCUS ON TENURE SECURITY - All disaster-a"ected persons must be !uaranteed adequate security of tenure protection throu!hout 
the entire post-disaster period and recovery process; 9. IDENTIFY GROUPS WITH SPECIAL HLP NEEDS - Many di"erent social !roups may be disproportionately a"ected by 
disasters, includin! women, children, persons with disabilities, the elderly and others. These !roups need to be identified and disa!!re!ated. Special measures will be required 
to ensure that the ri!hts of such !roups are met in full; 10. DETERMINE THE SCALE OF HLP DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION - The scale of housin! , land and property dama!e 
and destruction needs to be assessed and analyzed as promptly as possible; 11. UNDERSTAND LOCAL METHODS AND CAPACITIES OF HLP ADMINISTRATION - methods 
and procedures for housin! , land and property administration may vary between countries. These need to be understood prior to developin! lon!er-term HLP recovery policies; 
12. UNDERSTAND THE HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS OF RETURN, RESETTLEMENT AND RELOCATION - When return to one’s ori!inal home is neither materially possible 
nor desired by the a"ected population, resettlement and relocation of some disaster-a"ected communities may be required. The human ri!hts implications of any proposed 
resettlement or relocation needs to be fully understood, and only en!a!ed in subject to the full participation of the people a"ected; 13. IDENTIFY POSSIBLE AND ADEQUATE 
LAND SITES FOR TRANSITIONAL AND PERMANENT HOUSING - New land sites may be required to transitionally house or provide permanent new housin! to disaster-af-
fected persons. Such sites should be promptly identified and re!istered; 14. IDENTIFY POSSIBLE HLP ADVOCACY STRATEGIES FOR IFRC - IFRC sta" may identify important 
le!al, policy and practical !aps in HLP protection. In some instances, it may be appropriate for IFRC sta" to strate!ically advocate for improved approaches to such HLP areas; 
and 15. IDENTIFY SOURCES OF HLP EXPERTISE AND ASSISTANCE - In some instances, IFRC o#cials may have the expertise required to fully address HLP concerns. In cases 
where such expertise or capacity does not exist, e"orts should be made to identify local and international sources that can provide the expertise and assistance required. Source: 
Displacement Solutions, Checklist and Guidance Note on Housing, Land and Property (HLP) Rights Issues for IFRC Shelter Sector Sta! and Volunteers in the Context of Disaster 
Response (5 January 2011). See also, Red Cross Red Crescent, Climate Change Challenge (2007).

20  UN Habitat’s Land, Environment and Climate Change: Challenges, Responses and Tools, 2010, and Land and Natural Disasters: Guidance for Practitioners (2010) provides 
assistance to those workin! on HLP issues durin! humanitarian post-disaster responses.

21  See, for instance, the section on UNHCR’s website dedicated to their climate chan!e work - http://www.unhcr.or!/pa!es/49e4a5096.html.
22  The human ri!hts dimensions of climate chan!e were rather late arrivals into the !lobal climate chan!e debate (See, for instance: International Council on Human Ri!hts Policy, 

Climate Change and Human Rights: A Rough Guide, International Council on Human Ri!hts Policy, Versoix, 2008 and Human Ri!hts and Equal Opportunity Commission, 
Human Rights and Climate Change, Back!round Paper, Human Ri!hts and Equal Opportunity Commission, Canberra, 2008). From 2007 onwards a series of e"orts have 
been undertaken in this re!ard, includin! the release of publications makin! the explicit link between human ri!hts and climate chan!e. For instance, after extensive lobbyin! 
e"orts, followin! an initiative led by the Maldives, in 2008 the UN Human Ri!hts Council decided to produce a study on the human ri!hts dimensions of climate chan!e. 
The report was released in 2009, and while not containin! many particularly new ideas, was nonetheless important in si!nifyin! UN attention to these issues. The OHCHR 
report notes that the followin! ri!hts may be e"ected by climate chan!e: the ri!ht to life, the ri!ht to adequate food, the ri!ht to water, the ri!ht to health, the ri!ht to adequate 
housin! , and the ri!ht to self-determination (Report of the High Commissioner for Human Rights on the relationship between climate change and human rights (A/HRC/10/61, 
15 January 2009) and ri!htfully emphasises further that “persons a"ected by displacement within national borders are entitled to the full ran!e of human ri!hts !uarantees 
by a !iven state, includin!  protection a!ainst arbitrary or forced displacement and ri!hts related to housin! and property restitution for displaced persons”. The report further 
recommends that: “Within countries, existin! vulnerabilities are exacerbated by the e"ects of climate chan!e. Groups such as children, women, the elderly and persons with 
disabilities are often particularly vulnerable to the adverse e"ects of climate chan!e on the enjoyment of their human ri!hts. The application of a human ri!hts approach in 
preventin! and respondin! to the e"ects of climate chan!e serves to empower individuals and !roups, who should be perceived as active a!ents of chan!e and not as passive 
victims. (Para 94)…Further study is also needed of protection mechanisms for persons who may be considered to have been displaced within or across national borders due 
to climate chan!e-related events for those populations which may be permanently displaced as a consequence of inundation of low-lyin! areas and island states.” (Para 98).



18 neither the displacement to be caused by climate chan!e nor the human ri!hts dimensions of 
!lobal warmin!.23 Likewise, texts developed lon! before climate displacement became an issue, 
such as the UN Refu!ee Convention do not reco!nise the particular ri!hts of climate chan!e 
displaced persons, nor do any of the major human ri!hts treaties. This lack of inclusion of this 
specific !roup of climate chan!e displaced persons has led some to propose the amendment 
of the Refu!ee Convention or the adoption of a new treaty to expand the protection of these 
instruments to include climate chan!e displaced persons. Another proposal for a Protocol on 
the Reco!nition, Protection and Resettlement of Climate Refu!ees to the UNFCCC24 has also 
been developed as has a specific convention detailin! the ri!hts of those displaced due to 
climate chan!e.25 Gau!in! the current views of states, however, none of these pertinent and 
worthy initiatives are likely to be approved any time soon. In the interim, however, texts such 
as the Nansen Principles26 provide a start in addressin! one aspect of climate displacement; 
that of the protection !ap involvin! cross-border displacement caused by disaster or climate 
chan!e.27 Accordin! to the head of the newly formed Nansen Initiative, Walter Kälin: “A le!al 
analysis of !aps in the protection of persons displaced in the context of climate chan!e and 
other natural disasters can be summarized in the followin! two major conclusions: 1. With 
respect to internal displacement, the UN Guidin! Principles on Internal Displacement as well  
as relevant re!ional instruments (particularly the Kampala Convention) are fully applicable. The 
challen!e lies in implementin! these instruments both in normative (national laws, policies and 
strate!ies) as well as operational terms; and 2. Persons movin! across borders in the context of 
natural disasters are protected by human rights law, while refugee law applies to a very limit-
ed extent only.28 However, since human ri!hts protection does not address critical issues such 
as admission, temporary/permanent stay and basic ri!hts, a legal gap exists with respect to 
cross-border displacement.”29 Thus while the Nansen Principles and its Initiative do much to 
address the protection !ap concernin! cross-border displacement, they do not thus far add 
hu!ely to the norms that already exist to protect the ri!hts of climate displaced persons who 
remain within their own countries.

23  The closest it comes to reco!nisin! this particular manifestation of risin! seas and other consequences of climate chan!e is: 4(1)(d) All Parties, takin! into account their common 
but di"erentiated responsibilities and their specific national and re!ional development priorities, objectives and circumstances, shall:…(d) Promote sustainable mana!ement, 
and promote and cooperate in the conservation and enhancement, as appropriate, of sinks and reservoirs of all !reenhouse !ases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, 
includin! biomass, forests and oceans as well as other terrestrial, coastal and marine  ecosystems.…(f) Takes climate chan!e considerations into account, to the extent feasible, 
in their relevant social, economic and environmental policies and actions, and employ appropriate methods, for example impact assessments, formulated and determined 
nationally, with a view to minimizin! adverse e"ects on the economy, on public health and on the quality of the environment, of projects or measures undertaken by them to 
miti!ate or adapt to climate chan!e.

24  See: for instance: Biermann, F. and Boas, I. “Protectin! Climate Refu!ees: The Case for a Global Protocol in Environment (vol. 50, number 6), pp. 9-16, 2008.
25  See, David Hod!kinson, Tess Burton, Simon Dawkins, Lucy Youn! and Alex Coram, “Towards a Convention for Persons Displaced by Climate Chan!e: Key Issues and Prelimi-

nary Responses”, 2008, http://www.ias.uwa.edu.au/new-critic/ei!ht/hod!kinson.
26  See: http://www.re!jerin!en.no/upload/UD/Vedle!!/Hum/nansen_prinsipper.pdf.
27  The Nansen Principles read as follows: Building upon Nansen’s legacy, the following principles were recommended to guide responses to some of the urgent and complex 

challenges raised by displacement in the context of climate change and other environmental hazards: I. Responses to climate and environmentally-related displacement need 
to be informed by adequate knowled!e and !uided by the fundamental principles of humanity, human di!nity, human ri!hts and international cooperation; II. States have a 
primary duty to protect their populations and !ive particular attention to the special needs of the people most vulnerable to and most a"ected by climate chan!e and other 
environmental hazards, includin! the displaced, hostin! communities and those at risk of displacement. The development of le!islation, policies and institutions as well as the 
investment of adequate resources are key in this re!ard; III. The leadership and en!a!ement of local !overnments and communities, civil society, and the private sector, are 
needed to address e"ectively the challen!es posed by climate chan!e, includin! those linked to human mobility; IV. When national capacity is limited, re!ional frameworks 
and international cooperation should support action at national level and contribute to buildin! national capacity, underpinnin! development plans, preventin! displacement, 
assistin! and protectin! people and communities a"ected by such displacement, and findin! durable solutions; V. Prevention and resilience need to be further stren!thened 
at all levels, particularly throu!h adequate resources. International, re!ional, and local actors have a shared responsibility to implement the principles enshrined in the Hyo!o 
Framework for Action 2005-2015: Buildin! Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disaster; VI. Buildin! local and national capacity to prepare for and respond to disasters 
is fundamental. At the same time, the international disaster response system needs to be reinforced. The development of multi-hazard early warnin! systems linkin! local and 
!lobal levels is critical; VII. The existin! norms of international law should be fully utilized, and normative !aps addressed; VIII. The Guidin! Principles on Internal Displacement 
provide a sound le!al framework to address protection concerns arisin! from climate- and other environmentally-related internal displacement. States are encoura!ed to 
ensure the adequate implementation and operationalization of these principles throu!h national le!islation, policies and institutions; and IX. A more coherent and consistent 
approach at the international level is needed to meet the protection needs of people displaced externally owin! to sudden-onset disasters. States, workin! in conjunction with 
UNHCR and other relevant stakeholders, could develop a !uidin! framework or instrument in this re!ard. 

28  Kälin and Schrepfer analyze and discuss the normative !aps in more detail. See Protecting People Crossing Borders in the Context of Climate Change - Normative Gaps and 
Possible Approaches, UN Hi!h Commissioner for Refu!ees, February 2012, PPLA/2012/01, pp. 30.

29  Source: The Nansen Initiative: A Protection Agenda for Disaster-induced Cross-border Displacement, Concept Note, 2 October 2012. 



1914.  An even newer and more comprehensive instrument, however, seeks to provide an all-inclu-
sive normative framework for addressin! the ri!hts of climate displaced persons and communi-
ties and the correspondin! duties of States and the international community in this re!ard. The 
Peninsula Principles on Climate Change Displacement (which are included as an annex to this 
report) were approved by a !roup of le!al scholars and climate chan!e displacement experts on 
18 Au!ust 2013 and provide a much needed statement of principles on what people should be 
entitled to expect when they face loomin! displacement and what !overnments the world over 
should do to respect and protect the full spectrum of the ri!hts involved.30 The Peninsula Prin-
ciples address numerous themes and are or!anised alon! the followin! lines: Preamble, Intro-
duction, Principle 1: Scope and purpose, Principle 2: Definitions, Principle 3: Non-discrimination, 
ri!hts and freedoms, Principle 4: Interpretation, III. General Obli!ations, Principle 5: Prevention 
and avoidance, Principle 6: Provision of adaptation assistance, protection and other measures, 
Principle 7: National implementation measures, Principle 8: International cooperation and assis-
tance, IV. Climate Displacement Preparation and Plannin!, Principle 9: Climate displacement risk 
mana!ement, Principle 10: Participation and consent, Principle 11: Land identification, habitability 
and use, Principle 12: Loss and dama!e, Principle 13: Institutional frameworks to support and 
facilitate the provision of assistance and protection, V. Displacement, Principle 14: State assis-
tance to those climate displaced persons experiencin! displacement but who have not been 
relocated, Principle 15: Housin! and livelihood, Principle 16: Remedies and compensation, VI. 
Post-Displacement and Return, Principle 17: Framework for return, VII. Implementation, Principle 
18: Implementation and dissemination. It is hoped that the Peninsula Principles will be applied 
directly by all relevant actors involved in addressin! climate displacement, and that they will ulti-
mately form the basis for new !lobal treaties desi!ned to resolve climate displacement.

15.  Laws, normative frameworks and international standards are one thin!, but movin! words on 
paper to deeds on the !round remains the key challen!e for everyone who cares about the 
human consequences and human ri!hts implications of climate displacement. It is beyond 
contention that everyone who faces the spectre of climate displacement is, in the first instance, a 
ri!hts-holder who should be a"orded the full protection of all internationally reco!nised human 
ri!hts and fundamental freedoms. This applies to Ban!ladeshis as much as to i-Kiribati, and 
to Kuna Indians in Panama as much as to Maldivians, Solomon Islanders, native Alaskans and 
everyone else. Indeed, just as anyone anywhere can potentially become a refu!ee or a displaced 
person, so too can all of us potentially become a climate displaced person. The ri!hts that must 
be a"orded climate displaced people, therefore, include all human ri!hts found within the body 
of international human ri!hts law, as well as those human ri!hts provisions found within the 
domestic laws of the country concerned. As with all persons, climate displaced people must be 
protected a!ainst discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, lan!ua!e, reli!ion or belief, 
political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social ori!in, le!al or social status, a!e, disability, 
property, birth, or on any other similar !rounds. Ri!hts such as the ri!ht to life, the ri!ht to water, 
the ri!ht to freedom of expression, the ri!ht to health, the ri!ht to food, the ri!ht to an adequate 
standard of livin!, the ri!ht to political participation, the ri!ht to information, the ri!ht to be free 
from discrimination, the ri!ht to equal treatment, the ri!ht to security of the person, the ri!ht to 
privacy and a host of other ri!hts should have a direct bearin! on a wide cross section of climate 

30  See, www.displacementsolutions.or! for details of the process leadin! to the adoption of the Peninsula Principles.
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21chan!e decisions made by !overnments and, thus influence, how the consequences of these 
decisions and the impact of climate chan!e will be experienced by individual ri!hts-holders. In 
addition, they must also be a"orded the protections !ranted under both the UN Guiding Princi-
ples on Internal Displacement and the UN Principles on Housing and Property Restitution both 
of which are directly relevant to climate displaced people and communities.31 People must have 
ri!hts to stay in their homes and lands as lon! as possible, and simultaneously the ri!ht to leave 
should they wish to exercise it.

16.  Viewin! climate displacement policy throu!h the lens of HLP ri!hts, with a particular focus on 
land, ensures that a consistent and clearly established human ri!hts-based approach is taken in 
determinin! proper policy and pro!rammes to assist climate-a"ected people and their commu-
nities and, in part, provides a le!al basis for incorporatin! land-based solutions into the policy 
options available to States. National and international policies and responses, includin! land 
acquisition and planned voluntary relocation, need to be implemented on the basis of non-dis-
crimination, consent, empowerment, participation and partnerships with those directly a"ected, 
with due sensitivity to a!e, !ender and diversity aspects. The voices and views of the displaced 
or those threatened with displacement, loss of home or livelihood must be heard and taken fully 
into account if policies and laws are to correspond to the needs and ri!hts of those a"ected.

31  While the !lobal scale of displacement caused by the e"ects of climate chan!e will be massive, it is important to note that the vast majority of those to be displaced will remain, 
and will wish to remain, within their country of ori!in. Consequently, everyone a"ected is already entitled to the human ri!hts protections (includin! the Guiding Principles on 
Internal Displacement) that will be required to ensure them a full and di!nified life, includin! many of the ri!hts that collectively make up the body of housin! , land and property 
ri!hts law. 



22 3. CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT IN ACTION: COUNTRIES 
AFFECTED AND EFFORTS TO PROTECT HLP RIGHTS  
THUS FAR

17.  Climate displacement is already a reality in the world today, and manifests in five primary ways, 
each of which DS has directly observed: 

1.  Temporary Displacement - People who for !enerally short periods of time are temporarily 
displaced due to a climate event such as a hurricane, flood, storm sur!e or tsunami but who 
are able to return to their homes once the event has ceased, such as durin! a lar!er than 
usual Kin! Tide in Kiribati, residents of New York in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy or 
followin! a cyclonic event in south-western Ban!ladesh. 

2.  Permanent Local Displacement - People who are displaced locally, but on a permanent 
basis due to irreversible chan!es to their livin! environment, in particular sea-level rise, 
coastal inundation, salt water intrusion and the lack of clean water and increasin!ly frequent 
storm sur!es. This form of displacement implies that localised displacement solutions will 
be available to this !roup of forced mi!rants, such as elevated land in the same locality. 
This would include Solomon Islanders movin! to other areas within the customary lands 
of their wantok and dwellers alon! Ban!ladesh’s coastline who flee to hi!her !round in the 
immediate vicinity.

3.  Permanent Internal Displacement - People who are displaced inside the border of their 
country, but far enou!h away from their places of ori!inal residence that return is unlikely or 
impossible. This would concern a family displaced from one re!ion of a country to another 
re!ion in the same country, for instance, from a coastline to an inland town or city, such as 
the on!oin! resettlement from the Carteret Islands to the lar!er island of Bou!ainville in 
Papua New Guinea, villa!ers from Newtok, Alaska to Nelson Island and the Kuna people of 
Panama movin! from their islands to the mainland. 

4.  Permanent Re!ional Displacement - People for whom displacement solutions within their 
own countries are non-existent or inaccessible and who mi!rate to nearby countries willin! 
to o"er permanent protection. This would involve, for instance, a citizen of Tuvalu mi!ratin! 
on a permanent basis to Fiji, New Zealand or Australia. 

5.  Permanent Inter-Continental Displacement - People for whom no national or re!ional 
displacement solutions are available, and who are able to receive the protection of another 
State in another continent, such as a Maldivian who mi!rates to London or a Ban!ladeshi 
who ends up as a mi!rant worker in the Middle East.32 

32  Koko Warner, Tamer Afifi, Walter Kaelin, Scott Leckie, Beth Ferris, Susan F. Martin and David Wrathall, Changing Climate, Moving People: Framing Migration, Displacement and 
Planned Relocation (UNU-EHS Publication Series, Policy Brief No.8/June 2013. John Campbell has formulated a similar typolo!y in terms of land loss “and then movement 
to: A. Elsewhere within customary lands; B. Rural area: someone else’s land; C. Urban area: someone else’s land; D. Other Pacific Island Country: someone else’s land; and E. 
Beyond the Pacific: Fee simple? Rental? See: John Campbell, ‘Climate-Induced Community Relocation in the Pacific: The Meanin! and Importance of Land’, in McAdam (Supra 
Note 17), p. 66.
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26 18.  Each of these five cate!ories will have di"erent policy and le!al implications for !overnments, 
the people concerned and whatever international a!encies may be assi!ned to assist climate 
chan!e displaced persons to find durable solutions to their pli!ht. Such responses, which can 
initially be understood in terms of short- and lon!-term options, have important implications for 
those a"ected and for those involved in amelioratin! the emer!in! displacement crisis caused by 
climate chan!e. Each of them have centrally important land dimensions. Problematically, howev-
er, the record of treatment thus far faced by those who have already been displaced due to 
climate chan!e or who are otherwise imminently threatened does not bode particularly well for 
the millions yet to be displaced. But a series of people-driven initiatives are underway in several 
of the most heavily-a"ected countries that may lead the way in revealin! that pro-active plannin! 
and tar!eted land policies hold out by far the best prospects for those displaced due to climate 
chan!e. 

19.  Based on its six years of workin! to secure land-based solutions for climate displaced commu-
nities and to raise the profile of this approach to resolvin! climate displacement within !overn-
mental and international policies, DS believes that unless !overnments in countries that !enerate 
climate-induced displacement and those nei!hbourin! them fundamentally improve law, policy 
and practice in this re!ard, it is clear that initiatives driven by climate displaced people them-
selves may be the only way to ensure that human ri!hts-based solutions to climate displace-
ment become part of o#cial national and international strate!ies desi!ned to protect the HLP 
ri!hts of climate displaced people. Since 2007, DS and its associates have visited and been 
en!a!ed with !roups in a wide cross-section of some of the countries most heavily-a"ected 
by climate chan!e includin! Ban!ladesh, Fiji, Kiribati, Maldives, Myanmar, Panama, Papua New 
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Thailand and Tuvalu. In workin! with the people and communities 
involved in these countries, DS has consistently supported land-based solutions to current and 
future climate displacement, and while inspired by civil society e"orts dedicated to stru!!lin! to 
protect the ri!hts of those displaced due to circumstances beyond their control, (and which they 
universally did not cause), we have been almost always deeply disappointed by the supreme lack 
of concrete and meanin!ful en!a!ement by !overnments in solvin! this crisis in a human ri!hts-
based and land-based manner. An overview of DS’ e"orts (covered in chronolo!ical order of DS’ 
involvement) in Papua New Guinea, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Fiji and Ban!ladesh follows, and reveals why 
we come to this disappointin! and unfortunate conclusion. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA $THE CARTERET ISLANDS%33

20.  The well-publicised planned relocation process currently underway from the Carteret Islands 
in Papua New Guinea (PNG) to the much lar!er nei!hbourin! island of Bou!ainville (also in 
PNG) is widely held to be one of the first or!anised resettlement movements of climate chan!e 
displaced persons, thou!h the idea of resettlin! the islanders to Bou!ainville stretches back 
several decades.34 In 2007 the national !overnment of PNG and the Autonomous Bou!ainville 
!overnment (ABG) a!reed to resettle the inhabitants of the Carterets and three other atolls to 
Bou!ainville. More than 3,000 Carteret Islanders and another 2,500 island dwellers from three 

33  http://displacementsolutions.or!/ds-initiatives/climate-chan!e-and-displacement-initiative/papua-new-!uinea-climate-displacement/.
34  See, for instance, M. Lou!hry, ‘The Case of the Carterets’, Presentation at Conference on Climate Chan!e and Mi!ration in Asia- Pacific, Gilbert + Tobin Centre of Public Law, 

University of New South Wales, 10-11 November 2011, available online at: tv.unsw.edu.au/video/climate-chan!e-and-mi!ration-session-2.



27other nearby atolls (the Mortlock, Tasman and Nu!uria Islands) will need to relocate because 
of increasin! land loss, salt water inundation and !rowin! food insecurity. When the national 
PNG !overnment and the ABG decided to resettle those from the Carterets and other atolls 
to Bou!ainville, many expected the relevant !overnmental bodies to promptly mana!e this 
process by identifyin! and allocatin! su#cient land on Bou!ainville to resettle those fleein! their 
atolls. But after a frustratin! period of inaction by the !overnment in Bou!ainville to find durable 
solutions for the islanders, the community-driven initiative Tulele Peisa was established to find 
concrete and accessible land solutions for those to be displaced from the Carterets.35 

21.  Tulele Peisa (“Ridin! the Waves on Our Own”) is led by the dynamic Ursula Rakova from the 
Carteret Islands, and has set out to find permanent housin!, land and property solutions for the 
population of the Carterets on Bou!ainville.36 The Integrated Carterets Relocation Programme of 
Tulele Peisa o"ers unique policy and plannin! lessons for climate-induced voluntary relocation 
plans in other countries. Workin! a!ainst the odds and with very limited financial resources, as 
depicted in the Academy Award-nominated film Sun Come Up, Tulele Peisa thus far has been able 
to amass some 120ha of land on Bou!ainville, most of which has been donated by the Catholic 
Church for the purposes of relocatin! a small portion of the Carteret Islanders.37 Much more land 
is obviously needed, but an important start has been made in developin! the methods required to 
provide sustainable land solutions to the atoll dwellers. Demand for relocation has increased as 
the impact of climate chan!e on the Carterets has become ever more apparent. Risin! sea levels 
and loss of land have, amon! other thin!s, contributed to a decrease in food security, leadin! to 
a situation where the Carterets - an atoll people have called home for more than 200 years - are 
now increasin!ly unable to sustain the entire population. The situation has deteriorated rapidly; in 
2006, only 3 families wished to resettle, while in 2008 some 38 families expressed a desire to 
relocate to Bou!ainville. By mid-2013, perhaps as many as 200 people from the Carterets have 
spontaneously mi!rated to Bou!ainville without support, while several families have moved with 
the assistance of Tulele Peisa. When DS visited the Carterets in mid-2013, it encountered very 
dire circumstances of malnutrition and !rowin! deprivation, with only very sporadic deliveries of 
staples such as rice from the mainland. Tulele Peisa estimates that some 300 families or more 
will ultimately need to be relocated if the Carterets continue to disappear into the sea. Families 
with six or more children will be !iven priority for relocation, to!ether with families facin! chronic 
food insecurity. Tulele Peisa hopes to retain a small population on the Carterets if at all possible, 
but believes that most of the population will need to relocate to Bou!ainville, includin! most of 
those with income earnin! potential. The lo!istics of the relocation process developed by Tulele 
Peisa first involves a number of steps on the atoll itself. Initially the Council of Elders was mobi-
lized and the relocation plans discussed and approved. The plan was then put before the ABG and 
endorsed. Once the plan was approved, the !roup then set out to raise awareness of the issues 
throu!hout the islands comprisin! the atoll and developed a Task Force Committee that became 
the lead body responsible for elements of the relocation process. Ceremonial preparations were 
then carried out, followed by the mobilization of public and private resources. In terms of activ-
ities on Bou!ainville, the Carterets Integrated Relocation Plan involves a detailed and complex 

35  See an overview of the work of Tulele Peisa in: Ursula Rakova, ‘The Sinkin! Carterets Islands: Leadin! Chan!e in Climate Chan!e Adaptation and Resilience in Bou!ainville, 
Papua New Guinea’ in Land Solutions for Climate Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed), Routled!e/Earthscan, 2014.

36  See: www.tulelepeisa.or!.
37  http://www.suncomeup.com/film/Home.html.



28 20-step process, which when completed will lead to the successful relocation by those movin! 
to Bou!ainville. The steps include: scopin! out available land; identifyin! traditional land owners; 
ne!otiatin! with land title holders; en!a!in! with landowners; exchan!e pro!rams; enterin! into 
land ne!otiations; carryin! out social and resource mappin!; plantin! !ardens; identifyin! fami-
lies usin! objective selection criteria; preparin! families for relocation; preparin! host families 
for relocatee arrivals; buildin! homes; and movin! families to the new settlements. Accordin! 
to preliminary estimates by Tulele Peisa, some 14 million Kina (US$ 5.3m) will be required until 
2019 to resettle all of those who wish to move to Bou!ainville, a fi!ure which is well within the 
capacity of the PNG national !overnment to provide, !iven the fact that the PNG !overnment’s 
annual bud!et totals more than 7 billion Kina (US$ 2.7b) and is expected to !row considerably 
in comin! years. While Tulele Peisa has already achieved a !reat deal with very limited financial 
resources, in order to achieve its lon!er-term objectives of providin! housin!, land and property 
solutions to all of those in need, additional funds will be required from the PNG !overnment and 
international donors. 

22.  Several years into the process, the identification of land for the relocation process remains the 
key challen!e. In terms of the resettlement criteria developed by the Carteret community, some 
1,500 hectares (ha) of land would ideally be required, with an additional 1500 ha of land required 
for the full relocation of the other three a"ected atolls. Tulele Peisa has developed a laudable land 
!oal for each family that proposes that each resettled family receive land use ri!hts over 5ha 
of land; 1ha would be allocated for housin! and personal !ardens, 3ha for livelihood purposes, 
includin! the !rowin! of cocoa and copra, and the remainin! 1ha set aside for purposes of refor-
estation. Based on the experience of an earlier resettlement process that failed, the Islanders feel 
it is important that su#cient land be allocated to each family to enable them to earn a livelihood 
to ensure that any relocation is sustainable. This led to their conclusion that 5 ha per family would 
be required, in order to provide su#cient land for farmin! cash crops. To date a total of 120 ha 
of land in several locations has been identified on Bou!ainville for use by those to be relocated. 
This is clearly a !ood start, but still leaves a considerable land shortfall. Because more than 96% 
of Bou!ainville is !overned by customary land rules and allotted usin! traditional land arran!e-
ments, which do not always facilitate the transfer of land to those not part of the customary !roup 
with ri!hts to the land in question, an emphasis thus far has been placed on securin! portions 
of the remainin! 4% of the land which is divided between private owners and State land. There 
are also a number of obstacles to obtainin! clear le!al title to land in Bou!ainville, coupled with 
extensive unresolved land disputes that will make the additional acquisition of new land for relo-
cation a continuin! challen!e. 

23.  To date, the Carteret communities have been !ranted land owned by the Church, but they have 
also entered into direct ne!otiations with traditional landowners to maintain !ood relations and 
inte!rate more deeply with local communities upon resettlement. In 2007, only three Carteret 
families volunteered to relocate to Bou!ainville, a number that has !rown to 83 Carteret families 
volunteerin! to relocate to Tinputz, Tearouki, Mabiri and Tsimba, sites on Bou!ainville which were 
!ifted to the Carteret Islanders by the Catholic Church. Tulele Peisa believes that under their 
current plan, 100 families will have been relocated from the Carteret Islands to Bou!ainville by 
2015. 



2924.  The relocation experience thus far concernin! the Carteret Islanders, even at this very early 
sta!e, presents a number of lessons for similar exercises in other areas where climate-induced 
displacement will manifest, includin!: (a) The importance of land identification - The identifi-
cation and allocation of su#cient land for relocation purposes is central to resolvin! climate 
displacement. Much of the available land in Bou!ainville is privately owned or subject to claims 
by traditional landowners, leavin! very little public land available to the !overnment to earmark 
for resettlement. While the Catholic Church has provided rou!hly 120 ha of land for relocation, 
this will provide only a small portion of the land reserves needed to resettle the entire population 
from the Carterets. This and other climate chan!e-related relocation exercises will need to take 
a pro-active approach towards land allocation as a prerequisite for successful resettlement;  (b) 
The central role of the a!ected communities - !overnment e"orts in support of relocation have 
been stalled by the unclear political situation in Bou!ainville, as well as limited political will to 
devote the resources required to ensure successful relocation. This, in turn, necessitated the 
emer!ence of Tulele Peisa, which a!ain shows the vital role to be played by a"ected commu-
nities themselves in orchestratin! land-based solutions to their climate displacement; and (c) 
The need for sustainable and comprehensive relocation planning - Earlier relocation pro!rams 
to Bou!ainville (and elsewhere) necessitated by reasons not related to climate chan!e, failed 
due to the lack of livelihood opportunities for those relocated. Because the mere provision of a 
new house and !arden is never su#cient to restore the lives and livelihoods lost as a result of 
displacement of all types, the comprehensive needs of those to be relocated have been struc-
turally built into the plans of Tulele Peisa. Those relocatin! still do not, however, have clear title 
to the land on which relocation is be!innin! to take place. The importance of establishin! clear 
title to ensure security of tenure for all those who relocate is vital. The mobilisation of financial 
resources is also critical, !iven that land had to be purchased from somewhere in order for it to 
be allocated to the Islanders for the purposes of relocation, that housin! needed to be built and 
that new livelihood options needed to be developed. 
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30 BOX 3: 
THE DS BOUGAINVILLE  
HLP INITIATIVE 

The relocation process from the Carteret Islands to Bou!ainville is one of the first 
or!anised relocation movements by climate-displaced communities anywhere in 
the world. As such, it o"ers unique policy and plannin! opportunities to learn the 
lessons of previous relocation exercises unrelated to climate chan!e, such as involun-
tary resettlement due to development and infrastructure projects, which have virtually 
always been unsuccessful. Displacement Solutions decided to focus on the pend-
in! Carterets relocation when it became clear land resources would be required for 
islanders choosin! to move to safer !round. DS initiated e"orts in support of the 
Carteret Islanders by convenin! a private meetin! in the Australian capital, Canberra, 
which brou!ht to!ether for the first time the key stakeholders in the Carterets relo-
cation process, namely representatives of the displaced population, o#cials from the 
Autonomous Bou!ainville !overnment entrusted with the resettlement process, land-
owners on Bou!ainville, representatives from AusAid and others involved in various 
human ri!hts e"orts within civil society1. The meetin!, held in December 2008, aimed 
to open political space on Bou!ainville and more broadly within PNG and Australia 
to work out the dynamics of a more sustainable and adequately financed reloca-
tion plan, by focusin! attention on a DS-devised plan involvin! the proposed sale 
of 2700ha of prime a!ricultural and coastal land on Bou!ainville to the ABG on the 
condition that the land would be converted into State land and allocated to relocat-
in! Carteret Islanders, in what DS believes to be the first concrete e"ort to secure 
land resources for climate-a"ected communities. Workin! closely with one of the 
main private landowners on Bou!ainville, DS put in place a plan to assist in the sale 
of some 2700ha of private land, most of which was previously a lar!e-scale cacao 
plantation, to the ABG. Bou!ainvillian Tribal Chief Tabuna Forster, formally o"ered 
to sell his sizable landholdin!s to the !overnment for an extremely low price (A$ 
500,000 at the time), which clearly could have been within the means of the ABG to 
pay. Forster, who was instrumental in helpin! to brin! an end to the violent conflict 
of the 1990s by involvin! the United Nations and other mediators, at the time of the 
proposed sale had mi!rated to Australia and no lon!er had the resources required 
to re-establish the cocoa plantation which, as with the entire Bou!ainvillian economy 
and infrastructure, had been ransacked and devastated durin! the conflict. All of the 
plantation labourers also fled, leavin! local businesses without a workforce. In 2008, 
there was renewed interest in redevelopin! land and restartin! some of the planta-
tions on Bou!ainville, and thus the idea was hatched to propose the sale of his land 

1  An accurate, albeit fictionalised, description of life on Bou!ainville durin! the conflict is covered in: Lloyd Jones, Mister Pip, Text Publishin! 
Melbourne, 2006. 
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to the ABG which would create win-win-win outcomes for all concerned; The Carteret 
Islanders would be able to relocate en masse to extremely fertile land and immedi-
ately have livelihood options available if cacao production were re-started; the ABG 
would have solved the land question and fulfilled its obli!ations to the Islanders; and 
Forster himself would have made a sale that would have enabled him to cover some 
of the hi!her costs associated with livin! in exile in far more expensive Australia. In 
the plan, DS proposed to the ABG to use some of the funds already earmarked by 
the PNG !overnment for resettlement towards this end. An initial bud!etary alloca-
tion of 2 million Kina (US$ 760,000) was earmarked towards assistin! some of the 
Carteret Islanders, however, as far as is known, none of these funds allocated for this 
purpose were ever used for these aims. All the elements of what could have been a 
remarkable precedent for climate-displaced communities the world over was in place; 
everyone could have been a winner. Followin! discussions between DS, Forster and 
a representative of the ABG, a deal appeared imminent in late 2008. However, it was 
not to be. The relocation funds supposedly allocated to the ABG mysteriously never 
arrived, and the ABG in turn lost interest in keepin! its side of the bar!ain. After wait-
in! for an extended period, and in need of funds, Forster sold the entire plantation to 
a private investor from Australia for even less than the ridiculously low askin! price of 
A$ 500,000, a sta!!erin!ly low price of A$ 185 per hectare! The land parcel, which 
had been in Forster’s family since 1923, was ultimately sold to Australian bevera!e 
ma!nate Godfrey Mantle who at the time indicated his intentions to develop the land 
for a!ricultural purposes, and perhaps tourism. DS, Forster and others ur!ed Mantle 
to reserve at least a portion of the land for the Carteret Islanders, however, it is not 
clear whether this ever took place. Many of those present at the DS-hosted meetin! 
in December 2008 openly encoura!ed the new owner of the Raua Plantation and 
other private landowners on Bou!ainville to allocate at least a portion of their lands 
to resettle islanders requirin! new land sites. While it is still hoped that the developer 
will set aside a portion of the land for use by atoll dwellers, it is clear that a !olden 
opportunity for findin! land solutions for some of the world’s first climate chan!e 
displaced persons was lost. 



32 25.  These lessons from one of the world’s first exercises in seekin! to carefully and creatively resolve 
the predicaments facin! climate displaced communities are of vital importance in understandin! 
both the elements of a successful planned relocation process, as well as revealin! – perhaps 
even more importantly – the immense challen!es and drawbacks which will continually face 
those seekin! to assist climate displaced communities in the comin! decades. From the up 
close proximity of Displacement Solutions and our involvement in PNG, the case of the Carteret 
Islands was our first experience of what has subsequently become commonplace frustrations 
with our e"orts to secure land solutions for climate displaced communities in ten countries. In 
this instance and many others which will be outlined below, what on the surface appeared to 
be an extremely troublin!, but ultimately resolvable challen!e – the relocation of the Carteret 
Islanders to nei!hbourin! Bou!ainville (bearin! in mind the immense di#culties of any involun-
tary relocation process, planned or not) – in fact transformed from imminently doable to virtually 
impossible over a very short period of time. What looked like a viable win-win-win plan to relo-
cate 300 families to Forster’s land, instead has become a situation where a handful of Carteret 
Islanders have relocated to Bou!ainville while hundreds of families barely eek out an existence 
on their increasin!ly threatened island homes. The land provided to Tulele Peisa on Bou!ainville 
has been a vital link in a very complex chain of events that has yet to mean new homes and new 
lands for the people from the Carterets. The Islanders – and those from the three other atolls – 
still require land-based solutions to their loomin! displacement, and from the experience of the 
past several years, it is clear that far more needs to be done.

KIRIBATI38

26.  Few nations are as deeply and dramatically a"ected by the consequences of climate chan!e 
as the Pacific atoll nation of Kiribati.39 While the situation facin! the Carteret Islands in PNG 
is certainly tra!ic, most of PNG will not experience massive climate displacement in comin! 
decades. For Kiribati and other similarly threatened island and atoll nations, however, the exis-
tence of the country as a whole is under threat. The country’s loomin! fate has both the !overn-
ment and the citizenry of this nation ever more on ed!e as the once distant predictions of 
climate chan!e come increasin!ly to pass. The very real and palpable sense of unease and often 
outri!ht fear that is apparent (in what is otherwise a rather pious, joyful and easy-!oin! culture), 
is heart-wrenchin! testimony to the human and displacement tra!edy slowly unfoldin! in Kiribati 
(pronounced Kir-ee-bass). The 103,000 people of Kiribati and its 32 atolls and one island now 
worry openly that their tiny land mass of only 719km2 is slowly but surely bein! eaten away by 
seas that have for an eternity provided a source of sustenance, beauty and tranquility. After years 
of tirelessly ur!in! the world to do more on climate miti!ation and adaptation, President Anote 
Ton! and others within the !overnment of Kiribati have increasin!ly prioritized a sophisticated, 
well-thou!ht out strate!y of lon!-term dignified migration.40 With requests to countries such as 
Australia to provide it with new territory in order to allow Kiribati to re-establish itself elsewhere 
fallin! (not surprisin!ly) on deaf ears, with only minute amounts of adaptation fundin! havin! 
been provided thus far, in an era when corporate representatives show up in the capital South 

38  http://displacementsolutions.or!/ds-initiatives/climate-chan!e-and-displacement-initiative/kiribati-climate-displacement.
39  For a quirky view on life and culture in Kiribati viewed by an outsider, see: J. Maarten Troost, The Sex Lives of Cannibals: Adrift in the Equatorial Pacific, Broadway Books, 2004.
40  See the movin! personal story of Linda Uan - http://www.climate.!ov.ki/2013/02/12/i-kiribati-want-to-mi!rate-with-di!nity.



33Tarawa sellin! manmade floatin! islands for a sta!!erin! US$ one billion, and when the devel-
opmental challen!es facin! the impoverished nation continue to worsen, di!nified mi!ration is 
clearly the next best, and most lo!ical, policy outcome. The policy emphasizes, throu!h a merit-
based system, specialized educational opportunities in professional skills that are in short supply 
in the re!ion such as nursin! and automotive en!ineerin!, based on the rationale that this will 
si!nificantly increase the employment prospects of individual i-Kiribati citizens who eventually 
do mi!rate to countries such as Australia and New Zealand. This policy is seen e"ectively as a 
win-win proposition, because even if those receivin! the new educational opportunities choose 
to remain in or return to Kiribati, the nation as a whole will benefit from their newfound skills. It 
is reco!nized that di!nified mi!ration is most likely to result in mutually beneficial outcomes for 
both the mi!rants and host countries if a number of preparatory measures are pursued. To maxi-
mize the potential for mutually beneficial mi!ration for both Kiribati mi!rants and host countries, 
several pro!rammes are already underway makin! it easier for i-Kiribati to work in host countries 
and to make remittances to their families still livin! in Kiribati. 

27.  At the same time, as the practical limits of di!nified mi!ration and other measures of internal 
relocation within Kiribati (includin! to the hi!hest territory in the country, the island of Kiritima-
ti) become ever clearer, the !overnment is lookin! well beyond its borders for solutions. This 
has a!ain centered on the critical question of land; not land in Kiribati, however, but rather a 
6,000-acre plot of land on the island of Vanua Levu in Fiji, purchased in 2012 by the !overn-
ment. Even thou!h there is a lon! history of i-Kiribati movin! amon!st their own islands and 
between islands across the Pacific in search of a better life, the purchase of such a lar!e land 
tract in a nei!hbourin! country is clearly indicative of the rather dramatic policy directions in 
which the !overnment is increasin!ly placin! its hopes, even while the President o#cially denies 
that the land will be used for resettlement.41 Inter-island relocation and inter-country reset-
tlement are not new phenomena in the re!ion, or to the people of Kiribati, but the new land 
acquisition is hi!hly symbolic when viewed throu!h the lens of climate chan!e. The contro-
versial resettlement of virtually the entire population of Banaba Island in Kiribati to Rabi Island 
in Fiji in 1945, as a consequence of resource depletion and associated phosphate minin!, is 
perhaps a harbin!er of what awaits Kiribati’s population today, and lessons learned from this 
and other past resettlement experiences, such as when Tuvaluans from Vaitupu resettled to 
Kioa Island in Fiji in the 1940s, should inform the desi!n of any possible relocation or facilitat-
ed mi!ration pro!rams to Vanua Levu even at this very premature sta!e. As thin!s now stand, 
su#ce it to say that the Vanua Leva option could, if played out carefully and with the full polit-
ical support of Fiji (where such issues are already a permanent part of political discourse), be 
pivotal in the multi-level e"orts by Kiribati to simultaneously preserve the cultural identity of the 
people, protect their human ri!hts and secure what would e"ectively amount to a safe haven 
for on!oin! !overnance of Kiribati should this be impossible within Kiribati itself. Done properly, 
an eventual exercise of this nature could in theory yield positive results for those choosin! to 
move in this manner. Conversely, if done poorly without adequate preparation, financin! and 
plannin!, a mass relocation plan of this scale can all too easily have catastrophic consequences 
for everyone involved. All participants in the process - the people movin!, the host community  
and both the !overnment of Fiji and of Kiribati – need to be actively en!a!ed in developin! 

41  See, for instance: http://www.the!lobalmail.or!/feature/kiribati-a-nation-!oin!-under/590/.



34 plans and processes that will prevent any relocation site from su"erin! the fate of so many other 
attempts at relocation – impoverishment, health crises, instability and insecurity.

28.  Havin! interviewed scores of i-Kiribati citizens over the past four years, DS has yet to meet a 
person or family from any income-level who has not already thou!ht deeply about their own 
personal displacement prospects, includin! mi!ration plans, should it come to that. The people of 
Kiribati are already comin! to !rips with the idea that they may one day need to leave their cher-
ished island homes. No one knows for certain, however, just at what point the country of Kiribati 
will become e"ectively uninhabitable; this could become the tra!ic fate of the country perhaps as 
early as 2050, or, all other thin!s bein! equal, not occur for a century or more. Nonetheless, some 
internal displacement has already occurred. Communities on North Tarawa and in Abaian! have 
already been relocated, and in the case of Tebontekike in Abaian!, ten extended families have had 
to move to other land owned by their family elsewhere. Families in Tebikenikora have left their 
community because the broken seawall brin!s constant floodin! of the area where their houses 
were located.42 In addition, a new settlement is under construction in Kiribati, in line with a !overn-
ment plan financially supported by New Zealand to reduce population density in Betio (which 
already has one of the hi!hest population densities on the planet with some 30,000 people livin! 
in just two square kilometers) throu!h resettlin! several thousand people to the Bonriki area near 
the airport at the opposite end of the main atoll. This plan may yet work without any undue land 
disputes, but little pro!ress is yet evident. Many within the country have expressed doubts as 
to the viability of any new town located so far from education and commerce activities, but it is 
too early to determine whether this innovative plan will succeed in its laudable aims. The space 
opened up in Betio could easily be re-occupied by new mi!rants from the outer islands, with the 
net result simply bein! yet more people on the main atoll which lon! a!o surpassed a sustainable 
level of population. No matter what happens, it is hoped that the new settlement at Bonriki will 
be developed in full co!nizance of likely sea level rises, and indeed, that all new construction in 
Kiribati take projected sea level rises fully into account. Additional relocation e"orts within the 
country as a means of providin! land and livelihood options to families who lose land to risin! 
seas, such as has been attempted in the past to Kiritimati Island, have yet to bear si!nificant fruit 
and are probably limited in application for a host of reasons, not the least of which is the immense 
distance between the island and the rest of Kiribati. 

29.  In 2013 it is still not too late to prevent worst case scenarios from takin! place, and DS believes 
that a new, vi!ourous and harmonized strate!y of both ‘fi!ht’ and ‘fli!ht’ could positively transform 
Kiribati both in socio-economic and human ri!hts terms, but also in terms of lon!-term viability as 
a nation in their fi!ht a!ainst climate chan!e. Many Pacific Island nations, includin! Kiribati, have 
always been vulnerable to an array of environmental threats includin! drou!hts, storm sur!es and 
occasional kin! tides and have shown considerable resilience in this re!ard. Today, however, the 
continued physical existence of Kiribati is far from secure. If the scientific community is correct, 
Kiribati could disappear entirely durin! the lifetimes of children who are alive today. However, 
the final wave or storm sur!e that submer!es Kiribati will be only an epilo!ue to the true story 
of Kiribati and climate chan!e that is yet to unfold. The past 20-40 years mark some of the 
!reatest chan!es in the history of these Micronesian islanders. Traditionally, they enjoyed healthy 

42  Linda Uan, ‘Climate Displacement and Kiribati: Notes From the Frontline’ in Land Solutions for Climate Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed) Routled!e/Earthscan, 2014.



35subsistence-based lifestyles !rounded deeply within a cultural framework of which all i-Kiribati 
are immensely proud. More recently, however, for reasons of climate chan!e, !lobalization and 
modern-day livin!, life has chan!ed dramatically for the i-Kiribati people and now for the first 
time in their history they are su"erin! from severe overcrowdin! in the capital South Tarawa and 
face a series of preventable health concerns includin! diabetes, hepatitis, leprosy and TB. Access 
to clean potable water is becomin! a serious problem throu!hout the country and employment, 
educational and other economic opportunities are severely limited. It is a nation beset with social, 
economic and human ri!hts concerns. When visitin! the country it is all too easy to lose si!ht 
of the lon!er-term threats to the nation !iven the !rowin! slums in the capital, the ubiquitous 
rubbish piles that hideously pollute the once-pristine beaches and roadsides, crumblin! infra-
structure, decrepit health care and water services and other socio-economic ills that daily chal-
len!e the people and !overnment. 

30.  Underlyin! all of these on!oin! developmental and human ri!hts concerns, however, is the 
uncertainty brou!ht out by the potential impacts of climate chan!e. These now permeate the 
daily thou!hts of the i-Kiribati people. The chapters in the Kiribati story yet to be written cover the 
period from now until either mass displacement is somehow hopefully averted or, dreadfully, the 
nation is no more. These chapters will document how Kiribati or!anizes the ‘di!nified mi!ration’ 
of its citizens away from increasin!ly uninhabitable land – be it within Kiribati, across the ocean 
to other island states or to mainland countries such as Australia, Fiji, New Zealand or the US and 
Canada. They will also cover the manner in which the e"ects of climate chan!e are prevented 
or slowed down, throu!h initiatives providin! drinkin! water, arable soils, a clean la!oon, sea 
walls and land reclamation to accommodate a !rowin! population. Still more chapters will note 
whether !overnments, NGOs and other donors assisted Kiribati throu!hout this len!thy process 
to ensure both that human ri!hts are the bedrock of all e"orts and that the i-Kiribati retain their 
di!nity in these future tryin! times. DS believes, despite everythin!, that every Kiribati citizen and, 
indeed, the very State of Kiribati itself, has ri!hts to exist and flourish, and that the international 
community (in particular those nations most responsible for climate chan!e) have a le!al obli-
!ation, and not merely a moral one, to preserve the soverei!nty of Kiribati and protect the full 
spectrum of human ri!hts of all i-Kiribati people. Developin! a new, human ri!hts-based strate!y 
to tackle development challen!es now, while simultaneously preparin! the population for the 
possibility of eventual fli!ht will o"er the best outcome for a country confrontin! challen!es no 
country should have to face.

31.  After intensive investi!ations within the country over the past several years and thorou!h analy-
ses of numerous reports addressin! the e"ects on Kiribati from climate chan!e, DS believes that 
the pursuit of a coordinated strate!y that focuses simultaneously on improvin! the human ri!hts 
and development prospects of all i-Kiribati people today (fight), combined with an approach that 
!uarantees the ri!ht to new land in safe locations, whether within the country or elsewhere, for 
everyone forced to flee the country as sea levels rise to unsustainable levels (flight) will hold 
out the best hope for the people of Kiribati. Althou!h Kiribati has made repeated and valiant 
e"orts advocatin! for climate chan!e miti!ation since joinin! the UN in 1999, as well as testin! 
the re!ion’s political waters with proposals for mass mi!ration and even the establishment of 
a new territorial confi!uration for the country, these pleas have lar!ely !one unheeded. As a 
result, an understandable (but nonetheless worrisome for the implications this decision !ener-
ates) consensus appears to be emer!in! within the country that neither miti!ation nor adapta-
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38 BOX 4: 
ONE MAN’S DIFFICULT CHOICE IN 
KIRIBATI: TO STAY OR GO?

52 year-old Mathew Matan! lives with 40 family members on customary land in 
Abaroa, South Tarawa, Kiribati. As with many land parcels on the atoll, one side of 
his land is bordered by ocean, and the other by la!oon. Durin! a kin! tide in 2005, 
water rushed from the la!oon over a sandy rise, inundatin! much of Mathew’s land. 
Ever since, hi!h tides have enveloped his land with increasin! frequency. As a result, 
Mathew’s fish farm has been contaminated with salt water and is no lon!er viable due 
to re!ular floodin!. Numerous food crops have perished and cannot be replaced. Tree 
roots and bases – the skeletons of deceased coconut, pandanus and breadfruit trees 
– litter the land, markin! the places where healthy trees once stood. For Mathew’s 
family, this environmental chan!e has meant si!nificant financial pressure, as they 
must now purchase food that previously they would !row themselves. Althou!h their 
self-made seawall of coral and old machinery was overtopped and eroded, Mathew 
still believes that a new, hi!her seawall will solve his family’s problems. However, he 
estimates that it would cost A$200,000, which his family certainly cannot a"ord. 
Re!rettably, the !overnment’s Kiribati Adaptation Pro!ramme (KAP) has not been 
able to access financin! su#cient to enable it to pay for private seawall repairs or 
reconstructions. Despite knowin! the projections of future sea-level rise and the risk 
of further storm sur!es, Mathew does not wish to leave Kiribati, the country he loves 
so dearly. His hope is that his !overnment and the international community will not 
be too quick to encoura!e the mi!ration of the i-Kiribati people. Instead, his wish is 
that those responsible for climate chan!e will fund adaptation measures that lead 
to an improvement in the quality of life of the i-Kiribati people until the time when a 
national exodus becomes inevitable, which, of course, he hopes and prays will never 
come to pass.



39tion will be substantial or rapid enou!h to save Kiribati in the lon! run. With hopes of miti!ation 
diminishin!, therefore, debate has centered on whether Kiribati should prioritize a fli!ht strate!y 
involvin! mass mi!ration and relocation, or whether a series of major adaptation projects mi!ht 
yet yield the results needed to preserve Kiribati’s place amon! the family of nations. Because 
of the seemin! inevitability of i-Kiribati mi!ration to safe third countries, most notably Fiji, New 
Zealand and Australia, some decision-makers have taken the view that adaptation measures are 
e"ectively a waste of both precious time and resources, in e"ect askin!: “Why spend money on 
adaptin! to climate chan!e and improvin! the social and economic prospects of the country if 
the population is just !oin! to leave anyway?” Indeed, a simultaneous focus on both adaptation 
and mi!ration requires a careful, yet precarious balancin! act, and often this policy ti!htrope 
confounds both Kiribati supporters and donors as to which position to pursue; fi!ht or fli!ht? It is 
becomin! increasin!ly clear, however, that an exclusive focus on either solution in isolation will 
not be su#cient, and that only a joint fi!ht and fli!ht solution will adequately protect the citizens 
of Kiribati and their culture. 

32.  A sole focus on adaptation mi!ht seem prima facie desirable, !iven the desire of many i-Kiribati 
to remain in their country of birth, the reluctance of either Australia, Fiji or New Zealand thus far 
to formally loosen their immi!ration policies to allow lar!er-scale mi!ration from Kiribati, and 
also the brain drain dan!ers that such mass mi!ration could pose for the economy, i-Kiribati 
culture, society and soverei!nty. However, even thou!h climate chan!e scenarios are inevitably 
uncertain, the risk that climate chan!e will make Kiribati uninhabitable despite the best adapta-
tion e"orts is !rowin! with each passin! year. At the same time, however, DS is convinced that 
with su#cient technical assistance, re!ional and !lobal political backin! and, above all, financial 
support, a meanin!ful portion of the physical territory of Kiribati can be preserved and improved 
in the comin! decades, thus ensurin! lon!-term human habitation, and hopefully, ever !rowin! 
prosperity. To achieve this, thou!h, will be an extremely dauntin! task. The !overnment has esti-
mated, for instance, that it would cost some US$ one billion to construct a seawall around the 
capital South Tarawa alone. In a country with an annual GDP of less than US$175 million and 
which to date has accessed less than US$ 20 million in !lobal adaptation fundin!, adaptation 
as a lon!-term strate!y for national survival is clearly not without its practical limitations. As the 
main adaptation element in the !overnment’s overall strate!y, the Kiribati Adaptation Pro!ramme 
is carryin! out important work protectin! key infrastructure and the freshwater supply, but these 
laudable e"orts are no alternative for either a human ri!hts-based social and economic develop-
ment policy desi!ned to raise the entire population out of poverty or comprehensive adaptation 
measures that will secure the land mass of the nation as a whole.

33.  Althou!h the international community has voiced its intention to help fund the climate chan!e 
adaptation needs of developin! countries, includin! frontline states such as Kiribati, only a minute 
amount of actual support has materialized. The new Green Fund, created in Cancun as part of 
the COP 16 a!reements in 2010 with the exclusive purpose of financin! adaptation measures 
to climate chan!e, is intended to have an annual bud!et of US$ 100 billion, makin! it the lar!-
est !lobal adaptation fund. This is a welcome e"ort on behalf of the international community, 
however, not only are present contributions fallin! far short of this fi!ure, but in addition, the 
application procedure is re!arded as both far too complicated and strin!ent for small island 
nations to mana!e e"ectively. Consequently, DS has repeatedly ur!ed States to make substan-
tive contributions to the Green Fund and other adaptation funds now, as a matter of ur!ency, so 



40 that vulnerable and under-resourced states like Kiribati can be!in to implement approaches on 
the scale required to protect their citizens from the e"ects of climate chan!e. Additionally, these 
funds should have clear and fair application procedures, so that deservin! poor countries are not 
prevented from accessin! them. Indeed, DS believes that fundin! earmarks should be made for 
all of the heavily a"ected nations, be!innin! with those such as Kiribati whose entire existence 
remains under threat. A US$ one billion earmark to a Special Kiribati Adaptation Fund (SKAF) 
could well secure the continued existence of the country and prevent future displacement and 
the need for lar!e-scale mi!ration, and should be pursued without delay, here as well as in other 
similarly threatened countries.

34.  Thus, while DS believes that comprehensive adaptation-based solutions are possible, particularly 
if the SKAF is created, at the moment it remains unlikely that Kiribati will be able to access the 
funds required for this to occur unless, of course, the practices and behaviour of donor nations 
improve dramatically. At the same time and as an interim step that could improve the lon!-term 
prospects of the country while lar!er-scale adaptation measures are contemplated, there is noth-
in! in technolo!ical terms to prevent the construction of a soarin!, reinforced tower or li!hthouse 
(and residences) on a secured island where intensive land au!mentation and land-level hei!ht-
enin! processes are undertaken. This process could be!in today and form the foundations of 
a far lar!er and more complete adaptation process such as the SKAF that could protect all of 
Kiribati over the lon!er term. This interim project could also help secure Kiribati’s soverei!nty for 
decades or centuries to come. These and other measures are possible, but the active pursuit of 
either comprehensive adaptation protectin! the territory of the country as a whole or the idea of a 
li!hthouse securin! in perpetuity the land mass required to maintain soverei!nty and the reco!-
nition by other nations, or even the implementation of a national development plan that secured 
the full spectrum of ri!hts for the population, have all been over-shadowed by what appears to be 
the !overnment of Kiribati’s primary strate!y for !rapplin! with climate chan!e, that of the ‘flee 
and start a!ain’ approach, otherwise known as ‘di!nified mi!ration’.

35.  DS believes that !iven all other possible policy options open to the !overnment at the moment, 
the di!nified mi!ration approach is !rounded in reasonable assumptions and the practical truth 
of loomin! climate displacement in the country already even at this early sta!e. On the other 
hand, however, an overall climate chan!e policy skewed too much in the direction of mi!ration 
at the expense of development or adaptation financin! stands a !ood chance of transformin! 
what could be a possible future scenario for the people into what will actually occur; in e"ect 
creatin! a self-fulfillin! prophecy. As the population becomes increasin!ly aware that political 
decision-makers are placin! ever more faith and resources into di!nified mi!ration, and possi-
bly less resources into specific adaptation measures and !eneral socio-economic development, 
(both of which are seriously under-funded at the moment), it is possible that on!oin! crises in the 
key areas of health care, access to potable water, overcrowdin!, domestic violence and numer-
ous other developmental challen!es will !o increasin!ly unaddressed, and worsen further. If this 
were to occur, such a scenario could further encoura!e people to flee the country as overall livin! 
conditions decline, thus au!mentin! a debilitatin! brain drain that has already commenced, and 
mass fli!ht that would alter the country beyond reco!nition. DS believes that far !reater attention 
needs to be !iven to the brain drain issue, in particular in determinin! at which sta!e a tippin! 
point will be reached when the population declines below a certain critical mass. In addition, 
a mi!ration pro!ramme that in practice attracts only the most capable and excludes weaker 
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46 TUVALU43

36.  Over the past decade, the tiny atoll nation of Tuvalu has been in the !lobal spotli!ht as one 
of the countries most vulnerable to climate chan!e.44 With only 26km2 of land at a maximum 
hei!ht of just below five meters, the 11,000 people that call Tuvalu home are some of the most 
at risk of becomin! eventually subject to permanent displacement as seas rise and tempera-
tures increase. Because of its unparalleled vulnerability, the country has been particularly vocal 
in seekin! appropriate international climate action since its admission to the United Nations in 
September 2000. Graphic ima!es and accounts of kin! tides, as well as severe drou!hts, already 
rava!in! the country have helped to spread word throu!hout the world about the tra!ic situation 
Tuvalu faces, as it stru!!les to find a viable solution for its people that will include the mainte-
nance of its soverei!nty, the preservation of its culture, and the protection of its land and the 
ri!hts of its citizens. However, despite this !lobal attention and the responsibility of richer, devel-
oped countries to remedy the crisis they have created, very little has been done thus far by the 
international community to assist in findin! such solutions. Projects to capture rainwater, improve 
waste mana!ement and food security have been !enerously supported by donors, but compre-
hensive adaptation financin! and pro!rammes to expansively tackle both climate chan!e e"ects 
and lin!erin! hurdles to social and economic development remain to be seen. 

37.  Developin! e"ective, practical and realistic responses to the prospect of climate displacement is 
particularly important in the instance of Tuvalu, because so much is at stake. Not only is Tuvalu’s 
entire land mass threatened by climate chan!e, but so too is its vibrant and rich culture. Despite 
the powerful and seductive temptations !enerated by !lobalization in Tuvalu, the core Tuvaluan 
culture, founded on both a prioritization of community livin! and a stron! connection to the land, 
remains very much intact. Each day Tuvaluans spend their time in the company of friends and 
family, fishin! traditionally, participatin! in ceremonial fateles, or playin! sports on the airport 
runway in the capital Funafuti as afternoon melts into ni!ht. Without over-romantisin! matters, 
spendin! time in Tuvalu as DS has, one sees a way of life that is more relaxed and harmonious 
than that found in many other places. Fans of Aldous Huxley’s final book Island will note more 
than a few similarities between Tuvalu and the Pala, the mythical island utopian paradise under 
constant external threats, the ultimate demise of which remains heartbreakin!.45 

38.  Thou!h nei!hbourin! Kiribati seems clearly to be leanin! in the direction of the eventual di!nified 
mi!ration of its population, the !overnment of Tuvalu, and what appears to be a clear majority of 
the population is committed to ensurin! that, for as lon! as possible, Tuvaluans are able to contin-
ue residin! safely in their home country. The !overnment’s approach to climate chan!e thus far 
involves solely pursuin! in-country adaptation measures, with a focus on ensurin! water security 
and the protection of infrastructure from sea-level rise. With risin! sea-levels, and the increasin!-
ly frequent occurrence of natural disasters associated with climate chan!e, these measures are 
clearly crucial. Indeed, increasin!ly severe natural disasters have already been experienced and 

43  http://displacementsolutions.or!/ds-initiatives/climate-chan!e-and-displacement-initiative/tuvalu-climate-displacement.
44  For an overview of how Tuvalu is !rapplin! with the question of climate chan!e, see: David Corlett, Stormy Weather: The Challenges of Climate Change and Displacement, 

UNSW Press, 2008. For an historical overview of the country, see: Tuvalu: A History, Institute of Pacific Studies, 1983. For another view on life in Tuvalu, see: Philip Ells,  
Where the Hell is Tuvalu? How I became the law man of the world’s fourth-smallest country, Vir!in Books Ltd, 2000.

45  Described by The Times as “One of the truly !reat philosophical novels”, Island is required readin! in the era of climate chan!e and the losses incurred because of it.  
See: Aldous Huxley, Island, Flamin!o, 1962.



47se!ments of society such as the elderly, the disabled and the poor could have disastrous conse-
quences for those in the community who currently rely on eventual mi!rants who now provide 
their only means of support. To ensure that the country continues to pro!ress – which is already 
extremely di#cult in developmental terms - Kiribati will need to maintain a su#cient amount of 
skilled and educated people in the country. Consequently, a scenario whereby only the best and 
bri!htest from Kiribati are o"ered opportunities in host countries throu!h the di!nified mi!ration 
process mi!ht require some re-thinkin!. As understandable and nuanced as the di!nified mi!ra-
tion policy may be, a di!nified life, in full compliance with the universal ri!hts held by all citizens, 
includin! basic !uarantees to the hi!hest attainable level of health, water, housin!, work and many 
others for all i-Kiribati people needs to be universally attainable in the immediate term. While the 
!overnment’s record in respectin! civil and political ri!hts is !enerally admirable, e"orts taken 
to secure the full spectrum of economic and social ri!hts need to be far more robust than they 
seem to have been to date. To truly succeed, the !overnment of Kiribati may best serve its people 
throu!h a more balanced fi!ht and fli!ht approach which si!nificantly expands attention to the 
many dramatic social requirements of the country today, while simultaneously exercisin! !reat 
caution in not overplayin! its hand in the direction of di!nified mi!ration. Upholdin! and expand-
in! the enjoyment of human ri!hts and preservin! and expandin! di!nity should be the mutual 
yardsticks used to measure any success in !rapplin! with the immense and unprecedented chal-
len!es facin! the people of Kiribati.
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48 documented in Tuvalu in recent years, includin! a number of dramatic kin! tides, and the 2011 
drou!ht, which received considerable international media attention. The drou!ht was so severe, 
in fact, that schools were closed and a national state of emer!ency was proclaimed. Similar to 
other atoll and island nations !rapplin! with the dual challen!es of climate chan!e and on!oin! 
poverty and economic sta!nation, it is clear that Tuvalu will need to expand both its adaptation 
measures, as well as national policies !eared towards the protection of basic economic and 
social ri!hts. Durin! various visits to Tuvalu, DS has noticed a palpable anxiety about the e"ects 
of climate chan!e, and in particular, the threat this mi!ht pose for the children of this country. 
Massive up-scalin! of adaptation e"orts, carried out and driven-by the population themselves, 
with increased donor support, will !ive these citizens a de!ree of real protection, as well as 
encoura!in! a much-needed psycholo!ical sense of security. In terms of en!ineerin!-based 
adaptation solutions, Melton Tauito, the National Climate Chan!e Coordinator, estimates that the 
construction of a seawall around Fon!afale, the main islet of Funafuti where almost half of the 
population resides, would cost $30 million. Althou!h this measure is far more expensive than 
any other climate chan!e projects that have been pursued thus far in Tuvalu, and would require 
on!oin! maintenance, explorin! the feasibility of micro-level solutions such as this seems hi!hly 
beneficial. Not only will they prolon! the habitability of this important, heavily populated islet, but 
also may allow this land mass to remain as a Tuvaluan land mass, ensurin! the on!oin! protec-
tion of the country’s soverei!nty.

39.  Althou!h far lar!er-scale adaptation measures must be pursued for the sake of Tuvalu’s on!oin! 
habitation and soverei!nty, a number of other development issues also threaten to undermine the 
economic and social ri!hts of Tuvaluans, includin! housin!, land and property ri!hts. With a GDP 
of only US$ 36 million, the lowest of any country in the world, the financial capacity of Tuvalu to 
carry out adaptation measures su#cient to protect the country from both the short- and lon!-
term e"ects of climate chan!e, is !reatly limited. Similarly, even thou!h per capita GDP is US$ 
3,400, the !overnment’s ability – even when the political will exists to do so – to secure the full 
spectrum of human ri!hts is restricted. Tuvalu faces serious problems relatin! to overcrowdin!, 
the rise of urban slums, a lack of sanitation, severe drou!ht and water shorta!es, the unresolved 
issue of what to do about the nine hi!hly polluted borrow pits in Funafuti and on!oin! problems 
with waste mana!ement, all of which will only worsen with the e"ects of climate chan!e. 

40.  In contrast to similarly threatened Kiribati, the !overnment of Tuvalu has continually expressed 
its intention to pursue only domestic adaptation measures, based on the stron! desire amon! 
Tuvaluans to stay in their country of birth. To date planned relocation or mi!ration options do 
not appear to have been thorou!hly considered or planned by the !overnment. Indeed, Tuvalu 
rejected a recent o"er from New Zealand to increase the annual quota of Tuvaluans accepted 
as mi!rants under the Pacific Access Cate!ory. Tuvalu correctly believes that it has a le!itimate 
ri!ht to demand that the countries responsible for causin! climate chan!e provide fundin! for 
adaptation projects to allow its citizens to continue livin! on their present land plots. And yet, the 
funds thus far provided to Tuvalu have been minimal. As DS has su!!ested with respect to other 
climate-a"ected countries, we believe that fundin! earmarks should be made for Tuvalu within 
the !lobal Green Fund to ensure that the country receives its fair share of international support. 
And as we su!!ested the establishment of a SKAF for Kiribati, so too would we recommend a 
Special Tuvalu Adaptation Fund (STAF) desi!ned alon! the same lines to protect the people 
of Tuvalu. At the same time, however, plannin! for Tuvalu’s future based solely on the hopeful 



49presumption that either the !overnment and/or the international community will provide the 
financial resources required to secure lon!-term habitation of the country, is clearly only part of 
what should be a comprehensive approach to the mana!ement of the e"ects of climate chan!e, 
!rounded in all possible climate eventualities. As such, while DS believes the consistent approach 
of the !overnment to focus on remainin! in Tuvalu is a laudable and understandable one, it would 
equally be prudent for the Tuvaluan !overnment to investi!ate planned relocation and mi!ration 
options in addition to adaptation, to ensure the lon!-term protection of its citizens’ human ri!hts.

41.  In considerin! the possibility of eventual fli!ht from Tuvalu, the Tuvaluan !overnment would not be 
promotin! somethin! with which the country is not already very familiar; as noted above inter-is-
land mi!ration has been a common occurrence in the Pacific and Tuvalu for many decades with 
thousands of Tuvaluans permanently resident in New Zealand. In addition, labour mi!ration has 
occurred whereby Tuvaluans have worked at plantations in Samoa and Queensland, Australia, 
as well as at phosphate mines in Banaba Island, Kiribati, and Nauru. Internal mi!ration from the 
outer islands to Funafuti has also been substantial since the late 1990’s, and still continues today, 
as does the temporary mi!ration of students to Fiji to study at the University of South Pacific. 
Mi!ration plans to assist Tuvaluans could take many forms. The most substantial pro!rammes 
exist in New Zealand, whereby 75 Tuvaluan mi!rants are accepted each year under the Pacific 
Access Cate!ory (PAC), and Tuvaluans are able to work in New Zealand’s a!riculture sector for a 
period of six to nine months under the seasonal mi!ration scheme. However, even these projects 
seem to fall short of su#ciently providin! for Tuvaluans needs – the acceptance threshold for 
the PAC is di#cult to meet for Tuvaluans, and the annual quota is seldom filled. To prevent brain 
drain, and to allow a su#cient number of Tuvaluans to mi!rate to New Zealand, these conditions 
should be relaxed, and measures should be undertaken to ensure that the Tuvaluan culture is 
supported in Auckland, where most mi!rant Tuvaluans live. As the re!ional economic super-
power, Australia has a stron! responsibility to accept a far lar!er number of Tuvaluan mi!rants – 
currently only 300 or so Tuvaluans are livin! in Australia – and to expand its seasonal mi!ration 
schemes. Mi!ration schemes such as this will help to reduce overcrowdin! in Tuvalu and encour-
a!e stron!er ties between Tuvaluans and these potential host countries, makin! any lar!e-scale 
future mi!ration more likely to be successful for all parties involved.

42.  As a very di"erent mi!ration option and more similar to the current situation facin! Tuvalu than 
expanded labour mi!ration schemes, a se!ment of the population of the island of Vaitupu mi!rat-
ed successfully to the Fijian island of Kioa in 1946. Kioa was purchased as a freehold settlement 
for Tuvaluans in 1951, and a small but steady flow of mi!ration from Tuvalu has occurred. It has 
been su!!ested that a lar!e proportion of Tuvaluans could move to Kioa as climate chan!e 
worsens, and that this island could act as a safe-haven for the Tuvaluan culture and lan!ua!e.46 
Further research is required to determine how many people could realistically and sustainably 
live on Kioa Island, how the host community views such a prospect, and how much it would cost 
to carry out su#cient development projects to allow a lar!er number to mi!rate there. Addi-
tionally, the conditions, if any, under which Fiji would !rant Tuvalu soverei!nty or a measure of 
autonomy over the land must be determined. DS believes that it would serve the interests of the 
people of Tuvalu and the !overnment to develop systematic contin!ency plans involvin! possi-

46  See, for instance: http://www.tuvaluislands.com/news/archived/2006/2006-02-20.htm.



50 ble planned relocation of the Tuvaluan population to places such as Kioa Island and elsewhere 
to ensure that countries in the Pacific re!ion are open and politically prepared to possibly host 
Tuvaluans should the fateful day of fli!ht come to pass. Not only would mi!ration plannin! be 
wise politics, but it may well be consistent with the wishes of many Tuvaluans. Recent national 
surveys have revealed that the majority of the Tuvaluan population would look favourably upon 
the !overnment at least investi!atin! mi!ration options. As much as the !overnment and people 
of Tuvalu understandably wish to remain within their cherished homeland, many Tuvaluans and 
their families have personal mi!ration plans already, which they will pursue if severe climate 
chan!e events come to pass.

43.  The vexin! question that both the !overnment and the !overned in Tuvalu and the international 
community face in relation to the world’s smallest nation is how can the Tuvaluan way of life be 
preserved, the enjoyment of human ri!hts stren!thened and the socio-economic fabric of the 
society be enhanced, while simultaneously securin! the future in the face of what will be a lon! 
battle with climate chan!e? At the most fundamental level, Tuvalu needs to stand on its own feet 
rather than bein! reliant on aid or on!oin! and expanded development assistance for its survival 
and prosperity. At the same time, it is self-evident that quantum increases in adaptation fundin! 
will be necessary to ensure that the measures required are taken in relation to basic infrastruc-
ture – clean water, sanitation and coastal erosion, all of which can assist in protectin! the country 
a!ainst some of the rava!es of climate chan!e, while at the same time, improvin! livin! condi-
tions. In the lon! run, it is tra!ically almost certain that Tuvalu will need to be evacuated, and Fiji 
o"ers one of several viable options for relocation, in particular to Kioa Island.47

47  DS visited Kioa in early 2013 and discussed the possibility of eventual resettlement there by mi!rants from Tuvalu, and just as in Naviavia found only be!rud!in! support for 
such possible future moves. Kioa was settled by people from Vaitupu atoll, one of the most important atolls of Tuvalu, with the first 36 settlers arrivin! in 1947. One settler, 
Siapo Paka, is now 89 years old and is the only ori!inal settler still alive today. Kioa itself has not been una"ected by climate chan!e and is already su"erin! from severe coastal 
erosion, resultin! in the main jetty on the island bein! washed away. 



51BOX 5: 
THE DS PALA PROJECT

The Pala Project is comprised of four sub-projects which to!ether aim to improve 
livin! conditions in Tuvalu and stren!then the lon!-term soverei!nty and relocation 
prospects of the body politic. These include projects to solve Funafuti’s municipal 
waste problem, solvin! the borrow pit problem by creatin! new land hi!her than any 
anticipated sea level rise by fillin! in the nine borrow pits with soil imported from Fiji, 
New Zealand, Australia or elsewhere, thus creatin! a considerable amount of new and 
usable land, securin! access by all Funafuti households to local or!anic ve!etable 
!ardens and finally, explorin! the feasibility of possible lon!-term voluntary relocation 
to Fiji. As of 2013, it is the clear wish of most Tuvaluans to remain for as lon! as possi-
ble in their country notwithstandin! how severe sea-level rises may be. Bearin! this 
fully in mind, the Pala Project is desi!ned above all to enable Tuvaluans to stay as lon! 
as physically possible in Tuvalu, while simultaneously improvin! the livin! conditions 
facin! the population. 

While Displacement Solutions fully supports this majority aspiration, it is equally clear 
that contin!ency plannin! for worst case scenarios should also take place and be 
carried out in the most comprehensive manner possible, and based on the assump-
tion that should thin!s remain constant in !lobal climatic terms, it is more likely than 
not that the entire land mass of Tuvalu will be completely inundated by the year 2100. 
While it is sincerely hoped that this day will never arrive, it would be remiss to not – at 
the very least – explore all possible relocation scenarios were circumstances to so 
dictate.
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44.  In the event that the physical territorial inte!rity of the Carteret Islands, Kiribati and Tuvalu (and 

other nations and territories includin! the Marshall Islands, the Maldives, Palau and others) 
cannot be maintained, relocation of some kind (preferably thorou!hly planned, well-coordinated 
and adequately financed) will be the only alternative to spontaneous/unor!anized internal or 
international mi!ration. Experience has shown time and a!ain that successful relocation, even 
within nations because of development and infrastructure projects, resource extraction and other 
pressures, is anythin! but a certainty.48 Thus, DS believes that the investi!ation of planned relo-
cation as a solution to climate chan!e in all countries threatened by climate chan!e needs to be a 
prerequisite of responsible policy. With particular reference to Kiribati and Tuvalu, alon!side other 
adaptation measures it is essential to explore realistic, voluntary, fundable and properly mana!ed 
relocation outcomes that are desi!ned from the outset to protect the human ri!hts of the citi-
zens of Kiribati and Tuvalu to the !reatest possible extent, in a sustained manner. If implemented 
correctly, at one level such an approach could ensure that at least some land is reserved or 
otherwise set aside within one or several lar!er countries located near or adjacent to threatened 
atoll nations that could serve as a national or cultural central territory, and potentially a partially 
soverei!n or autonomous home base from which new forms of national herita!e, culture and 
perhaps even political leadership could be located. Such places would have both practical and 
symbolic importance for the peoples of these nations, and allow an e"ective relocation plannin! 
process to commence based on identified land parcels a!reed by the host country concerned. 

45.  From this perspective, the !rowin! national discussions on planned relocation within both Kiri-
bati and Tuvalu is encoura!in!, even if the o#cial policies of both countries do not yet prioritise 
such dramatic measures. The acquisition of land in Naviavia, Vanua Levu, Fiji by the Kiribati 
!overnment is perhaps the first precursor to a much needed - albeit delayed - shift of focus to 
relocation as one of the solutions to climate displacement in the Pacific, even thou!h the !overn-
ment claims the site is purely for purposes of a!ricultural development and income !eneration. 
Relocation has also entered the political discourse in Tuvalu, where popular interest in possible 
relocation to various locations (includin! to Kioa Island in Fiji, which is now mainly populated by 
Tuvaluans) has been noted durin! intensive public discussions, even while o#cial policy remains 
to stay for as lon! as physically possible. Relatedly, and from a host perspective, the Fiji !overn-
ment has already extensively discussed the possibility of hostin! climate mi!rants from both 
Tuvalu and Kiribati.49 Indeed, as the practical limits of internal relocation become ever more 
clear to both atoll !overnments, but particularly that of Kiribati, President Ton!’s !overnment 
(as has the !overnment of the Maldives and others) has be!un to look well beyond its borders 
for permanent land-based solutions to the climate predicaments facin! the nation. In meetin!s 
with hi!h-rankin! !overnment o#cials in Kiribati, DS was informed about the land purchase 
of Naviavia on the island of Vanua Levu in Fiji, for purportedly several million US dollars. As of 
mid-2013, a contract has been si!ned with the An!lican Church which sold the land, and a 10% 
down payment has been made. The 6,000 acres of Naviavia is trian!ular in shape, taperin! 

48  See, for instance, Anthony Oliver-Smith, Development & Dispossession: The Crisis of Forced Displacement and Resettlement (School for Advanced Research Advanced Semi-
nar), School for Advanced Research Press, 2009.

49  “Fiji’s interim minister of forei!n a"airs, Ratu Inoke Kubuabola, announced in Copenha!en that Fiji would consider takin! ‘climate chan!e refu!ees from Tuvalu and Kiribati in 
the future’”, p. 90, Source: Richard Bedford and Charlotte Bedford, ‘International Mi!ration and Climate Chan!e: A post-Copenha!en perspective on options for Kiribati and 
Tuvalu’ in Climate Change and Migration: South Pacific Perspectives, pp. 89-134, (Burson, ed), Institute of Policy Studies, Wellin!ton, 2010.



53inland with the widest part of the land abuttin! the man!rove coastline.'Much to our surprise, 
when DS visited Naviavia we discovered that far from bein! vacant, the centre of the land parcel 
contained a villa!e also called Naviavia which is home to 300 lon!-term inhabitants, many of 
whose ancestors were brou!ht to Fiji as slaves from the Solomon Islands in the 1800’s. Durin! 
our on-site investi!ations in Naviavia discussions with many villa!ers revealed that because the 
An!lican Church owns the land, villa!e elders ar!ue that the trustees of the Church are not le!al-
ly entitled to sell it, because it le!ally belon!s to the bishop, thus creatin! additional concerns. At 
the moment, villa!ers are reluctant to host future mi!rants from Kiribati, and fear that the arrival 
of too many people will be detrimental to them, as well as leadin! to worsenin! erosion and likely 
pollution of the river. Moreover, there has yet to be any formal decision by the !overnment of Fiji 
concernin! the eventual relocation of people from Kiribati, nor has there been a decision o#cially 
from the Kiribati !overnment itself, so the entire process remains lar!ely theoretical at this sta!e. 

46.  Havin! said that, it is clear that additional in-depth research is required to determine if the orderly 
relocation of people from Kiribati to Naviavia is feasible at all. Vital policy decisions have not yet 
been made by Fiji, and far too little remains known thus far about the precise ownership ri!hts 
of the land in question, the possibilities for economic activity in Naviavia and how much of the 
6,000 acres is actually habitable or arable. Indeed, from visual observations, it appears that at 
least one-third of Naviavia is so steep and mountainous that it would support neither a!ricul-
ture nor human habitation. DS is in the process of investi!atin! this development further, and 
is currently seekin! support for an in-depth project explorin! the feasibility of relocation to Fiji 
by both the people of Kiribati and Tuvalu. Of course, inter-island relocation and inter-country 
resettlement are not new phenomena in the re!ion, or to the people of Kiribati or Tuvalu. The 
hi!hly controversial resettlement of virtually the entire population of Banaba Island in Kiribati to 
Rabi Island in Fiji in 1945, as a consequence of resource depletion and associated phosphate 
minin!, serves as a warnin! to Kiribati’s population today. As thin!s now stand, su#ce it to say 
that the Naviavia option could, if played out carefully and with the full political support of Fiji,50 be 
pivotal in the multi-level e"orts by Kiribati to simultaneously preserve the cultural identity of the 
people, protect their human ri!hts and secure what would e"ectively amount to a safe haven for 
on!oin! !overnance of Kiribati should this be impossible within Kiribati itself. Done properly, an 
eventual relocation exercise could yield positive results for those choosin! to voluntarily move in 
this manner. Conversely, if done poorly without adequate preparation, financin! and plannin!, a 
complex exercise of this scale and ma!nitude could all too easily have catastrophic consequenc-
es for everyone involved. All participants in the process - the people movin!, the host commu-
nity of Naviavia and both the !overnment of Fiji and of Kiribati – need to be actively en!a!ed in 
developin! plans and processes that will prevent any resettlement site from su"erin! the fate of 
so many other attempts at relocation – impoverishment, health crises, instability and insecurity. 
Clearly, if it ever takes place in Fiji, it needs to be done ri!ht.

50  Fiji is not without its own climate challen!es, and is already su"erin! the e"ects of climate chan!e. Based on on-site investi!ations by DS, we found that Daku villa!e (Rewa 
delta) on Vitu Levu is very vulnerable, facin! re!ular floodin! of the river and sea water intrusion. With outside assistance, Daku villa!e has constructed five flood!ates which 
prevent constant floodin! at hi!h tide, but the community is aware that this is not a lon!-term solution. In Vunidoloa villa!e, also on Vanua Levu, the 140 inhabitants frequently 
!rapple with floods due to hi!h tides, which threaten the livelihood of the people. The !overnment has reco!nized the issue and decided to re-locate the villa!e to hi!her 
!rounds. Unfortunately, however, due to bad en!ineerin! and plannin! , the new location is already erodin! away before the first house is built. While in Vunisavisavi, Vitu Levu, 
a villa!e of 50 people, two families have already voluntarily relocated. The villa!e was founded by James Dunn an Irish explorer who came to Fiji in the 1800’s. The villa!e has 
constructed five seawalls, but all of them have failed. The beach is now !one and the local cemetery is fully submer!ed at hi!h tide.
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47.  Althou!h small island nations continue to receive the bulk of attention by the media and in 
broader discussions on climate displacement, in pure numbers of people a"ected by climate 
displacement perhaps no country will actually be more a"ected than Ban!ladesh; a very dense-
ly populated country with a population of no less than 170 million. Already severely stru!!lin! 
a!ainst land scarcity, overcrowdin! and slums that !row by two million dwellers each year, with 
half of Ban!ladesh’s population livin! in areas less than five meters above sea level, the country 
has be!un to witness climate-induced displacement across much of its coastline. Accordin! to 
one analysis: “In the severe climate chan!e scenario, sea level rise poses an existential threat 
that would inundate 18 percent of Ban!ladesh’s total land, directly impactin! 11 percent of the 
country’s population. Salt water intrusion from sea level rise in low-lyin! a!ricultural plains, alon! 
with other hazards, could lead to a 40 percent decrease in food !rain production and will increase 
forced mi!ration to the urban slum areas”.52 Estimates show that just a 1 to 2 de!ree increase 
in temperature would force physical dislocation of anywhere between 20-35 million people in 
Ban!ladesh.53 The results of modellin! lon!er-term chan!es in coastlines as a result of risin! 
sea levels su!!est that the !overnment may be required to support mass movements of coastal 
populations, with perhaps one in every seven Ban!ladeshis displaced by climate chan!e by the 
year 2050.54 

48.  While the !overnment of Ban!ladesh has clearly reco!nised the immensity of the problem, it has 
yet to pro"er any comprehensive plans, pro!rams, policies or institutional frameworks by which 
the climate displacement crisis can be prevented and resolved in a sustainable and human ri!hts-
based manner.55 The immensity of this challen!e is understood by many within the !overnment, 
however, neither the political will nor the financial or technical resources required to implement 
the human ri!hts-based adaptation responses needed to resolve this crisis are at all appar-
ent in today’s Ban!ladesh. Indeed, rather than desi!nin! and implementin! human ri!hts-based 
national solutions, the !overnment is increasin!ly claimin! that these environmental “refu!ees” 
require international solutions and should be received by other States as part of international 
mi!ration pro!rammes. This has meant that to date, most of those displaced by natural hazards 
and the e"ects of climate chan!e have received little or no formal support. There are currently 
no !overnment pro!rammes that provide tar!eted assistance to these climate displaced persons 
to find new homes and new lands for their lost homes and lost lands. Many climate displaced 
persons have been forced to make the di#cult decision to relocate to other parts of the coun-
try, often to the slums of Dhaka or the hills of Chitta!on!, or for the vast majority who have 
already been displaced, to hold out the very distant prospects of return to their former lands while 
waitin! in often hi!hly precarious circumstances. National policies concernin! climate chan!e 
and environmental issues such as the National Environment Policy (1992), the Coastal Zone 

51  http://displacementsolutions.or!/ds-initiatives/climate-chan!e-and-displacement-initiative/ban!ladesh-climate-displacement. 
52  Md Shamsuddoha and Rezaul Karim Chowdhury, Climate Refugee: requires dignified recognition under a new Protocol, Equity and Justice Workin! Group Ban!ladesh, pp. 3-4, 

April 2009.
53  These are commonly cited fi!ures, thou!h a recent report !ives substantially hi!her estimates of 95 million displaced persons by 2040. See: http://www.defence.pk/forums/

ban!ladesh-defence/221847-95-72-million-may-climate-displaced-2040-a.html.
54  Supra Note 52, pp. 4-6.
55  See, for instance, Dulal Chandra Roy, Vulnerability and population displacements due to climate-induced disasters in coastal Bangladesh, Centre for Geoinformatics (Z_GIS), 

University of Salzbur! , Austria.



56 Policy (2005), the National Adaptation Pro!ramme of Action (NAPA, 2005) and the Ban!ladesh 
Climate Chan!e Strate!y and Action Plan (2009) reco!nise climate chan!e problems, but there 
are no clear indications how population displacement problems will be addressed in these poli-
cies.56 As experienced in the aftermath of cyclone Aila in 2008, there are structural weaknesses 
and ine#ciencies in mana!in! the many natural disasters that occur re!ularly in Ban!ladesh, and 
this au!ers poorly for communities threatened by climate displacement. The climate adaptation 
responses undertaken thus far at the !overnment level have tended to focus on technolo!ical 
and en!ineerin! measures such as the emer!ency repair of breached levees and embankments, 
which althou!h vital, place virtually no attention on measures that could provide the displaced 
population with permanent solutions to their displacement. As a result, many of those thus far 
displaced in the southern delta re!ion, for instance, are forced to live atop diminishin! levies in 
appallin! circumstances that severely and ne!atively a"ect their human ri!hts, health and liveli-
hoods.57

49.  Bearin! these perspectives in mind, DS has been workin! for several years in Ban!ladesh with 
local or!anisations, in particular Chitta!on!-based Youn! Power for Social Action (YPSA), build-
in! an initiative desi!ned to secure the ri!hts of those displaced by climate chan!e by acquirin! 
new land resources for displaced communities. The work of the DS-YPSA Bangladesh HLP Initia-
tive centres on our view that rather than focusin! on technolo!ical or en!ineerin! solutions to 
climate adaptation (which, in many instances, will have only very short-term impacts) or placin! 
faith in the !ood will of the international community to accept Ban!ladesh’s “climate refu!ees”, it 
makes far more sense and stands a far !reater chance of success if this focus is instead placed 
on the prospects of internal relocation within the borders of Ban!ladesh as the primary solution 
to on!oin! climate displacement. If pursued cleverly and supported by sub-district, district, divi-
sional and national !overnments, concrete, human ri!hts-based and land-based HLP solutions 
are available in Ban!ladesh for the vast majority of the current climate displaced population, as 
well as for most of those to be a"ected by the anticipated displacement in comin! decades. The 
Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative is a complex, multi-year and multi-layered plan desi!ned to empower 
Ban!ladesh’s displaced communities to realize their HLP ri!hts throu!h a detailed process involv-
in! trainin! and capacity buildin!, monitorin! where and how climate displacement occurs in the 
country on a re!ular basis, acquirin! and allocatin! land from private individuals and !overnment 
for the exclusive use of climate displaced families, preparin! model relocation housin! sites, 
desi!nin! and buildin! prototype climate-resilient housin! and various advocacy measures. 

50.  Guided by the active participation of displaced communities and or!anized around the slo!an 
“New land for lost land, New homes for lost homes”, the DS and YPSA partnership works to 
concretely combat the displacement consequences of climate chan!e and ensure ri!hts and 
justice for the !rowin! climate displaced population of today’s Ban!ladesh. One of the key areas 
of intervention concerns the identification of land that could be distributed to climate displaced 
communities to enable them to re-establish homes on safer land. Amon! other activities in this 
re!ard, in 2012 DS commissioned an in-depth expert study that tasked the researchers with 
identifyin! land resources in the Chitta!on! area that could realistically be acquired by climate 
displaced communities; in e"ect providin! land-based solutions to their climate displacement 

56  Akter, T. (2009): Climate Change and flow of environmental displacement in Bangladesh, Unnayan Anneshan-The innovators, Dhaka, Ban!ladesh.
57  See, Displacement Solutions, Climate Displacement in Bangladesh: The Need for Urgent Housing, Land and Property (HLP) Rights Solutions, 2012.
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58 throu!h a process of planned relocation and rehabilitation. After extensive analysis of land acqui-
sition processes and explorin! land availability, in early 2013 the DS study identified an initial total 
of 104.28 acres of land in the Chitta!on! re!ion as potential relocation sites, includin!: 13.32 
acres in Sitakunda Upazilla; 18.59 acres in Mirsarai Upazilla; 67.71 acres in Ran!unia Upazilla; 
and 4.66 acres in Chandanaish Upazilla.58 Predominately khas land (or state land that only the 
!overnment can distribute), all of these land parcels could be accessed and acquired by civil 
society !roups and climate displaced communities, with the collaboration of the !overnment, 
for use as possible relocation sites. These land parcels have been identified followin! ‘multi-cri-
teria analyses’ as a spatial decision support tool, that included road connectivity, proximity to 
!rowth centres and social service facilities, elevation and suitability for housin! and unlikelihood 
of erosion. The land parcels were also physically verified to assess their availability, the current 
status of occupancy and suitability for future human settlements. 

51.  As of mid-2013, further research is underway concernin! these land parcels, as well as additional 
activities to identify additional land sites throu!hout the country as possible voluntary relocation 
destinations. Once we have ascertained which land parcels would best serve the interests of 
climate displaced communities in the Chitta!on! area, the Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative will prepare 
a detailed feasibility study in close cooperation with the climate displaced communities concerned, 
and then present this study to the local !overnmental authorities with a formal request to release 
the land for the exclusive purpose of voluntary relocation of these communities. If certain land 
parcels are privately owned and not occupied by others, the DS-YPSA partnership may also seek 
to acquire !ood sites (throu!h !rants and purchase), transform the title into community land 
trusts, and then be!in the complex and lon!-term task of preparin! the land for resettlement and 
the emer!ence of new, viable and prosperous new human settlements. DS and YPSA have ur!ed 
the !overnment to do more to protect the specific HLP ri!hts of the climate displaced population 
in the country, which will only !row in comin! years. Amon! other recommendations, we have 
ur!ed better coordination and communication between the !overnment, civil society and a"ect-
ed communities, the need for a human ri!hts-based national plan and policy to resolve climate 
displacement, the potential of the villa!e cluster model for climate displaced communities, and 
the importance of land acquisition and land set-aside projects and so forth.

52.  A further aspect of the Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative, which we believe to be particularly import-
ant, relates to research we have sponsored on the viability of the Chitta!on! Hill Tracts (CHT) 
as a possible source of new land resources for climate displaced communities.59 Because the 
CHT (which is located in the eastern portion of the country, alon! the border with Myanmar 
and India), is far and away the lar!est part of the country with hi!h elevations and mountain-
ous terrain, some have lo!ically, albeit perhaps naively, su!!ested that despite a lon! history of 
political violence and instability, that the ‘hi!h !round’ of the CHT could be a possible relocation 
destination for lowland people and coastal dwellers displaced due to climate chan!e. Moreover, 
some community leaders with whom DS has spoken from the low-lyin! southeastern part of 
Ban!ladesh have already spontaneously relocated to the CHT without !overnment assistance, 

58  See, Md. Shamsuddoha, Mohammad Shahid Ullah & Mohammad Shahjahan, ‘Land Acquisition for Climate Displaced Communities in Ban!ladesh’ in Land Solutions to Climate 
Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed), Earthscan from Routled!e, 2014.

59  See, Mohammad Shahid Ullah, Md Shamsuddoha & Mohammad Shahjahan, ‘The Viability of the Chitta!on! Hill Tracts as a destination for Climate Displaced Communities in 
Ban!ladesh’ in Land Solutions to Climate Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed), Earthscan from Routled!e, 2014.



59and have succeeded in establishin! small settlements in isolated pockets of the elevated terrain. 
With a view to better understandin! what on the surface appeared to be a potentially interestin! 
possible relocation destination for at least some of the !rowin! displaced people in the country, 
DS asked several local experts to explore whether or not further ener!y should be devoted to the 
idea of the CHT as a relocation area. After extensive research, the experts found that it would 
be destructive to seek to relocate and rehabilitate climate-displaced people from the plain lands 
to the CHT both for the ecolo!ical balance of the re!ion, and for the indi!enous people of CHT. 
The study pointed out that the CHT is one of the most disadvanta!ed and vulnerable re!ions in 
the country in terms of almost all major development indicators, includin! income, employment, 
poverty, health, water, environment and sanitation, education, women’s employment, access to 
infrastructure and national buildin! institutions, peace and inter-community confidence. In addi-
tion, it uncovered relevant components of the 1997 Peace Accord which made the followin! 
modifications to land law in the CHT, under Clause 26, section B: “By amendment of section 64 
the followin! sub-sections shall be made: (a) Notwithstandin! anythin! contained in any law for 
the time-bein! in force, no land within the boundaries of Hill District shall be !iven in settlement, 
purchased, sold and transferred includin! !ivin! lease without prior approval of the Council: 
provided that this provision shall not be applicable in case of areas within the reserved forests, 
Kaptai Hydro-electricity Project, Betbunia Earth Satellite Station, State-owned industries and 
factories and lands recorded in the name of !overnment; (b) notwithstandin! anythin! contained 
in any law for the time-bein! in force, no lands, hills and forests within the boundaries of the Hill 
District shall be acquired and transferred by the !overnment without consultation and consent 
of the Hill District Council.” In e"ect, thus, this amendment indirectly prevents outsiders from 
acquirin! land in the CHT re!ion. Furthermore, althou!h it is widely believed elsewhere in the 
country that vast tracts of land in the CHT are lyin! empty, in reality, there is very little cultivatable 
land in the CHT. Even as early as 1918, when the population of the CHT was only 200,000, it 
was found necessary to restrict the mi!ration of people from the low plain lands to the CHT. The 
Kaptai Dam, which submer!ed 40% of the CHT’s prime cultivable land, a!!ravated the situation 
and sowed the seeds of conflict in the area. The insur!ency and counter-insur!ency chan!ed 
the socio-cultural landscape of the re!ion, resultin! in thousands of people bein! killed and 
mass displacement. The !overnment policy supportin! the resettlement of Ben!ali families into 
non-Ben!ali areas of the CHT has had far reachin! consequences for the land and indi!enous 
peoples of the area. The land in the CHT simply cannot sustain the population that it now has, let 
alone considerable rises in the population due to climate relocation. Clearly, the CHT will unfor-
tunately not work as a destination for climate displaced communities, and other alternative land 
sites will need to be found if the 20-35 million future displaced people are to have a chance to 
live a life with their HLP ri!hts bein! met. 

53.  These examples of real, on!oin! and permanent climate displacement and the responses and 
policy options available to address them are, of course, just a portion of the far lar!er number of 
places where these processes are already well underway. The monumental relocation of the 321 
coastal dwellin! villa!ers of Newtok Villa!e on the western coast of Alaska in the United States 
to nearby Nelson Island is the start of what is likely to be a far lar!er relocation process of indi!-
enous Alaskans as their lon! inhabited coastlines become increasin!ly unviable.60 In Panama, 

60  For an excellent and detailed overview of this process, see: Robin Bronen, ‘Climate-Induced Community Relocations: Creatin! an Adaptive Governance Framework Based in 



60 BOX 6: 
THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE  
CHANGE ON BANGLADESH

Climate chan!e is expected to exacerbate many of the existin! natural hazards that 
Ban!ladesh faces, resultin! in: Increasin!ly frequent and severe tropical cyclones with 
hi!her wind speeds, hi!her storm sur!es leadin! to increased dama!e of housin!, 
land and property and displacement alon! the coastal belt of Ban!ladesh; Heavier 
and more erratic rainfall durin! the monsoon season resultin! in hi!her river flows 
causin! over toppin! and breachin! of embankments alon! with widespread floodin! 
in rural and urban areas leadin! to the loss of housin!, lands and livelihoods and river-
bank erosion resultin! in the loss of further housin! and a!ricultural lands into the 
rivers; Sea level rise which will increase coastal floodin! leadin! to the submer!ence 
of low-lyin! coastal areas as well as saline intrusion into aquifers and coastal rivers. 
Increased riverbank erosion and saline water intrusion in coastal re!ions are expected 
to displace hundreds of thousands of people who will be forced to mi!rate. 

The !overnment expects that sea level rise alone could displace 6-8 million people. 
It is anticipated that the impacts of climate chan!e will predominately a"ect the most 
vulnerable in Ban!ladeshi society, includin! the people livin! on river islands (chars) 
and alon! the coastal re!ions of Ban!ladesh who are amon! the poorest in the coun-
try.



61Kuna Yala, a narrow strip of land 400 kilometers lon! and an archipela!o of 365 islands o" the 
Caribbean coast, alon! the road between the island of Carti Su!dup and the Pan American Hi!h-
way. The project also includes roads and facilities, and will take years to complete. As mentioned 
at the outset, nearly 300,000 coastal properties alon! the Australian coast are reco!nized by the 
!overnment as under threat from climate chan!e. Sadly, the list !oes on and all indications are 
that it will continue to !row in comin! decades. In all corners of the planet, therefore, people are 
be!innin! to leave or contemplate their eventual departure from their homes and lands because 
of climate chan!e. With absolute certainty, we can emphatically state that these numbers will 
continue to !row in comin! years and decades. DS and many others en!a!ed in the climate 
displacement field now know with increasin! accuracy where climate displacement will occur, 
how many people will be a"ected and to which locations the displaced are most likely to seek 
refu!e. Many !aps in knowled!e remain, of course, and much more research is required, but our 
collective understandin! of the scale, scope and location of climate displacement is clearly and 
measurably evolvin!. What remains, then – beyond the inevitable political will and economic 
resources that will be required to address this crisis – is to identify the policy options available 
to people and those !overnin! them that will secure land-based solutions to climate displaced 
communities the world over. Based on our direct work in many climate-a"ected countries and 
on the e"orts of scores of others workin! for climate justice, we now turn to several concrete, 
practical and actionable policy options that could be pursued to resolve climate displacement in 
all of its forms, be it lar!e or small.

Human Ri!hts Doctrine’ in NYU Review of Law and Social Change, vol 35:357).



62 II. POSSIBLE LAND SOLUTION 
TOOLS TO RESOLVE CLIMATE 
DISPLACEMENT

54.  Since it commenced its work on climate displacement with a focus on preventin!, preparin! for 
and resolvin! this !rowin! human tra!edy, DS and its associates have worked in ten climate-af-
fected countries: Australia, Ban!ladesh, Fiji, Kiribati, New Zealand, Maldives, Myanmar, Papua 
New Guinea, Thailand and Tuvalu. We intend to expand our attention to additional countries 
in comin! years, includin! Canada, Solomon Islands, the US, Vietnam and others. Within each 
of the countries where we have worked on these concerns, we have built up institutional and 
personal relationships with key players and allies concerned about climate displacement. In 
some of these countries, such as Ban!ladesh, Kiribati, Maldives, Myanmar and Tuvalu we have 
been able to en!a!e with leadin! political fi!ures includin! !overnment ministers, presidential 
advisors, prime ministers, leaders within climate adaptation facilities and, of course, innumerable 
civil society !roups, communities and the people themselves. In what is to date far and above 
the country most heavily a"ected by climate displacement – Ban!ladesh – we have entered 
into a multi-year partnership with a leadin! national NGO with a view to both raisin! the profile 
of climate displacement within the country and the broader world, and even more importantly 
to attempt to structurally address climate displacement throu!h a focus on land solutions to 
climate displacement. In PNG we put to!ether what could have become the first comprehensive 
land sale and purchase plan desi!ned from the outset to provide durable human ri!hts-based 
solutions to climate displacement from the Carteret Islands, a deal which fell throu!h due to 
questionable practices on the island of Bou!ainville where the relocation would have taken place. 
We were the first international or!anization to report on the purchase of land in Fiji by the !overn-
ment of Kiribati, and also the first to visit the land at Naviavia. And, of course, DS led the initiative 
that !enerated the Peninsula Principles on Climate Displacement. 

55.  These six years of tryin! to find best case, land-based outcomes for people already on the move 
and particularly for the far lar!er numbers of people threatened with future climate displacement, 
have provided us with a rich and deep series of insi!hts into just how di#cult the processes for 
resolvin! climate displacement will be in practice. In seekin! to fix climate displacement, all of 
those concerned with these processes will be forced by circumstance to !rapple with some of the 
most complex areas in any society; land and property ri!hts, land acquisition, relocation of entire 
villa!es and perhaps even countries, the relationship between customary land ri!hts and formal 
land laws, the ri!hts of the most vulnerable sectors of society, disaster plannin! and prevention, 
massive infusions of public and private funds and, above all, political and economic interests 
that are neither favourably disposed towards or even reco!nise the immense problems facin! 
the world’s climate displaced population. And yet, as di#cult as these challen!es are and as 
entrenched as these vested interests may be, it is clear that everyone who is a"ected by climate 
displacement will need to !o somewhere, and the manner by which this process is handled and 
mana!ed by !overnments concerned will provide clear evidence of whether or not the ri!hts 



BOX 7: 
THE BANGLADESH HLP INITIATIVE 

DS and YPSA initiated the Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative in 2011 as part of the DS Climate Chan!e and 
Displacement Initiative. To date, DS and YPSA have prioritized the question of how to resolve climate 
displacement in a human ri!hts-based manner that reco!nizes and protects the broad spectrum of 
housin!, land and property (HLP) ri!hts of climate displaced persons across Ban!ladesh. As part of 
the Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative, DS has developed an in-depth understandin! of climate displacement 
throu!h meetin!s and discussions with climate displaced persons and throu!h extensive travel across 
the country, includin! to 16 di"erent climate-a"ected districts.1 In addition to meetin!s and discussions 
with thousands of people displaced by natural hazards and the e"ects of climate chan!e, DS has also 
held extensive meetin!s and discussions with local, re!ional and senior !overnment o#cials, local and 
national civil society or!anisations, media professionals, academics, international NGOs and represen-
tatives from UN a!encies. Since 2011, the Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative has achieved a number of consid-
erable successes, includin!: the provision of comprehensive trainin! sessions to over 700 civil society 
representatives and !overnment o#cials on the housin!, land and property ri!hts of climate displaced 
persons;2 undertakin! extensive advocacy and lobbyin! with local, re!ional and senior !overnment 
o#cials and representatives on the need to respond to climate displacement in a human ri!hts-based 
framework, which has resulted in DS and YPSA bein! requested by senior !overnment o#cials and 
representatives to provide technical advice and support to the !overnment in desi!nin! and imple-
mentin! human ri!hts-based solutions to climate displacement; Publishin! a series of !round-breakin! 
reports, articles, editorials and other publications on climate displacement in Ban!ladesh, includin!: 
“Climate Displacement in Bangladesh: The Need for Urgent Housing, Land and Property Rights Solu-
tions” in 2012, the first report to comprehensively address the causes and e"ects of climate displace-
ment across the country to examine the existin! !overnment response to climate displacement and 
to propose a number of human ri!hts-based policy options for resolvin! climate displacement; three 
major land studies, examinin! the true picture of land availability for the relocation of climate displaced 
communities; a number of hi!h-profile articles and editorials on climate displacement in internation-
ally re!arded publications; a comprehensive report examinin! international best-practice relatin! 
to resettlement of climate displaced persons and a compilation of photo!raphs of climate a"ected 
communities by photo-journalist Kadir Van Lohuizen; and raisin! awareness of climate displacement 
in Ban!ladesh with key international stakeholders. DS has conducted meetin!s and discussions with a 
number of senior sta" from UN A!encies, international NGOs and forei!n missions, to raise awareness 
of climate displacement in Ban!ladesh as well as to explore ways in which various stakeholders could 
provide technical or financial assistance to resolve climate displacement in Ban!ladesh. DS has also 
provided important resources and information on climate displacement in Ban!ladesh online, throu!h 
the Displacement Solutions website as well as throu!h social media.

1  DS has visited climate a"ected communities in Dhaka, Khulna, Chitta!on! , Ran!amati, Bandarban, Cox’s Bazaar, Kha!rachhari, Jamalpur, Kuri!ram, Sriraj!anj, Shadkhira, 
Jessore, Rajbari, Ran!pur, Chandpur and Comilla.

2  These workshops have been conducted at the local level, involvin! representatives of climate-displaced communities as well as at the national level, involvin! senior !overn-
ment o#cials and have increased awareness of the crisis of climate displacement, developed skills for respondin! to this crisis and have directly led to the development of a 
stron! network of civil society or!anisations dedicated to resolvin! climate displacement in Ban!ladesh.
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64 of climate displaced communities and persons are protected and respected in full. There is no 
doubt that in combination with one another, the financial, land and livelihood options needed to 
secure new starts for climate displaced people are readily available in the world of today. Small, 
incremental, but important steps are bein! taken to be!in to address what will assuredly be one 
of the 21st century’s most dramatic crises. New !lobal funds have been established, new laws 
and normative frameworks are bein! developed, new NGOs have been established, a !rowin! 
awareness within both political and media circles of the critical nature of climate displacement is 
clear, and a nascent political movement of climate displaced people themselves is be!innin! to 
appear. 

TUVALU’S OPTIONS ARE 
DECLINING BY THE DAY

Image: Jocelyn Carlin 
Location: Funafuti Lagoon, Tuvalu 



6556.  What all of these developments have shown is simply that at its core, it will be land that ultimately 
is at the centre of most policies desi!ned to address the consequences of climate displacement; 
people will lose land and will need new land to start their lives over. Land will be required for new 
settlements, just as it will be required for the construction of new multiple occupancy buildin!s 
in some settin!s. Land will be required internally when people move nearby to safer !round, and 
sometimes beyond a nation’s borders when national land resources are no lon!er viable. In the 
end, solvin! climate displacement will inevitably be about land. DS has been publicly advocatin! 
for a ran!e of land-based solutions for climate displacement for many years and is heartened 
to see the !rowin! awareness within the climate chan!e world that land will be vital in providin! 
durable solutions for climate a"ected people and their communities. The recent conclusions 
of the Pacific Consultations of the Nansen Initiative held in May 2013, for instance, importantly 
reco!nized the need to “Take measures such as land audits, demarcation of uncontested bound-
aries and community land mappin! to facilitate the identification of land when people need to 
be temporarily or permanently moved, within their own country or abroad”, and that at the inter-
national level steps should be taken to “Encoura!e discussions re!ardin! resources bein! made 
available within the framework of existin! or new international financial mechanisms to cover 
costs and investments related to displacement and planned relocation, and to compensate for 
loss of community ties, land, and cultural assets.”61 These and other advances in both concern for 
the issue as well as an ever deepenin! understandin! of where it will happen, to whom, when and 
to what extent, have led DS to identify key areas which DS firmly believes policy- and law-makers 
will need to prioritise in the development of viable and practical strate!ies for ri!hts- and land-
based solutions to climate displacement. We will, therefore, look briefly now at several areas that 
we see as holdin! out the most hope for climate-displaced people the world over.

4. NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LAND ACQUISITION 
57.  Beyond ordinary measures of adaptation which can often assist in preventin! or at least tempo-

rarily preventin! climate displacement, one of the primary domestic solutions to climate displace-
ment itself will be to increase the availability of a"ordable, safe and well-located land that can 
be utilized by those climate displaced persons and communities requirin! new land resources. 
Governments in a"ected countries and elsewhere are slowly realizin! that usin! public land or 
acquirin! it, as well as actively settin! land aside and reservin! it for the eventual relocation of 
people displaced by climate chan!e are likely to constitute some of the best, most sustainable 
and cost-e"ective strate!ies throu!h which climate displacement can be addressed. At the same 
time, few !overnments – includin! most of the countries covered in this report – have thus 
far made the conceptual policy or le!al leaps required to enable them to plan ahead, develop 
pro-active displacement prevention and resolution strate!ies and, ultimately to bind to!ether 
into a common framework areas which are still treated as disparate issues, such as planned 
relocation measures, the construction of new human settlements, the acceptance of aspects 
of customary law as a source of new land, and national and international land acquisition. Even 
thou!h all too few countries have successfully acquired and/or re-distributed su#cient land 
resources or carried out forward-lookin! policies to end both landlessness and homelessness 

61  Conclusions: Nansen Initiative Pacific Regional Consultation, 24 May 2013, Raroton!a, Cook Islands. 
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67in ordinary socio-economic development contexts, without tar!eted interventions in support of 
land solutions for climate displaced communities, the almost certain result in !lobal terms will 
be more slums, more human ri!hts abuses, more deprivation and more despair. Indeed, we have 
no other alternative than findin! new land resources for climate-a"ected people everywhere. 
To date most domestic policy action in recent years has focused on the establishment of public 
a!encies and pro!rammes to carry out important adaptation measures desi!ned to make their 
societies more resilient to the e"ects of risin! sea levels throu!h the construction and repair 
of seawalls, the development of saltwater resistant crops and the installation of sea-level rise 
monitorin! devices, all of which are vital. Only very limited attention, however, has been !iven 
thus far to further adaptation measures that involve land procurement and climate-sensitive 
plannin! processes. This is the case in part because most of the countries experiencin! or likely 
to experience climate displacement already – even before climate chan!e became an issue - 
face a series of land-related challen!es that will be !reatly exacerbated by the e"ects of climate 
chan!e, and which will make land-based solutions more challen!in! than we would ideally wish. 
These countries already face severe urban over-crowdin!, a lack of universally available basic 
social services and the inevitable !lobal process of rural-urban mi!ration. Population densities in 
the capital cities of Dhaka (Ban!ladesh), Tarawa (Kiribati), Malé (Maldives) and Funafuti (Tuvalu) 
are already amon! the hi!hest in the world. Each city is beset with serious health threats, inade-
quate housin! conditions, land scarcity, !rowin! squatter and slum settlements, declinin! access 
to potable drinkin! water, domestic violence and a series of additional social challen!es. Mass 
internal mi!ration to these and other cities by climate-displaced communities will only worsen 
already problematic situations further.

58.  In addressin! these and related concerns, each of the countries discussed above are already 
en!a!ed in a series of limited remedial measures that include measures relatin! to land and land 
acquisition. These shared policy attributes, all of which have a direct bearin! on the enjoyment 
of the HLP ri!hts of the populations concerned, include: land reclamation (and the challen!es 
in determinin! ownership ri!hts over this new land, particularly when customary coastal areas 
are au!mented); the development of population relocation plans (in some cases to concentrate 
populations on fewer islands as in the case of the Safe Islands Pro!ramme in the Maldives 
and in others to reduce urban overcrowdin!); and the construction or planned construction of 
new human settlements as in the case of a pro!ramme involvin! the relocation of a portion of 
overcrowded Betio in Kiribati’s capital Tarawa to a relatively distant locale in Bonriki where a new 
settlement is currently under construction, and various other measures. Likewise, in Ban!ladesh 
e"orts are underway explorin! land acquisition possibilities (lar!ely driven by DS, YPSA and 
other NGOs), while, as mentioned above, the !overnments of both Kiribati and the Maldives have 
already taken the dramatic step of purchasin! lar!e parcels of land in nei!hbourhin! countries. 
E"orts by Tulele Peisa in PNG have focused extensively on securin! land resources on mainland 
Bou!ainville for the resettlin! islanders from the Carteret Islands. There is a clearly a !rowin! 
awareness by !overnments that land will be at the core of findin! durable solutions to climate 
displacement, but there remains a lon! way to !o.

59.  Many of the land challen!es created by climate chan!e can be e"ectively addressed within 
domestic settin!s by substantially improvin! existin! land laws and policies by makin! them ever 
more sensitive to climate chan!e e"ects. This is particularly true in countries which may face 
mass displacement, but which will retain the vast majority of existin! landmass, such as Ban!la-



68 desh or PNG. For instance, laws can be re-written or new laws adopted to acknowled!e that new 
land will be required for relocatin! climate chan!e displaced persons. Insurance arran!ements 
can be expanded to cover losses incurred due to climate chan!e. Land banks can be established 
today. New national (and re!ional) bodies can be developed to ensure that adequate protection 
and housin! measures are available to all climate chan!e displaced persons. These and related 
measures are inherently feasible and can be employed by all States to one de!ree or another. 

60.  Similarly, hi!h-quality plannin!, !ood institutional frameworks, climate sensitive laws, the obser-
vance of human ri!hts standards and principles, and creative policies will all be required if the 
ri!hts of climate chan!e displaced persons are to be taken seriously. Human ri!hts laws increas-
in!ly reco!nise that plannin! is one of the most important roles any local or national !overnment 
can play in respectin! and protectin! human ri!hts, and a central aspect of any due dili!ence 
exercise. Human ri!hts laws require States not only to plan, but to carefully dia!nose domestic 
human ri!hts challen!es, develop laws and policies adequate to address these and to ensure 
the participation of citizens and that remedies of various sorts are available to individuals and 
communities unable to or prevented from enjoyin! the full array of human ri!hts protections. 
A number of !overnments have already started. In early 2008, for instance, local councils in 
Australia were instructed to carry out comprehensive climate chan!e plannin! exercises in all 
communities threatened by floodin! and inundation. These processes helped to establish the 
facts on the !round that led the !overnment to announce that some 274,000 coastal proper-
ties valued at almost A$ 300 billion were under threat.62 This type of dia!nostic work creates 
the foundations needed for appropriate plannin!, tar!eted adaptation measures, and ultimately, 
addressin! deeper and harder questions relatin! to land, losses and dama!e, the provision of 
compensation and so forth. These and other examples of this nature could act as !ood models 
for other nations wishin! to successfully adapt to the climate chan!es ahead. To ensure that such 
plans are adequate, these plans should build-in the likely displacement dimensions from the 
start, and to identify - on a person-by-person and community basis – the land-related dimen-
sions of the processes concerned. There is an ur!ent need for all States, both those a"ected by 
climate chan!e and eventual resettlement and internal mi!ration, to draw-up hi!h quality, lon!-
term and human ri!hts-based plans to address displacement-related aspects of climate chan!e. 
Human ri!hts law provides a useful framework for such plannin!. Plannin! in this respect should 
focus on worst-case scenarios to ensure that adequate response mechanisms are in place, 
includin!, in particular the identification of adequate land resources and bud!ets for resettlin! 
those displaced due to climate chan!e. Plannin! needs to involve those concerned and to bear in 
mind those additional problems such as the “lost home syndrome” that commonly a"ects those 
facin! involuntary resettlement in other contexts can be reduced if people are a"orded appro-
priate relocation pro!rammes that fully reco!nise and inte!rate their le!itimate human ri!hts. 
Encoura!in!ly, several dozen national adaptation plans (NAPAs) have been completed, however, 
there is little evidence that land and displacement issues feature prominently in any more than 
a few of these. Further work is required to review these plans to determine the extent to which 
and how displacement and land solutions can be addressed. National adaptation plans are vital 
in!redients in an overall national plannin! process that respects and protects the HLP ri!hts of 
climate chan!e displaced persons. Because the vast majority of climate-induced displacement 

62  Supra, note 6.



69will occur within the national borders of various nation states and not necessarily require interna-
tional fli!ht to third countries, it will be increasin!ly important to ensure that the land dimensions 
of forced climate mi!ration find a central place within these national plannin! processes. As 
financial costs increase and the likelihood of adaptive success decreases as the e"ects of climate 
chan!e worsen, vi!orous attention and resources are needed now to appropriately address these 
challen!es. 

61.  Specifically, land audits, land allocation, land set-aside and land acquisition pro!rammes should 
be undertaken by all countries a"ected by climate-induced displacement. Such pro!rammes 
can identify and isolate land parcels for future use by families and communities forced to flee 
their places of habitual residence because of climate chan!e. States should be!in now to review 
public land holdin!s and to select possible lon!-term resettlement sites that will be removed 
from the land market throu!h land set-aside pro!rammes. These are complex issues with innu-
merable dimensions; however, few !overnments are structurally unable to at least be!in the land 
identification process as a part of the plannin! process. Politically, it will be si!nificant for small 
island states to be able to demonstrate that an attempt to resolve displacement issues locally 
has been made prior to lod!in! appeals for re!ional and other relocation-based solutions. In 
this re!ard, States should take immediate measures to identify available land and other appro-
priate resources for the purposes of voluntarily relocatin! climate displaced persons, both those 
displaced internally, as well as those likely to seek new lives in third countries. Governments 
should be encoura!ed to review domestic le!islation as it relates to questions of the compulsory 
acquisition of land in the public interest for the exclusive purpose of expandin! land reserves for 
the eventual use of permanently resettlin! climate chan!e displaced persons. Climate displace-
ment will put immense pressure on urban areas and the slums that surround them, and without 
appropriate adaptation and plannin! measures, includin! the isolation of land for relocation, the 
world’s slums will !row at a far faster rate, and in turn create health, social, economic and other 
crises far worse than many would now predict. To assist in reducin! these pressures, !overn-
ments everywhere should be!in identifyin! unused land for possible acquisition and then allo-
cation to climate displaced persons and their communities in a non-discriminatory way should 
this become necessary. Where appropriate, additional measures to release land for the relocation 
or resettlement of climate chan!e displaced persons could be carried out throu!h tar!eted land 
purchase pro!rammes and the development of community land trusts on such land. Govern-
ments should be encoura!ed to establish land funds and/or to provide support to civil society 
land funds. Where possible, methodolo!ies should be developed to ensure that climate chan!e 
displaced persons are involved in such purchases to ensure direct buy-in by these stakeholders.63 

62.  In several of the countries most commonly associated with current or loomin! climate displace-
ment, most notably Ban!ladesh, Fiji, Kiribati, PNG, the Solomon Islands, Tuvalu and others, lar!e 
portions of the territories are subject to the lon!-held rules and use arran!ements under various 

63  See, for instance, Elizabeth Ferris, Protection and Planned Relocations in the Context of Climate Change, Au!ust 2012, Le!al and Protection Policy Research Series, Division of 
International Protection, UNHCR/PPLA/2012/04. See Ferris, “[!]overnments are !enerally required to secure land for the resettlement of a"ected communities. But in practice, 
!overnment authorities often declare that substitute land is unavailable, and resort to compensation rather than resettlement. This transfers the burden of findin! land onto 
the shoulders of the displaced people themselves. In the case of climate chan!e-related displacement, there are likely to be particular di#culties in findin! suitable land for 
resettlement of communities from areas rendered uninhabitable because of the e"ects of climate chan!e. First there simply may not be su#cient land available, for example, in 
Asian me!adeltas where potentially millions of people may need to be resettled because of risin! sea levels. Secondly, there is likely to be increased pressure on the availability 
of suitable land for resettlement sites. Thus, if fishin! communities need to be resettled because of the erosion of coastlines and sea-level rise due to climate chan!e, it is 
unlikely that it will be easy to find alternative sites for them – at least in coastal areas which would enable them to continue their traditional livelihoods. Similarly, if lar!e areas of 
a country are deemed unsuitable for habitation because of drou!ht, the overall availability of land is likely to drastically diminish and land will become much more expensive.”, 
p 21.



70 forms of customary land law. In each of these cases, and indeed in all countries where customary 
laws remain livin!, functionin!, socially accepted and culturally appropriate means for determinin! 
land use and control ri!hts, there exists a complex series of challen!es when these customary 
rules are viewed alon!side statutory laws and re!ulations that have been adopted more recently 
by national !overnments and Parliaments.64 There is often a tension, sometimes rather dramatic, 
between the norms approved by !overnments and the traditional rules that have !overned land 
relations for centuries. Gettin! the balance ri!ht between customary law and formal law has been 
a key area of concern for policy makers and the international community for some time. While 
there are certainly exceptions, there is a clear bias by State actors and, in particular, international 
development a!encies a!ainst customary rules in favour of more ri!idly defined formal laws that 
are seen as more appropriate in this ‘modern’ era. Customary land rules, however, have fi!ured 
very prominently in several countries as a means of assistin! in resolvin! climate displacement, in 
particular in Panama and the Solomon Islands.

63.  In countries such as Kiribati, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu and Vanuatu, the role of 
customary land laws in determinin! the spatial delineation of land remains firmly in place, much as 
it has been for centuries. Customary landowners continue to own and control the vast majority of 
the land in these countries and this will have an impact on securin! new land for climate displaced 
persons and their communities. In Tuvalu, for example, many of the !overnment buildin!s are 
located on customary land, the owners of which receive annual fees from the State. The role of 
customary law in determinin! the use and allocation of land, as well as in resolvin! land disputes, 
will be vital in terms of identifyin! land for eventual use in pro!rams of internal relocation and the 
construction of new settlements, both of which are very real contemporary issues. 

64.  It is clear that identifyin! new land (and housin!) resources lies at the core of the bundle of durable 
solutions required to simultaneously resolve climate displacement and protect the ri!hts of those 
a"ected. To maximise the utilisation of land for climate displaced persons, e"orts should be made 
to ensure that such land is placed within community land trusts to ensure that such land remains 
held in common over time. This will ensure that land allocated in this manner will be available for 
use by new climate displaced persons as mi!rants from earlier periods eventually move to new 
locations elsewhere. Approaches to relocation on new land that are based exclusively on individ-
ual property title approaches are unlikely to provide the basis for community development and 
infrastructure development required to secure the full spectrum of housin!, land and property 
ri!hts of the communities concerned. To ensure that land acquisition processes are carried out 
properly, !overnments need to know with precision how many people will be displaced by climate 
chan!e and where this is most likely to occur. They need to develop detailed plannin! maps and 
other materials available showin! these predictions. Governments need to undertake climate-sen-
sitive plannin! measures underway that specifically include land matters, and need to determine 
precisely how much new land will be required to cater for the needs of climate displaced persons 
and communities. They need to carry out land audits and need to be!in identifyin! land that can 
be specifically acquired and/or set aside for the purpose of providin! durable solutions to climate 
displacement. This work needs to be!in today.

64  Making Land Work: Volume One - Reconciling customary land and development in the Pacific & Volume 2 - Case studies on customary land and development in the Pacific, 
Commonwealth of Australia, 2008.
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72 5. PLANNED RELOCATION 
65.  The importance of or!anized internal (and cross-border) relocation as one of the central aspects of 

climate adaptation and resolvin! climate displacement has been increasin!ly acknowled!ed at the 
international level.65 For instance, the Report of the 16th Conference of Parties to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Chan!e at Cancun: “Invites all Parties to enhance action on 
adaptation under the Cancun Adaptation Framework, takin! into account their common but di"er-
entiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, and specific national and re!ional development 
priorities, objectives and circumstances, by undertakin!, inter alia, the followin!: …(f) Measures 
to enhance understandin!, coordination and cooperation with re!ard to climate change induced 
displacement, migration and planned relocation, where appropriate, at the national, re!ional and 
international levels…”(emphasis added).

66.  Given the poor !lobal track record of states and institutions supportin! development-induced relo-
cations in the past, however, in protectin! the HLP ri!hts of a"ected populations durin! process-
es of involuntary resettlement, whatever relocations that are undertaken as a remedy to climate 
displacement must be carried out in an absolutely voluntary manner and with all possible safe-
!uards in place to prevent the many serious dan!ers of poorly mana!ed relocation. There now 
exists an international re!ulatory framework and considerable experience with relocation around 
the world that provides valuable lessons in what is possible, what works and what does not. As one 
author asserts: “far from an easy fix, relocation of communities is a brutal, painful experience which 
almost always leaves communities worse o" socially and economically”.66 The need for sustain-
able relocation and the prero!ative of reconstitutin! societies in a human ri!hts-based way, and 
not simply buildin! new houses, should be drawn upon to ensure that experiences with relocation 
caused by climate chan!e do not lead to the same type of poor results. Some of the key issues 
necessary for successful relocation include ensurin! it is voluntary, full community participation in 
the plannin! process, appropriate site selection, settlement desi!n which was socially and cultural-
ly appropriate rather than bein! driven merely by economic factors, culturally appropriate housin!, 
and others. Appropriate plannin! is vital. Resettlement Action Plans (RAPs) are now a requirement 
for development projects undertakin! involuntary resettlement and are intended to be prepared 
accordin! to specific plannin! principles: policy framework, income enhancement, entitlements, 
consultation, stren!thenin! institutional capacity, and a resettlement bud!et. The RAP themselves 
contain an introductory description of project, e"orts to minimize resettlement, census and socio-
economic surveys, le!al framework, resettlement sites, income restoration, institutional arran!e-
ments, implementation schedule, participation and consultation, !rievance redress, monitorin! 
and evaluation and costs and bud!ets.67 Similar methods need to be employed in the context of 
climate displacement and its resolution.

67.  To a certain extent, !uidance for !rapplin! with displacement due to climate chan!e can be 
!leaned from the lessons learned in resolvin! displacement caused by natural disasters, however, 
these are premised on the notion that returnin! home will invariably be the remedy sou!ht by the 

65  Supra Note 63, Ferris. 
66  Id, p. 17.
67  See, Anthony Oliver-Smith, ‘Climate Chan!e, Displacement and Land-Based Resettlement’, in Land Solutions for Climate Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed.) Routled!e/Earthscan, 

2014.



73overwhelmin! majority of those displaced; somethin! unfortunately of limited relevance in the 
case of climate displacement. Natural, manmade and environmental disasters includin! earth-
quakes, tsunamis, storms and floods and others always result in the destruction of housin! that, 
in turn, invariably results in the lar!e-scale displacement of people from their homes, lands and 
properties. In many settin!s, those displaced choose to return home once conditions so permit, 
and quickly be!in the lon! and di#cult task of rebuildin! their former lives. A number of important 
lessons appear to be increasin!ly reco!nised by those workin! in post-disaster contexts, which 
may be of assistance in !uidin! thinkin! on how best to !rapple with the displacement dimensions 
of climate chan!e. 68 

68.  When return is not viable and stayin! becomes dan!erous, relocation can quickly become the only 
option available. When all other possible in situ and other avenues have been exhausted, reloca-
tion must be voluntary and based on full consultation, minimised, and comply with the principle 
that permanent relocation should never result in homelessness. Alternative accommodation which 
complies with international human ri!hts standards on adequate housin!, should also be provided 
to everyone as a matter of ri!hts. In many respects this is the crux of the matter as far as the hous-
in!, land and property ri!hts of climate displaced persons is concerned. For in contrast to most 
other cases of displacement where the primary objective is !enerally return and the restoration 
of HLP ri!hts, in the case of displacement due to climate chan!e, internal relocation or interna-
tional resettlement may often be the only remedies available to a family or community whose 
present homes are no lon!er viable in residential terms. Climate displacement, therefore, forces 
policy makers and human ri!hts advocates into the comparatively novel position of supportin! 
the relocation and resettlement of people as a durable remedy, in lieu of restitution or local inte-
!ration options. International displacement expert, Walter Kälin, has backed this point of view, 
indicatin! that a person who cannot be reasonably expected to return to his/her place of habitual 
residence should be considered a victim of forced displacement and be !ranted at the very least a 
temporary stay within safe third countries.69 This is, of course, a minimalist approach, and others 
have ur!ed receivin! states to provide climate chan!e displaced persons with the full spectrum of 
ri!hts enjoyed by refu!ees and, to the maximum possible extent, citizens of the country concerned. 
Under human ri!hts law, climate displaced persons that are forced by circumstances beyond their 
control to move across an international border are to be ensured !eneral human ri!hts !uarantees 
in the receivin! state, but do not !enerally possess ri!hts to enter that state.

69.  The pertinence of planned climate relocation is nowhere as apparent as in Kiribati and Tuvalu 
where relocation mi!ht not be just a possibility in policy terms; it mi!ht in fact prove to be a neces-
sity. Althou!h Kiribati and Tuvalu have not remained idle in the face of this loomin! crisis, thus far 
both countries have been careful to ensure that relocation has not featured as a central component 
of their various climate adaptation measures, even thou!h, of course, Kiribati has purchased a lar!e 
land parcel in Fiji that si!nificantly raised the stakes in this re!ard. As one !overnment o#cial in 
Tuvalu has emphasised “There are no short, or lon! term plans prepared by !overnment at this 

68  Many of these are found within the useful Protecting Persons A!ected by Natural Disasters – IASC Operational Guidelines on Human Rights and Natural Disasters, released 
in 2006. Inter-A!ency Standin! Committee, Protecting Persons A!ected by Natural Disasters – IASC Operational Guidelines on Human Rights and Natural Disasters, Brook-
in!s-Bern Project on Internal Displacement, 2006.

69  Representative of the Secretary-General on Human Ri!hts of Internally Displaced Persons, Displacement Caused by the E!ects of Climate Change: Who will be a!ected and 
what are the gaps in the normative framework for their protection? Back!round Paper, 2008.



74 BOX 8: 
THE COMPLEX FEATURES OF 
CUSTOMARY LAW IN KIRIBATI

The unique and beautiful culture of Kiribati places considerable importance on 
land, so much so that in many respects one’s own personal identity is intrinsical-
ly tied to one’s ancestral land. In a sense, one cannot exist without land, and these 
perspectives need to be borne in mind in determinin! the best policies for the 
!overnment to pursue in its quest of protectin! the ri!hts of its people. Virtually  
all of the land in Kiribati remains customarily held. 

As a result, most, if not all, land used by the !overnment for public infrastructure or 
!overnment buildin!s is leased from customary owners. Althou!h the duration of 
leases are typically lon! - 99 years - this system is not without its limitations. For 
instance, when a lease expires, customary owners have been known to re-acquire 
their land irrespective of the work that has been done or buildin!s that have been 
made on it. Furthermore, land reclamation carried out by a lessee also becomes the 
property of the lessor. Customary land ri!hts may also come to complicate i-Kiribati 
internal mi!ration and relocation issues because of climate chan!e, !iven there is so 
little public land in Kiribati. Customary land ri!hts and other local customs can make 
it impossible for newcomers to purchase land and have contributed to the creation of 
the slums in Betio in the capital South Tarawa, and other densely populated, pover-
ty-stricken areas. 



75sta!e for relocation, or resettlement of climate displaced persons”.70 Rather, the public emphasis 
to date has been on the need to complement physical adaptation measures with mi!ration and 
labour mobility schemes that have provided i-Kiribati and Tuvaluans with trainin! and financial 
opportunities in Australia and New Zealand. As a by-product of these schemes, social connections 
have been formed between families and communities in the Pacific and those in Australia and 
New Zealand. These connections will prove invaluable – facilitatin! further mi!ration between 
these countries as climate chan!e intensifies and increasin! the likelihood of successful mi!ration 
outcomes. Althou!h these adaptation and mi!ration stimulatin! measures are both admirable and 
likely to be of si!nificant benefit to both Kiribati and Tuvalu, they are limited by their failure to inves-
ti!ate or even consider the possibility of planned relocation should adaptations prove incapable of 
protectin! the land interests of a"ected communities. It seems inevitable that physical adaptation 
will only partially protect the citizens, resources and infrastructure of these countries over the 
comin! decades, !iven that the cost of more complete solutions would far exceed the resources 
available to Kiribati and Tuvalu. As a consequence, there is a distinct likelihood that the populations 
of these countries will have to move en masse at some point in the future. Relyin! solely on mi!ra-
tion schemes in such an event would have serious implications for the people of these countries. 

70.  In the event that the physical territorial inte!rity of Kiribati and Tuvalu cannot be maintained, 
planned relocation of some kind would be the only alternative to spontaneous, unor!anised inter-
national mi!ration.71 Experience has shown time and a!ain that successful relocation is anythin! 
but a certainty. For a start, thorou!h plannin! is essential. Thus, the investi!ation of planned relo-
cation as a solution to climate chan!e in Kiribati and Tuvalu alon!side other adaptation measures 
is essential to avoid tra!ic (albeit likely) outcomes and protect the human ri!hts of the citizens of 
Kiribati and Tuvalu to the !reatest possible extent. If implemented correctly, this approach could 
ensure that at least some land is reserved for each country to serve as a cultural, and potential-
ly soverei!n or autonomous, home base. Such places would have both practical and symbolic 
importance for the peoples of these nations. From this perspective, the fresh discussion of relo-
cation in both Kiribati and Tuvalu is encoura!in!. The acquisition of a 6,000-acre tract of land in 
Vanua Levu, Fiji by the Kiribati !overnment is perhaps the first precursor to a much needed - albeit 
delayed - shift of focus to relocation as one of the solutions to climate displacement in the Pacific. 
Relocation has also entered the political discourse in Tuvalu, where popular interest in possible 
relocation to various locations (includin! to Kioa Island in Fiji, which is mainly populated by Tuvalu-
ans) has been noted durin! intensive public discussions. 

71.  At the same time, it is clear that the most disruptive, dramatic and ultimate durable solution of 
planned relocation as one option cannot be taken li!htly. As Pacific land expert John Campbell 
has ri!htly noted “…community relocation cannot be achieved without lon!-term costs that may 

70  Faatasi Malolo!a, ‘Climate Displacement and Tuvalu’ in Land Solutions to Climate Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed), Earthscan from Routled!e, 2014.
71  Some analysts favour a piecemeal, individualistic and voluntary mi!ration process over that of planned relocation. For instance, “Much more lo!ical and relevant for successful 

adaptation by atoll dwellers to very di"erent livin! conditions overseas is a process of voluntary mi!ration whereby individuals, families, and, over time, entire communities 
make their own decisions about movement in their own time, rather than bein! treated as victims of a disaster that is beyond their control”, p. 126. Richard Bedford and Char-
lotte Bedford, ‘International Mi!ration and Climate Chan!e: A post-Copenha!en perspective on options for Kiribati and Tuvalu’ in Climate Change and Migration: South Pacific 
Perspectives, pp. 89-134, (Burson, ed), Institute of Policy Studies, Wellin!ton, 2010. The Asian Development Bank also seems to favour this approach. See: Asian Development 
Bank, Addressing Climate Change and Migration in the Asia and the Pacific, Final Report, 2012: “Thou!h every e"ort should be made to ensure that people can stay where 
they live, it is also important to reco!nize that mi!ration can also be a way for people to cope with environmental chan!es. If properly mana!ed, and e"orts made to protect 
the ri!hts of mi!rants, mi!ration can provide substantial benefits to both ori!in and destination areas, as well as to the mi!rants themselves. However, mi!rants - particularly 
low-skilled ones - are amon! the most vulnerable people in society and are often denied basic protections and access to basic services.”(p. viii);”In sum, environmental events 
are already causin! people to move in the Asia and Pacific re!ion. By takin! actions today, !overnments can reduce the likelihood of future humanitarian crises and maximize 
the possibilities that people can remain in their communities or - should deterioratin! environmental conditions make that impractical - that they have the real option to relocate 
to a more secure place with livelihood options.”, p. ix.



76 continue to be incurred over many !enerations”, and “In the most extreme scenarios, Pacific 
communities forced to relocate as an entity (if they are lucky), or simply displaced as individuals 
and households, may find themselves placed in situations that are in some ways likely to be more 
hopeless than those faced by refu!ees, for the possibility of return may well be ne!li!ible. The 
land, once a visceral component of community and individual physicality and identity, may indeed 
become only a symbol of a former status”.72 All of this is undoubtedly true and ultimately tra!ic, 
however, the fact remains that atoll nations in particular are increasin!ly likely to be uninhabitable 
in comin! decades. Should this eventuate as seems likely, the choice available to those residin! 
there will essentially be either spontaneous mi!ration or planned relocation. For weaker elements 
of society, in particular, it seems clear that the latter will be far preferable than the former.73

6. CREATING AND EMPOWERING NATIONAL AGENCIES AND 
INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS 

72.  From a !overnance perspective, citizens need to be able to identify which specific domestic 
institutions are responsible for ensurin! the ri!hts of climate displaced persons, and which inter-
national institution(s) should be responsible for assistin! these victims of climate chan!e. In 
determinin! this, climate displaced persons as beneficiaries of existin! ri!hts can reasonably 
be expected to have provided to them clear answers to several very strai!htforward questions, 
includin!: Where do I turn for social, financial and resettlement assistance if my land or home is 
threatened or no lon!er viable because of the consequences of climate chan!e? Which public 
institution is entrusted with enforcin!, respectin! and protectin! my HLP ri!hts? If I am displaced 
due to climate chan!e, what ri!hts do I have to a new home or new land? What role will insur-
ance play in resolvin! my situation? What laws and rules are in place reco!nisin! my ri!hts and 
how can I best seek to enforce them? and If I lose my home or land due to climate chan!e, am I 
entitled to compensation or reparations? If so, where do I find out how to access these remedies? 
All !overnments should have precise, human ri!hts-based answers to these and other questions 
that may be posed by climate displaced persons. Beyond the improved application of existin! law 
and State obli!ations to respect and protect them, the e"ective protection of the ri!hts of climate 
displaced persons will require the existence of clearly defined institutions that can provide clear 
and sustainable answers to all of these questions wherever they may be posed. Indeed, preven-
tion of harm due to disasters and basic due dili!ence is increasin!ly becomin! addressed under 
human ri!hts law.74

73.  It is safe to say that as of 2013 not a sin!le country where DS has worked has a functional public 
or private a!ency that has been entrusted with structurally findin! land or other types of solu-
tions for climate displaced and climate-threatened communities. It is true that many countries 

72  John Campbell, ‘Climate-Induced Community Relocation in the Pacific: The Meanin! and Importance of Land’, p. 57 and 79 in McAdam (Supra Note 17).
73  See, for instance: Me!an Bradley and Jane McAdam, ‘Rethinkin! Durable Solutions to Displacement in the Context of Climate Chan!e’, Brookin!s Paper (May 14, 2012), 

accessed from: www.brookin!s.edu/research/papers/2012/05/14-displacement-bradley-mcadam. “In our view, it may prove more useful to focus on facilitatin! mana!ed 
mi!ration opportunities for those who cannot remain in their homes.” and “a responsible durable solutions policy would require the promotion of permanent resettlement 
elsewhere instead of return”.

74  See, for instance, Walter Kaelin, ‘Conceptualisn! Climate-Induced Displacement’, p. 81 in McAdam (Supra Note 17): “Reduction of disaster risks and vulnerabilities, such as by 
settin! up alarm and evacuation systems, has been described by the European Court of Human Ri!hts as a human ri!hts obli!ation. If a disaster is foreseeable and the state 
is able to prevent ensuin! threats to people’s lives and property, then it must take appropriate action in conformity with its obli!ations under human ri!hts law to protect life, 
privacy and property”, p. 83 (footnote reference to Budayeva and Others v Russian Federation (App Nos 15339/02, 21166/02, 20058/02, 11673/02 and 15343/02), European 
Court of Human Ri!hts (20 March 2008).



77have developed NAPAs and a !rowin! number of nations have national adaptation o#ces that 
implement relevant projects. Some countries entrust the head of state’s o#ce with responsibil-
ities for addressin! climate displacement, as is the case with many of the small island nations. 
Nonetheless, even in the case of the relocation of Newtok villa!e in the US where relocation is 
already well underway, local lawyers have ri!htly ar!ued that complex !overnance issues need 
to be resolved in order to facilitate relocation, because there is no federal or state !overnment 
a!ency that has the authority to relocate communities or to address the structural plannin! 
needs of the communities a"ected.75 Accordin! to the head of the department of lands in Tuvalu, 
“The question of which particular body of !overnment, or the private sector takin! a lead role to 
advocate climate displacement on a re!ular basis at the local, re!ional or international level is the 
main challen!e for Tuvalu”.76 Clearly, thus, new types of a!encies with !overnment backin! and 
fundin! need to be established in all countries to mana!e and !overn processes desi!ned to find 
land-based solutions for climate-a"ected communities. Bronen’s proposals as to how this mi!ht 
occur in the United States is required readin! for policy-makers wishin! to establish responsible 
a!encies in their own countries.77 The establishment of National Climate Displacement A!encies 
(NCDAs) would be a valuable first step in this process.

7. CONCLUSIONS: LAND AND POLITICAL WILL CAN SOLVE 
CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT

74.  Despite drawbacks, immense challen!es and the sloth of !overnments to address climate 
displacement, DS continues to believe that many aspects of climate displacement can be resolved 
with land-based solutions and human ri!hts-based improvements in domestic housin!, land and 
property law and policy. At the same time, many of the proposed domestic solutions to climate 
displacement that may have appeared on the surface to hold out !reat hopes for certain climate 
displaced communities – such as the proposed movement of communities from the Carteret 
Islands to Bou!ainville in PNG, the internal relocation of coastal dwellers from Khulna district in 
Ban!ladesh to the hi!her !round of the Chitta!on! Hill Tracts or the possible relocation of dwell-
ers in Kiribati and Tuvalu to Fiji – each in their own ways have turned out to be more complex, 
obstacle-laden and likely to fail as many previous e"orts of resettlement in development and 
post-conflict contexts. The challen!es inherent in addressin! the specific land requirements of 
climate displaced persons lie not only in ensurin! that a principled approach to these issues is 
accepted at le!al and policy levels, but that this is !iven content and clarity in terms of !uidance 
and support for particular communities. Extensive direction can be taken from existin! human 
ri!hts instruments, recent policy work, disaster-response and reconstruction e"orts and the 
!eneral accumulated international le!al framework includin! on socio-economic ri!hts. For the 
world’s !rowin! population of climate displaced persons to secure both durable solutions to their 
displacement and the full enjoyment of all elements of their housin!, land and property ri!hts – 
both prior to and followin! their displacement – a series of steps need to be taken now by both 
climate displacement-!eneratin! and receivin! states to identify and implement the le!al, policy 

75  Supra note 60.
76  Faatasi Malolo!a, ‘Climate Displacement and Tuvalu’ in Land Solutions to Climate Displacement (Scott Leckie, ed), Earthscan from Routled!e, 2014.
77  Supra note 60. 



78 and pro!rammatic measures required to respect and protect the pre-existin! human ri!hts of 
climate chan!e displaced persons. These measures must be !rounded deeply in laws and values 
that are already in place within virtually all states; indeed, securin! the ri!hts of climate displaced 
persons will not inevitably require the establishment of new le!al re!imes or institutional frame-
works such as NCDAs, althou!h creatin! specific institutional frameworks for respectin! and 
protectin! the HLP ri!hts of climate chan!e displaced persons should be a feature common to all 
States facin! climate-induced displacement. At a minimum, the followin! six perspectives should 
inform all policy and le!al actions in support of climate displaced persons:

Perspective 1 – Everyone displaced by the e"ects of climate chan!e possesses, under interna-
tional and domestic human ri!hts law, the full spectrum of housin!, land and property ri!hts.

Perspective 2 – Housin!, land and property ri!hts must form core components in the develop-
ment and enforcement of domestic laws and policies desi!ned to resolve climate displacement.

Perspective 3 – All !overnments currently possess le!al obli!ations under human ri!hts law to 
respect, protect and fulfill the housin!, land and property ri!hts of everyone under their jurisdic-
tion, includin! persons, families and communities displaced due to climate chan!e. 

Perspective 4 – Existin! social realities, developmental processes and adaptation projects within 
the project countries are lar!ely ad hoc in nature and have not yet been combined into compre-
hensive policies that lead to human ri!hts-based solutions to climate displacement.

Perspective 5 – Land acquisition, customary land laws, voluntary internal relocation and the 
construction of new settlements and the establishment of appropriate institutional frameworks if 
addressed and carried out in a manner that fully respects the housin!, land and property ri!hts 
of people ne!atively a"ected by the consequences of climate chan!e can, if combined with addi-
tional measures, form a solid basis for securin! housin!, land and property ri!hts for everyone 
displaced due to climate chan!e.

Perspective 6 – Securin! the ri!hts of climate displaced persons will require public expenditure. 
To date, domestic, bi-lateral and multi-lateral fundin! for adaptation measures aimed to resolve 
climate displacement have la!!ed far behind expenditures of miti!ation measures desi!ned to 
reduce the impacts of climate chan!e. Funds need to be ur!ently allocated towards adaptation 
measures in all of the heavily a"ected countries to ensure that everyone a"ected by climate 
displacement has access the land resources required to end their displacement.

75.  In many contexts, the le!al and political tools required to support the implementation of these 
ri!hts are already in place. In these cases, therefore, what is required will be an au!mentation of 
existin! law, policy and practice in reco!nition of the fact that the displacement consequences 
of climate chan!e will continue to !row and that they will a"ect the enjoyment of basic human 
ri!hts. In many settin!s all that remains to be achieved in this respect is simply !eneratin! the 
political (and economic) will to brin! them to fruition, and to develop specific measures that are 
desi!ned directly to assist climate displaced persons to enjoy the full spectrum of HLP ri!hts.
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80  1(700TH OF PLANET EARTH IS ALL WE  
NEED TO FIX CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT

76.  We rarely consider this fact, but it is useful to recall that Earth’s total land mass is some 149m km2 

which is equivalent to 36.8 billion acres or nearly 15 billion hectares of land. If we consider this 
sizable amount of land in terms of climate chan!e and, more specifically, likely levels of climate 
displacement, some interestin! fi!ures emer!e. Basin! our calculations on mid-level estimates 
of projected climate displacement of 250,000,000, assumin! an avera!e household size of five 
persons and further assumin! an avera!e land requirement of one acre per household (under-
standin! fully that some households will need more (rural dwellers) and others less (urban and 
peri-urban dwellers), we find that some 50 million acres of land would be a reasonable estimate 
of the physical amount of land that would be required to provide various land-based solutions 
to the world’s climate displaced population. While the numbers of people may di"er, as may the 
ultimate amount of viable land, combined with the fact that a whole series of additional financial, 
economic, social, livelihood, infrastructure, transport and many other issues will determine the 
ultimate viability of any plan to resolve climate displacement in a human ri!hts-based manner 
involvin! direct access to land resources, we simply want to make the point here that we do have 
enough viable land to provide land to those who lose their land or the ability to reside upon their 
land in a di!nified manner. All that is required is the equivalent of 1/700th of the land mass of 
planet Earth, a mere 0.14% of our planet’s surface, (rou!hly the same size as U!anda) would 
facilitate human ri!hts-based solutions to climate displacement. Surely with the ri!ht policies, 
political will and !rowin! civil society en!a!ement, the world can achieve this objective. 

77.  There are any number of formulas to further calculate such estimates, and in fact, land amount-
in! to 1/3,000th of the world’s land surface may become a more realistic fi!ure. The main point 
here is simply that concrete measures understandin! both the likely land losses that countries 
will incur, coupled with estimates of approximately how much new land resources will be neces-
sary to provide new livelihood options to those forced to vacate their lands, need to occur with 
haste. Land parcels need to be acquired and set-aside now if policies to resolve climate displace-
ment are to have any chance of success. States need to learn the vital lessons of other attempts 
to access new land for climate-a"ected communities, many of which have been mentioned 
above, and to ensure that they take active roles to!ether with communities to find workable 
land solutions to all forms of climate displacement whenever it may occur. Every nation needs 
not only to have a NAPA in place backed by both National Climate Displacement A!encies and 
Special National Adaptation Funds earmarked specifically to resolve climate displacement, but 
rather, too, a National Land Solutions Plans (NLSP) which publically outlines where displacement 
will occur, when this will take place and where the people a"ected will ultimately be able to !o. 
Such plans may start out as !eneral overviews of the problems at hand, but then will need to 
!et increasin!ly detailed to ensure success. All of the lessons of the century of relocation and 
resettlement need to be learned by policy-makers and !overnments everywhere to ensure that 
these new popular movements avoid the innumerable and perilous pitfalls of virtually all such 
population movements that have preceded them. And there is no way around it; more money is 
needed ur!ently if the ri!hts of climate-displaced people are to be protected. An o#cial earmark-
in! of 20% of the Global Green Fund (the tar!et of the Fund is USD 100 billion annually) to land 
solutions for climate displacement would be a valuable step in ensurin! that such funds reach 



81the people who need them most. Every country and the communities residin! within them facin! 
or likely to face climate-induced displacement should have access to easy and quick procedures 
to apply for such fundin! based on a!reed methodolo!ies and human ri!hts-based frameworks. 
Havin! access to a special fund dedicated to land-based solutions to climate displacement by 
each heavily-a"ected country will have an immediate and marked impact on resolvin! these 
challen!es.

78.  Ultimately, resolvin! climate displacement remains a question of will. Generatin! this will across 
all political parties, ideolo!ies, countries of di"erin! levels of wealth and social and economic 
development and within the minds of decision makers is a task all of those who care about the 
ri!hts of climate displaced people must now embrace with conviction and vi!our. With the bene-
fit of time and reflection since DS be!an its land-related e"orts on behalf of climate displaced 
communities in 2007, it is abundantly clear that the multitude of issues facin! the people and 
!overnments of climate-a"ected countries such as those addressed in this report are of an 
increasin!ly complex, multi-faceted and ur!ent nature. Based on discussions with thousands 
of people, institutions, or!anisations and o#cials over the past six years in all corners of the 
planet, and after careful reflection, it is clear that despite the many and increasin!ly sophisticat-
ed pleas for assistance that have been made by climate-a"ected countries, in particular small 
island states and less wealthy nations, the !lobal community has moved far too slowly to avert 
the devastatin! impacts of climate chan!e, and where it has acted, it has done so in !enerally 
piecemeal, small-scale interventions that have been unsuccessful in improvin! the future and 
current prospects of these countries. 

79.  Far more needs to be done in the immediate term to assist !overnments and people and 
communities most at threat of climate displacement to more e"ectively address the series of 
climate-sourced and overall socio-economic problems that confront them, both internally in 
developmental and related sectors, as well as externally as mi!ration becomes increasin!ly likely 
in many countries. At the core of all solutions will be land. Identifyin! this land, accessin! it, 
acquirin! it and, ultimately, allocatin! it remains the challen!e of the era of climate displacement 
in which we live.
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85PREAMBLE

Concerned that events and processes caused or exacerbated by climate chan!e have and will continue to 
contribute to displacement of populations resultin! in the erosion of the ri!hts of those a"ected, in particu-
lar vulnerable and mar!inalised !roups, the loss of assets, housin!, land, property and livelihoods, and the 
further loss of cultural, customary and/or spiritual identity;

Guided by the Charter of the United Nations, and Rea#rmin! the Universal Declaration of Human 
Ri!hts, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Ri!hts, the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Ri!hts as well as the Vienna Declaration and Pro!ramme of Action;

Notin! that these Peninsula Principles on Climate Displacement within States (‘Peninsula Principles’) 
build on and contextualise the United Nations Guidin! Principles on Internal Displacement to climate 
displacement within States;

Understandin! that when an activity raises threats of harm to human health, life or the environment, 
precautionary measures should be taken;

Co!nisant that the vast majority of climate displaced persons are not responsible for the processes 
drivin! climate chan!e;

Notin! that while climate displacement can involve both internal and cross-border displacement, most 
climate displacement will likely occur within State borders; 

Rea"rmin! the ri!ht of climate displaced persons to remain in their homes and retain connections 
to the land on which they live for as lon! as possible, and the need for States to prioritise appropriate 
miti!ation, adaptation and other preventative measures to !ive e"ect to that ri!ht; 

Rea"rmin! further the ri!ht of those who may be displaced to move safely and to relocate within their 
national borders over time;

Reco!nisin! that voluntary and involuntary relocation often result in the violation of human ri!hts, 
impoverishment, social fra!mentation and other ne!ative consequences, and reco!nisin! the impera-
tive to avoid such outcomes;

Notin! further that climate displacement if not properly planned for and mana!ed may !ive rise to tensions 
and instability within States;

Acknowled!in! that States bear the primary responsibility for their citizens and others livin! within 
their territory, but reco!nisin! that, for many States, addressin! the issue of and respondin! to climate 
displacement presents financial, lo!istical, political, resource and other di#culties;

Convinced, that as climate chan!e is a !lobal problem, States should, on request by a"ected States, 
provide adequate and appropriate support for miti!ation, adaptation, relocation and protection 
measures, and provide assistance to climate displaced persons;



86 Realisin! that the international community has humanitarian, social, cultural, financial and security 
interests in addressin! the problem of climate displacement in a timely, coordinated and tar!eted 
manner;

Realisin! further that there has been no si!nificant coordinated response by States to address climate 
displacement, whether temporary or permanent in nature;

Reco!nisin! that the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Chan!e (UNFCCC) and its 
Kyoto Protocol neither contemplate nor address the issue of climate displacement, and that confer-
ences and meetin!s of the parties to these instruments have not substantively addressed climate 
displacement other than in the most !eneral of terms;

Notin!, however, that para!raph 14(f) of the UNFCCC 16th session of the Convention of the Parties 
(COP16) Cancun Adaptation Framework refers to enhanced action on adaptation, includin! ‘[m]easures 
to enhance understandin!, coordination and cooperation with re!ard to climate chan!e induced 
displacement, mi!ration and planned relocation …’;

Notin! further that UNFCCC COP18 in Doha decided to establish, at UNFCCC COP19, institutional 
arran!ements to address loss and dama!e associated with climate chan!e impacts in developin! 
countries that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse e"ects of climate chan!e as part of the Cancun 
Adaptation Framework;

Reco!nisin! the work bein! undertaken by the United Nations and other inter-!overnmental and 
non-!overnmental or!anisations to address climate displacement and related factors;

Realisin! the need for a !lobally applicable normative framework to provide a coherent and principled 
approach for the collaborative provision of pre-emptive assistance to those who may be displaced 
by the e"ects of climate chan!e, as well as e"ective remedial assistance to those who have been so 
displaced, and le!al protections for both;

Acknowled!in! the Inter-A!ency Standin! Committee (IASC) Operational Guidelines on the Protec-
tion of Persons in Situations of Natural Disasters, the Hyo!o Framework for Action, the UN Principles 
on Housin! and Property Restitution for Refu!ees and Displaced Persons and other relevant standards, 
the incorporation of a number of their principles within these Peninsula Principles, and their application 
to climate displaced persons;

Acknowled!in! also re!ional initiatives addressin! internal displacement such as the African Union 
Convention for the Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa;

Notin! the work of the Nansen Initiative on disaster-induced cross-border displacement;

Notin! that these Peninsula Principles, addressin! climate displacement within States, necessarily 
complement other e"orts to address cross-border displacement; and

Reco!nisin! judicial decisions and the writin!s of eminent jurists and experts as a source of international 
law, and acknowled!in! their importance and contribution to formulatin! the present Peninsula Principles; 
 
These Peninsula Principles provide as follows:



87INTRODUCTION

PRINCIPLE 1: SCOPE AND PURPOSE

These Peninsula Principles:

a.  provide a comprehensive normative framework, based on principles of international law, human 
ri!hts obli!ations and !ood practice, within which the ri!hts of climate displaced persons can be 
addressed; address climate displacement within a State and not cross-border climate displacement; 
and

b.  set out protection and assistance principles, consistent with the UN Guidin! Principles on Internal 
Displacement, to be applied to climate displaced persons.

PRINCIPLE 2: DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of these Peninsula Principles:

a.  ‘Climate chan!e’ means the alteration in the composition of the !lobal atmosphere that is in addition 
to natural variability over comparable time periods (as defined by the Inter-!overnmental Panel on 
Climate Chan!e (IPCC)).

b.  ‘Climate displacement’ means the movement of people within a State due to the e"ects of climate 
chan!e, includin! sudden and slow-onset environmental events and processes, occurrin! either alone 
or in combination with other factors.

c.  ‘Climate displaced persons’ means individuals, households or communities who are facin! or experi-
encin! climate displacement.

d.  ‘Relocation’ means the voluntary, planned and coordinated movement of climate displaced persons 
within States to suitable locations, away from risk-prone areas, where they can enjoy the full spectrum 
of ri!hts includin! housin!, land and property and livelihood ri!hts and all other livelihood and related 
ri!hts.

PRINCIPLE 3: NON&DISCRIMINATION, RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
a.  States shall not discriminate a!ainst climate displaced persons on the basis of their potential or 

actual displacement, and should take steps to repeal unjust or arbitrary laws and laws that other-
wise discriminate a!ainst, or have a discriminatory effect on, climate displaced persons. C l i m a t e 
displaced persons shall enjoy, in full equality, the same ri!hts and freedoms under international and 
domestic law as do other persons in their country, in particular housin!, land and property ri!hts. 



88 b.  States should ensure that climate displaced persons are entitled to and supported in claimin! and 
exercisin! their ri!hts and are provided with e"ective remedies as well as unimpeded access to the 
justice system.

PRINCIPLE 4: INTERPRETATION
a.  These Peninsula Principles shall not be interpreted as limitin!, alterin! or otherwise prejudicin! ri!hts 

reco!nised in international law, includin! human ri!hts, humanitarian law and related standards, or 
ri!hts consistent with those laws and standards as reco!nised under domestic law.

b.  States should interpret these Peninsula Principles broadly, be !uided by their humanitarian purpose, 
and display fairness, reasonableness, !enerosity and flexibility in their interpretation.

I. GENERAL OBLIGATIONS

PRINCIPLE 5: PREVENTION AND AVOIDANCE

States should, in all circumstances, comply in full with their obli!ations under international law so as to 
prevent and avoid conditions that mi!ht lead to climate displacement.

PRINCIPLE 6: PROVISION OF ADAPTATION ASSISTANCE, 
PROTECTION AND OTHER MEASURES

a.  States should provide adaptation assistance, protection and other measures to ensure that individu-
als, households and communities can remain in their lands or places of habitual residence for as lon! 
as possible in a manner fully consistent with their ri!hts.

b.  States should, in particular, ensure protection a!ainst climate displacement and demonstrate sensitiv-
ity to those individuals, households and communities within their territory who are particularly depen-
dent on and/or attached to their land, includin! indi!enous peoples and those reliant on customary 
rules relatin! to the use and allocation of land.
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PRINCIPLE 7: NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES 
a.  States should incorporate climate displacement prevention, assistance and protection provisions as 

set out in these Peninsula Principles into domestic law and policies, prioritisin! the prevention of 
displacement.

b.  Institutions and mechanisms – at all levels of !overnment (local, re!ional and national) to implement 
these Peninsula Principles and !ive e"ect to their provisions throu!h specially earmarked bud!etary 
allocations and other resources to facilitate that implementation.

c.  States should ensure that durable solutions to climate displacement are adequately addressed by 
le!islation and other administrative measures. 

d.  States should ensure the ri!ht of all individuals, households and communities to adequate, timely 
and e"ective participation in all sta!es of policy development and implementation of these Penin-
sula Principles, ensurin! in particular such participation by indi!enous peoples, women, the elderly, 
minorities, persons with disabilities, children, those livin! in poverty, and mar!inalised !roups and 
people.

e.  All relevant le!islation must be fully consistent with human ri!hts laws and must in particular explic-
itly protect the ri!hts of indi!enous peoples, women, the elderly, minorities, persons with disabilities, 
children, those livin! in poverty, and mar!inalised !roups and people

PRINCIPLE 8: INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND 
ASSISTANCE

a.  Climate displacement is a matter of !lobal responsibility, and States should cooperate in the provision 
of adaptation assistance (to the maximum of their available resources) and protection for climate 
displaced persons.

b.  In fulfillin! their obli!ations to prevent and respond to climate displacement within their territory, 
States have the ri!ht to seek cooperation and assistance from other States and relevant international 
a!encies. 

c.  States and relevant international a!encies, either separately or to!ether, should provide such coop-
eration and assistance to requestin! States, in particular where the requestin! State is unable to 
adequately prevent and respond to climate displacement.

d.  States that are otherwise unable to adequately prevent and respond to climate displacement should 
accept appropriate assistance and support from other States and relevant international a!encies, 
whether made individually or collectively. 
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91II. CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT 
PREPARATION AND PLANNING

PRINCIPLE 9: CLIMATE DISPLACEMENT RISK MANAGEMENT

With re!ard to climate displacement risk mana!ement, monitorin!, and modelin!, States, usin! a 
ri!hts-based approach, should:

a.  identify, desi!n and implement risk mana!ement strate!ies, includin! risk reduction, risk transfer and 
risk sharin! mechanisms, in relation to climate displacement;

b.  undertake systematic observation and monitorin! of, and disa!!re!ated data collection at the house-
hold, local, re!ional and national levels on, current and anticipated climate displacement; 

c.  enhance sharin!, access to and the use of such data at the household, local, re!ional and national 
levels, mindful of the need for data protection and predetermined use of data, and facilitate the 
assessment and mana!ement of climate displacement;

d.  model likely climate displacement scenarios (includin! timeframes and financial implications), loca-
tions threatened by climate chan!e, and possible relocation sites for climate displaced persons;

e.  inte!rate relocation ri!hts, procedures and mechanisms, as defined in these Peninsula Principles, 
within national laws and policies; and

f.  develop institutional frameworks, procedures and mechanisms with the participation of individuals, 
households and communities that:

(i) identify indicators that will, with as much precision as possible, classify where, at what point in 
time, and for whom, relocation will be required as a means of providin! durable solutions to those 
a"ected;

(ii) require and facilitate !overnmental technical assistance and fundin!; and

(iii) outline steps individuals, households and communities can take prior to climate displacement in 
order to receive such technical assistance and financial support.

PRINCIPLE 10: PARTICIPATION AND CONSENT

To enable successful preparation and plannin! for climate displacement, States should:

a.  ensure that priority consideration is !iven to requests from individuals, households and communities 
for relocation;

b.  ensure that no relocation shall take place unless individuals, households and communities (both 
displaced and host) provide full and informed consent for such relocation; 



92 c.  only require relocation to take place without such consent in exceptional circumstances when neces-
sary to protect public health and safety or when individuals, households and communities face immi-
nent loss of life or limb;

d.  adopt measures that promote livelihoods, acquisition of new skills,and economic prosperity for both 
displaced and host individuals, households and communities;

e.  make certain that:

(i) a"ected individuals, households and communities (both displaced and host) are fully informed 
and can actively participate in relevant decisions and the implementation of those decisions, 
includin! the plannin! and implementation of laws, policies and Pro!rammes desi!ned to ensure 
respect for and protection of housin!, land and property and livelihood ri!hts;

(ii) basic services, adequate and a"ordable housin!, education and access to livelihoods (without 
discrimination) will be available for climate displaced persons in the host community at a stan-
dard ensurin! equity between the host and relocatin! communities, and consistent with the basic 
human ri!hts of each;

(iii) adequate mechanisms, safe!uards and remedies are in place to prevent and resolve conflicts 
over land and resources; and

(iv) the ri!hts of individuals, households and communities are protected at all sta!es of the relocation 
process;

(v)  prior to any relocation, prepare a master relocation plan that addresses critical matters includ-
in!: 

(vi) land acquisition; 

(vii) community preferences; 

(viii) transitional shelter and permanent housin!; 

(ix) the preservation of existin! social and cultural institutions and places of climate displaced 
persons; 

(x) access to public services; 

(xi) support needed durin! the transitional period; 

(xii) family and community cohesion;

(xiii) concerns of the host community; 

(xiv) monitorin! mechanisms; and

(xv) !rievance procedures and e"ective remedies.
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94 PRINCIPLE 11: LAND IDENTIFICATION, HABITABILITY AND USE
a.  Reco!nisin! the importance of land in the resolution of climate displacement, States should:

(i) identify, acquire and reserve su#cient, suitable, habitable and appropriate public and other land 
to provide viable and a"ordable land-based solutions to climate displacement, includin! throu!h 
a National Climate Land Bank;

(ii) develop fair and just land acquisition and compensation processes and appropriate land alloca-
tion pro!rammes, with priority !iven to those most in need; and

(iii) plan for and develop relocation sites includin! new human settlements on land not at risk from 
the e"ects of climate chan!e or other natural or human hazards and, in so plannin!, consider 
the safety and environmental inte!rity of the new site(s), and ensure that the ri!hts of both those 
relocated and the communities that host them are upheld.

b.  In order to determine the habitability and feasibility of any relocation site, and to ensure that climate 
displaced persons bein! relocated and the relevant jurisdictional authority are in a!reement as to the 
habitability of any such site, States should create and make publicly available specific, !eo!raphically 
appropriate, standard criteria includin!:

(i) current and future land use;

(ii) restrictions (includin! those of a customary nature or not otherwise formally codified) associated 
with the land and its use;

(iii) habitability of the land, includin! issues such as accessibility, availability of water, vulnerability to 
climate or other natural or human hazards, and use; and

(iv) feasibility of subsistence/a!ricultural use, to!ether with mechanisms for climate displaced 
persons to decide to where they wish to voluntarily relocate.

c.  States should provide easily accessible information to individuals, households and communities 
concernin!: 

(i) the nature and extent of the actual and potential chan!es to the habitability of their homes, lands 
and places of habitual residence, resultin! from climate chan!e, includin! the evidence on which 
such assessments are made; 

(ii) evidence that all viable alternatives to relocation have been considered, includin! miti!ation and 
adaptation measures that could be taken to enable people to remain in their homes and places 
of habitual residence; 

(iii) planned e"orts to assist climate displaced persons in relocation; 

(iv) available compensation and alternative relocation options if the relocation site o"ered is unac-
ceptable to climate displaced persons; and 

(v) ri!hts under international and domestic law, in particular housin!, land and property and liveli-
hood ri!hts. 

d.  States should include in relocation plannin!: 



95(i) measures to compensate climate displaced persons for lost housin!, land and property; 

(ii) assurances that housin!, land, property and livelihood ri!hts will be met for all climate displaced 
persons, includin! those who have informal land ri!hts, customary land ri!hts, occupancy ri!hts 
or ri!hts of customary usa!e, and assurances that such ri!hts are on!oin!; and

(iii) assurances that ri!hts to access traditional lands and waters (for example, for huntin!, !razin!, 
fishin! and reli!ious purposes) are maintained or similarly replicated.

PRINCIPLE 12: LOSS AND DAMAGE

States should develop appropriate laws and policies for loss su"ered and dama!e incurred in the 
context of climate displacement.

PRINCIPLE 13: INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS TO SUPPORT 
AND FACILITATE THE PROVISION OF ASSISTANCE AND 
PROTECTION

a.  States should stren!then national capacities and capabilities to identify and address the protection 
and assistance needs of climate displaced persons throu!h the establishment of e"ective institu-
tional frameworks and the inclusion of climate displacement in National Adaptation Pro!rammes of 
Action as appropriate.

b.  States should take all appropriate administrative, le!islative and judicial measures, includin! the 
creation of adequately funded Ministries, departments, o#ces and/or a!encies at the local (in partic-
ular), re!ional and national levels empowered to develop, establish and implement an institutional 
framework to:

(i) enable !overnment technical assistance and fundin! to prevent, prepare for and respond to 
climate displacement;

(ii) support and facilitate the provision of assistance and protection to climate displaced persons;

(iii) exchan!e information and cooperate with indi!enous peoples, women, the elderly, minorities, 
persons with disabilities, children, those livin! in poverty, and mar!inalised !roups and people.

(iv) represent the needs of climate displaced persons.

c.  Responsibility for establishin! Ministries, departments, o#ces and/or a!encies should lie with nation-
al !overnments, and such !overnments should consult and collaborate with re!ional and local 
authorities, and inte!rate such Ministries, departments, o#ces and/or a!encies in relevant institution-
al frameworks.

d.  States should ensure the provision of adequate resources (includin! points of contact and assistance) 
at all levels of !overnment that directly address the concerns of climate displaced persons. 
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97III. DISPLACEMENT

PRINCIPLE 14: STATE ASSISTANCE TO THOSE CLIMATE 
DISPLACED PERSONS EXPERIENCING DISPLACEMENT BUT 
WHO HAVE NOT BEEN RELOCATED

a.  States have the primary obli!ation to provide all necessary le!al, economic, social and other forms 
of protection and assistance to those climate displaced persons experiencin! displacement but who 
have not been relocated.

b.  Protection and assistance activities undertaken by States should be carried out in a manner that 
respects both the cultural sensitivities prevailin! in the a"ected area and the principles of maintainin! 
family and community cohesion.

c.  States should provide climate displaced persons experiencin! displacement but who have not been 
relocated with a practicable level of a!e and !ender-sensitive humanitarian assistance includin!, 
without limitation, as the context requires:

(i) emer!ency humanitarian services;

(ii) evacuation and temporary and e"ective permanent relocation;

(iii) medical assistance and other health services;

(iv) shelter;

(v) food;

(vi) potable water;

(vii) sanitation;

(viii) measures necessary for social and economic inclusion includin!, without limitation, anti-poverty 
measures, free and compulsory education, trainin! and skills development, and work and liveli-
hood options, and issuance and replacement of lost personal documentation; and

(ix) facilitation of family reunion.

PRINCIPLE 15: HOUSING AND LIVELIHOOD
a.  States should respect, protect and fulfill the ri!ht to adequate housin! of climate displaced persons 

experiencin! displacement but who have not been relocated, which includes accessibility, a"ordabil-
ity, habitability, security of tenure, cultural adequacy, suitability of location, and non-discriminatory 
access to basic services (for example, health and education).



98 b.  Where climate displacement results in the inability of climate'displaced persons to return to previous 
sources of livelihood, appropriate measures should be taken to ensure such livelihoods can be contin-
ued in a sustainable manner and will not result in further displacement, and opportunities created by 
such measures should be available without discrimination of any kind.

PRINCIPLE 16: REMEDIES AND COMPENSATION

Climate displaced persons experiencin! displacement but who have not been relocated and whose 
ri!hts have been violated shall have fair and equitable access to appropriate remedies and compen-
sation.

IV.  POST&DISPLACEMENT  
AND RETURN

PRINCIPLE 17: FRAMEWORK FOR RETURN 
a.  States should develop a framework for the process of return in the event that displacement is tempo-

rary and return to homes, lands or places of habitual residence is possible and a!reed to by those 
a"ected.

b.  States should allow climate displaced persons experiencin! displacement to voluntarily return to their 
former homes, lands or places of habitual residence, and should facilitate their e"ective return in 
safety and with di!nity, in circumstances where such homes, lands or places of habitual residence are 
habitable and where return does not pose si!nificant risk to life or livelihood.

c.  States should enable climate displaced persons to decide on whether to return to their homes, lands 
or places of habitual residence, and provide such persons with complete, objective, up-to-date and 
accurate information (includin! on physical, material and le!al safety issues) necessary to exercise 
their ri!ht to freedom of movement and to choose their residence.

d.  States should provide transitional assistance to individuals, households and communities durin! the 
process of return until livelihoods and access to services are restored.



99V. IMPLEMENTATION

PRINCIPLE 18: IMPLEMENTATION AND DISSEMINATION

States, who have the primary obli!ation to ensure the full enjoyment of the ri!hts of all climate displaced 
persons within their territory, should implement and disseminate these Peninsula Principles without 
delay and cooperate closely with inter-!overnmental or!anisations, non-!overnment or!anisations, 
practitioners, civil society, and community-based !roups toward this end.

Adopted by a !roup of eminent jurists, text writers, le!al scholars and climate chan!e experts in Red 
Hill on the Mornin!ton Peninsula, Victoria, Australia on 18 Au!ust 2013.



100 ANNEX 2:  
THE DISPLACEMENT  
SOLUTIONS CLIMATE 
DISPLACEMENT 
INITIATIVE
Displacement Solutions has been actively involved in addressin! the displacement consequences  
of climate chan!e since 2007, and is now reco!nised as an important voice in this field. DS is re!u-
larly requested to provide policy advice and to !ive public lectures and university level courses  
on the links between climate chan!e and displacement. DS has advised various UN institutions, 
national !overnments and civil society !roups on climate chan!e and displacement issues, !iven 
numerous public speeches and lectures on the issues involved, hosted international workshops, 
attended many conferences on climate chan!e and displacement, and published various reports  
and other materials on this pressin! theme. 

DS has worked with a wide variety of !overnments and civil society !roups on the issue of climate 
displacement in countries includin! Ban!ladesh, Fiji, Kiribati, the Maldives, Papua New Guinea,  
Tuvalu and others, and maintains extensive contacts in each of these nations. Durin! numer-
ous missions to these countries DS has carried out research on housin!, land and property ri!hts,  
issues of relocation and/or resettlement and on various themes linked to displacement caused  
by the e"ects of climate chan!e. 

DS has produced several landmark publications on various aspects of climate displacement includin!: 
Land Solutions for Climate Displacement (2014), a Climate Chan!e and Displacement Reader (2012) 
as well as Climate Displaced Persons and Housin!, Land and Property Ri!hts: Preliminary Strate!ies 
for Ri!hts-Based Plannin! and Pro!rammin! to Resolve Climate-Induced Displacement (2009). In 
addition, a ran!e of academic and other articles prepared by DS have been published and widely 
referred to. Photo-essays depictin! the tra!ic reality of climate displacement in Ban!ladesh, Kiribati, 
PNG and Tuvalu have also formed part of DS e"orts. 



101DS has led a series of advocacy e"orts at the international and national levels to draw more atten-
tion to the specific HLP ri!hts dimensions of climate displacement. Beyond research, publications and 
other activities, DS has been en!a!ed with a ran!e of national initiatives to address climate-induced 
displacement. 

These include:

• Australia – Displacement Solutions has been active in Australia in drawin! public attention to the 
displacement dimensions of climate chan!e. DS has convened a variety of workshops on these issues 
to focus on Australia’s unique re!ional role in findin! solutions to the displacement caused by climate 
chan!e. The DS Director has !iven a variety of speeches on these issues in the country and annually 
teaches what is the first post-!raduate course in the world on climate chan!e and displacement at 
the Australian National University Law School in Canberra and the Law School of the University of 
Melbourne. DS also coordinates the Coastal Kids Project. 

• Ban!ladesh – DS has collaborated with Youn! Power for Social Action (YPSA) since 2009 and has 
developed plans to carry out further practical work in support of all communities in the country that 
have been or will be displaced due to climate chan!e. DS has carried out many missions to all corners 
of Ban!ladesh explorin! the !round reality of climate displacement, provided intensive HLP ri!hts 
trainin! to or!anisations and communities heavily a"ected by displacement due to climate forces and 
has conducted various consultations with the !overnment on the development of appropriate strate-
!ies to deal with the problem. DS coordinates the Ban!ladesh HLP Initiative to!ether with YPSA and is 
currently explorin! how best to ensure that land acquisition for climate-displaced communities actually 
takes place.

• Kiribati – Followin! the participation of the climate chan!e advisor of the Kiribati !overnment at a 
DS workshop on climate-induced displacement and human ri!hts in late 2008, DS has been in re!ular 
consultation with the !overnment and local advocates to develop ways of assistin! Kiribati in findin! 
additional resources and policy options to successfully mana!e land losses, relocation and resettle-
ment of forced climate mi!rants. DS has visited Kiribati on several occasions to investi!ate further the 
displacement likely to occur as a result of climate chan!e in the country and to develop project ideas 
desi!ned to reduce and resolve this displacement to the maximum possible extent. 

• Maldives – Displacement Solutions has worked for several years on various climate chan!e-related 
issues in the Maldives. In 2008, the DS Director held discussions with !overnment and UN o#cials on 
climate chan!e and human ri!hts, while later in the same year DS and the Human Ri!hts Commission 
of the Maldives jointly carried out what became a hi!hly influential National Housin! Assessment. 
In 2009, DS was requested to assist in the implementation of the findin!s of the National Housin! 
Assessment and to develop ideas on improvin! access to land in the country. 



102 • Papua New Guinea (Bou!ainville and the Carteret Islands) – In December 2008, Displacement Solu-
tions convened a meetin! jointly with UNHCR in Canberra, Australia that initiated the Bou!ainville 
Resettlement Initiative to assist one of the world’s first !roups of climate displaced persons from the 
Carteret Islands, and their or!anisation Tulele Peisa, to identify new land sites on Bou!ainville for use 
to resettle Carteret Islanders who have lost land due to climate chan!e. This was one of the first e"orts 
anywhere to find land solutions for climate-displaced people.

• Tuvalu – DS has visited Tuvalu on three occasions to explore national sentiments about loomin! 
climate displacement. DS worked to!ether with !overnment and civil society !roups to develop plans 
to secure the HLP ri!hts of everyone forced to flee their homes and lands due to risin! sea levels, many 
elements of which would form the basis of the research proposed in this proposal.
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The threat of climate displacement looms lar!e over a !rowin! number  
of countries. Based on the more than six years of work by Displacement 
Solutions in ten climate-a"ected countries, this report explores the  
key contention that land will be at the core of any major strate!y aimed  
at preventin! and resolvin! climate displacement.  
 
The report examines how climate displacement is already underway  
and bein! tackled in Papua New Guinea, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Ban!ladesh and 
elsewhere, and proposes a series of practical policies that can be employed 
to protect the ri!hts of people and communities everywhere should they  
be forced to flee the places they call home.  
 


